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CITY BUDGET OF $693,485.90

WESTERN UNION PROPOSES CUT

APPROVED BY COUNCIL TUESDAY

IN LOCAL SERVICE IN THE FALL

' Western Union proposes to re- was closed and would give a to'li (juce service in the city effective charge-free service until 11 p. m.
The report of the County of i tion of the Davis Bridge in AppleThe new schedule, as outlined
i Oct. 1, according to information
by company officials, would estab Knox for 1955 has just been issued , ton and the Wotton’s Mill Bridge
placed with the Chamber of Corn- lish Wood’s Taxi office on Winter I by the- county commissioners and , in Warren at a cost to the counstreet as anagencyfor cash paid contains the reports of the several ty of $10,650. The North Haven
■ m<'rcP'
departments of Bridge is to be completed this
, The present schedule of hours messages andmoneyordersfrom ! officials heading
year at a cost cf $15,600.
! in which the Western Union office 8 a. m. to 11 p. m. weekdays and tb° county.
The second page of the report is
In the report, the commissioners
at the railroad station is open to from 9 a. m. to noon on Sundays.
Mrs.
Pauline
the public is from 7 a. m. until
Summer office hours now in j devoted to a memorial to the late complimented
8 p. m. daily. Thu Sunday sched effect at the Western Union office I Justice Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., of Hutchinson of Rockland for her
The gross school budget for the
ule is from 9 a. m. to 11 a. m. will continue.
Any change wil1 | Camden, a member of the Maine work in Civil Defense and thanked
year was $417,849.90 and was Cities Hold Men
Supreme Judicial Court. On the C-D Director Clifton Robbins of
and 5 to 7 p. m.
come on or after Oct. 1.
brought down to the figure ap
The proposed schedule would be
Company officials explained that page is a photograph of Justice Hope, for the program he carried
For
Knox
Sheriff
proved in the net budget by an
out prior to his resignation.
8 a. m. to noon and 1 to 5 p. m. so few messages are now handled | Tirrell in the robes of office.
ticipated income from state and
Justice Tirrell was for many
Estimates of expenditures by
Wednesday
morning.
Sheriff Sundays would be from 9 a. m. in the evening hours through custuition sources of $79,441.
Willard Pease received notice , to noon and 5 to 7 p. m.
tomers placing them at the office years a practicing attorney in the county commissioners in the
Anticipated income to the city that tw0 men were being held by ' However, persons telephoning that the keeping open of the office Rockland prior to being appoint- tax year 1956-57 total $108 887.56.
during the year of $74,000 lowered
The greater ('d to the bench of the Superior Estimated income of $18,991.50
_ ..
. _
.' messages would not be incon- is not economical.
police in Bridgeport, Conn., and,
the gross budget from $429,077 to
venienced as a call to Western part of the messages received fur 1 Courts and later elevated to the will reduce the amount which
Manchester, N. H. on non-support Union WQu)d be (.hanneled to the transmission now come in by tele- Supreme Court.
the net budget given approval.
must be gained by taxation to
County Commissioners George $89,896,000. This amount, considActual cost of operating the warrants issued by the RocklandBangor ofrice without the caller phone, they explained.
1 being aware of thc change. BanThe change in hours will place
Boynton of Camden, Roland J. j ering the county’s total valuation
city and the schools for the year Municipal Court.
In Bridgeport, police had in cus gor would cover the Rockland the office on a one operator basis Gushee of Appleton and Darold I of $52,880,000. will be reflected in
will be $846,926.90.
tody Cecil Rhodes, once of Rock office at all hours the local office where two are now employed.
B. Hocking of St. George, in mak a tax rate assessed through the
The approved budget differed
port, on a complaint made by his
ing their report, noted with pleas town tax collectors of .0017 mills.
little in total dollars the budget
wife, Mrs. Virginia Rhodes oF
ure the excellent rating given the
Appropriated sums and the pur
presented for Council approval
Rockport, in which she alleged CITY COUNCIL PASSES RESOLVE
Knox
County
Jail
by
inspectors.
poses
for which they are intended
earlier. Changes made in vari
failure to support three minor
They reported also the com pi e- are shown below:
ous department budgets offset one
children. Sheriff Pease left Wed HONORING DR. EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
another until almost the same
County Buildings
$ 10,000.00
nesday to return Rhodes to Rock
The Rockland City Council, | the Cit vof Rockland has suffered
figure was leached in the Anal
0,200.00
Support of Prisoners
land to appear before the court. 1 meeting Tuesday evening to ap- the loss of one of its most esteemtotal as was previously presented.
Superior Court
8,000.00
ln Manchester, James Allen, prOve the municipal budget for ed citizens, a man possessing I
Municipal Court
8.000.00
The net budget previously present
formerly of Rockland, was held by • 1956-57, passed a resolve honoring sterling qualities of heart and |
Register of Deeds
7,000.00
ed was $690,830.90.
Clerk of Courts
3,300.00
Funds granted by departments police of that city waiting the ar- its late chairman, Dr. Edwin L mind, one who worked tirelessly
3,200.00
Register of Probate
were as follows: general govern-j rival of Knox County sheriffs to Scarlott. whose funeral the re- for the good of the city, yet always
return him here. He is charged maining four councilors had at- , was protective of the rights of the
Treasurer
350.00
ment, $55,183.
| citizen as an individual, one whose
with failure to support one minor tended that afternoon,
Commissioners
^00.00
Public safety, including police
child. Complainant on the war-, The resolves follows:
cheerfulness and friendliness en- ]
250.00
County Attorney
and fire services, as well as street
rant held by the sheriff is Doro-:
Resolve in memory ol
deared him to all who knew him,
7,500.00
Sheriff Department
lighting. $109,847.
thy M. Larrabee.
I)r. Edwin L. Scarlott
a true and loyal friend, whose life
Employees’ Retirement, County Share
4,100.00
Health Department, which in-:
Both men will be arraigned in “WHEREAS God in his infinite wis- of leadership and devotion to his
County Officers’ Salaries
17,000.00
eludes a grant of $3 565 to Knox
Rockland Municipal Court upon dom has called from amongst us responsibilities as a citizen will
General Bills
Hospital. $4,515.
their return.
our beloved friend Dr. Edwin L. continue as an inspiration to his I
Civilian Defense
$ 1,500.00
Public
Works
Department, i
Law Library
1,500.00
Scarlott, and
fellowmen. a faithful and trust$127,646.
S. P. C. A.
100.00
“WHEREAS it is but just that ' worthy public servant, and
Public
Welfare
Department, [ Final Rockport
Farm Bureau
3,600.00
fitting recognition of his life of i “BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED I
$34,245. which includes operation
Bridges
5,000.00
service be had, and a record made ■ that as a token of our respect to
High Honor Roll
of the City Farm.
Publicity
800.00
of his true worth as a loyal citi- his memory, that these resolutions
Public Library, $10,741.
Miscellaneous
1,000.00
zen. now, therefore
be entered upon and made a part
For
Year
Posted
Recreation Department, $16,850. ]
500.00
Bonds County Officers
“BE IT RESOLVED by the City of the records of the City of I
Unclassified expenses of the city
700.00
Medical Examiner
Principal Frederick Richards Council of the City of Rockland j Rockland and a copy thereof be
such as National Guard, sick leave ' announces the honor students for that in the death of
presented with our sympathy to I
Court House
and vacations for municipal cm-1 the last ranking period of the
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott
I his bereaved family.”
Alterations, Loan
5,787.50
30,787.50
ployees. pensions and insurance, I school year at Rockport High___________________________________________________________
Civil Defense, advertising, Cham School as follows:
$108,887.50
Knox Plumbers
18,991.50
ber of Commerce and insurance,
Estimated Income
High Honors (all
saiiy Maine Film On
$29,350.
Anderson, '56; Carlton Farley, '56; ) D„ ‘I
CLsa...^
Entertain State
Maynard DTOlierS JllOWn
Taxes
$ 89,896.00
Debt reduction and interest on Carole Lunden. '57;
County Valuation
>52,880,000.00
municipal obligations. $40,7f0.
| Graffan. '58: Virginia Ulmer, '59.
Assn. Saturday
In Italy, Spain
lax Rate—.0017
In the process of rc-adjustmcnt
Honors (A’s and one B); Joan
The Knox County Plumbing
A motion picture on Maine has
of the budget between introduc- Hewes. '56; Linda Johnson, '56;
In the report of taxes assessed which which it was assessed by
tion and approval, the school bud Joan Young. '56; Shirlcne Heath, been shown this week at Rome, and Heating Association will be
the various towns for the tax year the commissioners to meet coun
get was increased from $318,508.90
Italy, during thc Third Interna hosts to tlhe Maine State Associa
ty expenses. The list below first
1955. County Treasurer Blaine I*.
to $338,408.90 or $19,900.
The following students were tional Congress of Food Distribu tion of Plumbing contractors in a
gives the name of the town and
shows
thc
valuation
of
meeting at the Thorndike Hotel | Merrill
The city
operating budget, neither ahsent nor tardy during tion.
then the valuation, followed by
which provides all services other the last ranking period; Herbert
each community and the tax
amount assessed.
“Broiler Stock," a 10-minute Saturday afternoon and evening.
than schools, was cut from a re Stewart, ’56; John Robinson, ’57; color film on thc Pine Tree State’s
A directors meeting will be held
Total County Tax Assessed for Year
$86,641.00
quested $372,322 to $355,077, or Charles Crockett, '59; Marieta I program
in
breeding
better at 3 p. m. with dinner scheduled
Valuation
Paid
$17,245.
Erickson, ’59; Florence Frye, ’59; | meat chickens, which was pro- for 6 o'clock and a regional meet
Appleton
$
660,000 $ 1,122.00
Thc changes in the final budget Gladys Kec, ’59; Greta Norbeck, duced in 1953 by T. G. Hawes, ing following.
17,510.00
Camden
10,300.000
amounted to a little over $3,000 in ’59; Janice Small, ’59; Virginia publicity director of the Maine
President John Littlefield of
Cushing
1,122.00
660,000
crease in the total originally Ulmer, ’59.
Department of Agriculture, was Portland, state president, will re
F riendship
2,210.00
1,300,000
asked. In the shifting, a $20,000
-------------------presented at the week-long Con- port on the national convention of
Hope
1,037.00
610,000
item originally ln the municipal
The smart man pawns his , gresis by the Foreign Agricultural the association which he recently
Die au Haut
240,000
408.00
operating budget for the remodvl- troubles and then loses the ticket. Service of the U. S. Department attended in Cincinnati, Ohio.
North Haven
3,230.00
1,900.000
! of Agriculture.
Owls Head
2.533.00
1,490,000
From June 1 to June 10, the Rhode Island
Rockland
26,410.00
17,300,000
FR. VAN., CHOC., STRAW., M. W. (4 in 1)
film wa» whown under the. same
Rockport
6,545.00
5,850,000
I auspices
at the Internationa1 Towed Into Port
Council
resolve
minute
for the

Dr. Charles D. North, 76. died1 North. then well over 70. and reabout 11 a. m. Wednesday, follow covering from an illness, board
the cutter for.the rough trip ahead
ing a long period of recurrent ill
and difficult landing at Matinicus.
health. He had served the people By the time they were back in
of Rockiand for a period of 40 Rockland with the patient, they
years and had practiced in Ten had forgotten their troubles in
ants Harbor and Canton before their admiration for the doctor.
He was born at Auburn April
coming to Rockland.
He took his pre-medical school 24. 1S80, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
studies at Bates College and Frank North.
The Maine Medical Association
graduated from Bowdoin Medical
School in 1907, a member of the honored him a few weeks ago in
presenting him with a plaque
last class to train at the school.
His first medical practice was recognizing his close to 50 years
in Canton from which community as a practicing physician in the
he later moved to Tenants Har state.
bor where he practiced until open
He was a member of the Maine
ing offices in Rockland 40 years Medical Association, the Ameri
can Medical Association; an hon
ago.
A general
practitioner,
he orary life member of the Rock
served as Knox County medical land Lodge of Elks, and a mem
examiner for a period of 10 years, ber of the Rockland Rotary Club.
relinquishing the office in recent
Also, the Masonic bodies and of
years due to ill health. He also Kora Temple Shrine of Lewiston
served as the City of Rockland and the Knox County Medical As
health officer for eight years and sociation.
Survivors include his widow,
city physician for 18 years.
Dr. North had an unusual sense Mrs. Mary Keating North; a
of duty to his patients which wa.« daughter. Mrs. Elzada Barstow of
indicated by an incident three Rockland; two sisters, Mrs. Edna
years ago last ‘Christmas when Knapp of Clearwater, Fla., and
he crossed the storm swept bay Mrs. Berniece Thomas of Madi
aboard a Coast Guard cutter on son.
Also two stepdaughters,
Christmas Day to treat two pa Mrs. Samuel Glover of Owls
tients on Matinicus. One, critic Head and Mrs. Ruth Blake of
ally ill, was brought to thc main Rockland, and several grandchil
land aboard the cutter and the dren and nieces and nephews.
other left comfortable in his home
Funeral services will be held at
the Congregational Church Friday
after treatment.
Coast Guardsmen on the cutter afternoon at 2 o’clock with the
grumbled when the emergency Rev. Charles R. Monteith officiat
call brought them away from their ing. Interment will be in Achorn
Christmas dinners and families Cemetery.
I
ashore, but the loss of their privi
Friends may call at the Russell
leges paled when they saw Dr. Funeral Home Thursday evening.

/C£

Half Gallons $1.29

\CHEAt1]

"THE DIFFERENCE MAKES IT WORTH IT"

LESS THAN A
POUND A PAIR! \
MEN'S GLOVE LEATHER

CASUAL SHOES
• BROWN
• SMOKE

• BENEDICTINE

LOAFERS and TIES
• CREPE SOLES

$7.95 - $8.95 - $10.95

‘

Th<* era Hop dragger “Rhode
Lsland" wels towed into Rockland
Wednesday from a tpot juat off
the Georges Bank off Cape Cod,
Ma.<s., after the fishing vessel de
veloped mechanical trouble.

The vessel, skippered by Capt.
William Howell,

was

taken

• CREPE SOLES

$5.95 - $6.95
Corner Main and Winter Sts.

Tel. 1121

Rockland

5,300,000

6.010.00

I nion

I,=00,000

2,550.00

\ inalhaven

1,850,000
2,100,000
710,000

3,14 COO

130,000

221.00

Thomaston

Warren
Washington
Matinicus Isle
Total
Summart

1.326.00"

3,570.00
1,207.00

$89,641.00 $86,641.00

Brings Island

Teachers Resign

‘

$2.90 ton $25.00

Buckwheat Coal

$2.00 ton $18.80

Bricquets

$1.00 ton $22.25

M. B. & C. O. PERRY

519 MAIN STREET

Salaries of county officials in
cluded $2 700 for the three county
commissioners; $3 039.63 toward

ROCKPORT, MAINE

75-77

SPEND THE 4th IN THOMASTON
DICK WILCOX SHOWS AND RIDES - JULY 2-7

ERNIE LINOELL AND HIS RHYTHM RANCH
Watts Hall, July 3, with Choosing of Sea Princess
BIG PARADE - 3 BANDS - FLOATS - PRIZES
July 4th at 1.30 P. M. — Fireworks at 10.15 P. M.

PHONE 487
77-T11-89

KIDDIE MATINEE SATURDAY AFTERNOON
75-79

Grant, Rockland

High

two-seater plane operated by two years, will leave Rockland
Arthur Harjula of Thomaston.
in August for Worcester, Mass.,
Alda Marie Winslow, daughter with his wife. Mrs. Carolyn Grant.
of Mr. and Mrs. Colon Winslow
The Rockland couple will take up
of North Haven, was admitted to
Knox Hospital after thc mercy residence in that town where
Grant will enter the life insurance
flight.
The illness suffered by the girl business.
Mrs. Grant, a sub-primary
complicated by a congenital
heart condition. Her condition teacher at the South School, ten
was described as “serious” by dered her resignation also.
Grant taught at Searsport be
hospital attaches Wednesday.
Harjula received the call Tues fore coming to Rockand. He con
day afternoon and took off from ducted American History and
his' Thomaston flying field on 1 Probems in Democracy classes at
Route
One, landing on
the Rockland High School.
He is presently participating in
North Haven goif course.
He
returned with the sick girl in her the Maine Seafoods Festival aa
father’s arms landing on his air its vice president.
strip. completing thc 24-mileround-trip in about one half hour. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The girl was rushed to the hospi Till. ROSE STH.L GROWS BE3O.ND THE WALL
tal by taxi and placed in an oxy
gen tent.
Near a shady wall a rose once
grew.
Upon takeoff from Rockland,
Budded and blossomed in God's
there was doubt about the possi
free light,
bility of making a landing on
Watered and fed by morning dew.
North Haven due to high winds.
Shedding its sweetness day aud
As the flight took off. Chief Boat
night.
swain Merritt Wright of the Coast A> it grew and blossomed fair
Guard, also a flyer, made ready
and tall.
high speed picket boat at the
Slowly using to loftier height.
Coast Guard Moorings to make It came fo a crevice in the wall.
Through which there shone a
the run to the island should Har
beam of light.
jula be unable to land for his
Onward
it crept with added
passenger.
strength,
With never a thought of fear
Cultivate new ideas and you'll
or pride
always have a paying crop.
It followed the light through thc
crevice's length
And unfolded itself on thc other
side.

Notice - Jobs

Portland Police Department
needs twelve new

COAL

Nut Coal

Jlames

A three year old North Haven
nounced his resignation from that
girl seriously ill with pneumonia
position this week.
Grant, who
as rushed to Rockland Tuesday
has
held
the
position
for
the past
in an emergency fi ght in a small

$52,730,000 $86,641.00
Valuation

Two Rockland

School social studies teacher, an

<’Utt« r Yankton and delivered to
Wild Lands
152.55
the Rockland Coast Guard tug
’ Paid in 1956
4300 outside Rockland Breakwater.
Community Smorgasbord Supper The breakdown occurred from I Expenditures listed in the re-i the retirement fund for county
salt water in the lubricating oil port in< lu<le a figure of $9,796.01 ' employees and $900 for thc coun
June 30, 5:30 to 7 P. M.
of the engine. The dragger. owned for °P"ation of county buildings, ty treasurer.
Owls Head, Central School
by Capt. Howell, was on its way 'vhich includes "the court hous?. I Other salaries
listed were:
adults $1.00
CHILDREN 30<
hen
the
H
ail
and
sheri£f
s
residence.
Clerk
of
Courts.
$2,820;
Judge of
to the fishing bank
76-78 trouble originated.
A sum of $9,419.02 was expend- ' Probate,
$2,093;
Register of
ed for the care of prisoners in the Deeds, $2,460; Register of Procounty jail.
Costs of Superior bate. $1,985.43; Sheriff. $3 000, and
Court for the three sessions of the 'probation officer. $300
year amounted to $5,162.74.
General expense of thc county
SUMMER CASH DISCOUNT
Cobtd of Rockiand Municipal amounted to $52,979.'.>6 for a total
Court, which is in session each of $f26.685.73
weekday of the year, totaled
$10 358.44.
Other departments had
ex
Sardine Packers
penses as follows: Register of
DURING THE MONTH OF JULY WE OFFER
Deeds, $4,263.41; Clerk of Courts,
Wanted
THE FOLLOWING CASH DISCOUNT ON COAL
$2,925.10; Register of Probate.
$2,549.04;
County
Commissioners,
Tel. Camden 677
ORDERED AND DELIVERED DURING THE MONTH
$603.50.
Or Apply at Office of
CASH
NET
County treasurer, $334.39; Coun
ty Attorney. $96.91; Sheriff's DcOISCOUN T
PRICE
Home Port
partment, $7,921.94; Civil Defense,
I $973.39.
$2.95
$25.00
Stove Coal
Fish Company

OVER 50 YEARS OE' SERVICE

SUNDIAL SHOES

3.485.00

Slow Down and Live!

Deliveries Mill Be Made In (he Order Received and Can Not
Be Held Over. No Discount On Less Than One Ton.

FCwwl'j Shoe Stone

2,050,000
780,000

into

t.ow by the Coast Guard’s 110 foot

ton

SANDALS

St. George
South Thomaston

Mercy Flight
Girl To Hospital

ash

I Trade Fair at Barcelona Spain
j “Broiler Stock” has been cx} tensively shown on television in
' the eastern United States during
thc past two years. It depicts
Maine’s natural resources, idea:
climate for poultry stock, and co
operative
industry - government
program.

Volume 111, Number 77

COMMISSIONERS ESTIMATE COUNTY DR. CHARLES D. NORTH, FORTY
BUDGET OF $108,887.50 TO BE
YEARS A PHYSICIAN IN ROCKLAND,
COLLECTED FROM COMMUNITIES
DIED LATE WEDNESDAY MORNING

i ing of Purchase Street School was
transferred to the school budget,
Recreation funds were cut some
$2,500 to last year's figure and unclassified funds $500. A fund of
The budget totaled $693,485.90 $1,300 was moved from Public
and was divided with $338,408.90 Works to schools for work on
allocated to the operation of the South Field.
city's school system and $355,077
for all other municipal services. Police of Two

The
Rockland City
passed. the annual budget
Tuesday evening in a 10
session called especially
purpose.

$7.60 per year
It. 7 a six months

SIXTEEN PAGES—10c COPY

PATROLMEN

!

Must be 21-25 years of age, or
a veteran of World War II
under 29 years of age, a citizen
of U. S., have a high school
(‘duration or equivalent, and be
physically fit.

Permanent positions — tl hour
week. Vacation and sick leave,
paid holidays, contributory re
tirement, optional group life

The light, thc dew, thc broadening
view
Were found thc same as they
were before;
And it lost itself in beauties new,
Breathing its fragrance more
and more.

Shall claim of death cause us to
grieve.
And make our courage faint or
fan?
Nay! Let us faith and hope re
ceive;
The rose still grows beyond the
wall.

Scattering fragrance far and wide.
Just as it did in days of yore.
Pay range $61.50 to $71 per I
week.
I Just as it did on the other side,
Just as it will for evermore
Civil Service Examination is i
A. L. Frink.
given to measure aptitude. Ap- |
pointers will be trained on the
job.
|
I Application* for Civil Service ’
I Examinations obtainable from I
The Office of
City Clerk, City Hall, Portland. |
Maine. Closing date for filing
Frederick C.
application*, July 16, 1956.
|
"" (n*e™pencil "printplainly >
Dennison,
CITY CLERK. City Hall. Port- I
land. Maine. Pleaac *end appli- |
THOMASTON
cation for examination for
Portland Police Department. 1
WILL BE CLOSED
insurance.

M. D.

Name ....

FROM JULY 1 to AUG. 1

Address

HI

Inclusive

76-81 |

T5-TIJ

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Townies Take

Local Riders Win

Rockets In 16

Farmington Horse
Show Awards

Inning Fracas

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette In 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

Knox County entrant* took sev
Waldoboro Toumirs sti-cngthnnrd their first place lend in the eral top billings at the Sandy
Knox-Lincoln Twlipht League Sun River Ridin" Club’s annual spring
day evening with a 6 to 3 victory
horse show held at the Franklin
over the Roikland Rockets in a 1C Park ring all day Saturday in
inning contest at the South School I Farmington.
field.
I “Celeste Marea” owned by
Waldoboro won the contest in Muriel Bumheimer of North Wal
their half of the 16th on a hitlcss doboro took championship in the
three run tally. Stan Hanna and Morgan class and first place in the
Dick Russell walked and advanced model Morgan and open Morgan
on a wild pitch. Howard Spencer ; classes at the show.
made first on an error and three
Reserve champion in the Mor
scores came in on two Rockland gan class v.as “Lippitt’s Red
errors.
Moro” owned by Hugh Little of
Winning hurler was Jim Halli- Rockland who also took second
gan who was pulled in the 13th place in the model Morgan and
inning.
open Morgan events.
Waldoboro
Other winners were “Born a
000 111 000 000 OCO—3 6 9 0 Feudist” owned by Ann Weston of
Rockland
i North Waldoboro, model three
010 000 020 000 000—0,3 6 3 gaited over 15.2 hands,
and
Halligan, lives <13>, and Hanna; Debby Hary of Rockland, first
Johnson. Strout <151 and Moody. i place in the horsemanship class,
English style, for 13 year olds and
under.

EDITORIAL

FOOT IN MOUTH
There can be no question about the keen business
ability of Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson. His un
paralleled record of financial achievement in private life
proves that beyond question. Also there can be no question
that of all men in public life Secretary Wilson has the
greatest propensity for saying the wrong thing at the wrong
time. His unbridled tongue has repeatedly gotten the
Eisenhower Administration into embarrassing situations,
yet the native ability of Secretary Wilson is such that his
value to the nation more than offsets his incurable habit of
making the faux pas.

ONLY EIGHT SHORT WEEKS AWAY
Do you realize that it is barely eight weeks to the Na
tional conventions and presidential nomination time?
There is still a deal of uncertainty in both Republican and
Democratic camps at the moment. That doubt will remain
until the President makes a firm statement. The indica
tions are that Mr. Eisenhower will again say “yes” hut
thus far he has made not even a hint and a chance for
doubt still remains, though the party planners are hope
fully taking it for granted that it will be Ike and Dick,
hut there is still that element of uncertainty.
The Democrats are in far worse stead. Stevenson is
well out in front, but by no means has the nomination
nailed down. In order to win he needs the electoral votes
of the South, yet he dare not go overboard to get them on
integration of the races, and he dare not shade the integra
tion issue for fear of losing northern electoral votes.
Kefauver and Harriman lack Stevenson’s strength, yet
should the Truman forces hook up with them, Stevenson
could be defeated, though at the moment it looks like
Eisenhower and Stevenson again.

Good Response
To Free X-ray
Offer By State

Rockets Slide

To Cellar As

With the Knox County area fr<”»
chest x-ray program half com
pleted 2084 residents over 15
years of age have received the
free x-ray offered, the Four Coun
ty Tuberculosis Association an
nounced Tuesday.
Nine towns in the county area
have been finished to date with
six more to go. Included in the
county survey is Waldoboro.
Results to date indicate the fol
lowing figures: Waldoboro. 624;
Cushing.
52; Friendship, 215;
Washington, 190; Warren, 423;
Appleton. 230; and the Owls Head,
South Thomaston and Ash Point
area, 350.
Towns scheduled on the remain
der of the program include Clark
Island and Tenants Harbor, June
26; Port Clyde and St. George,
June 27; Union, June 28; and
Thomaston, June 29.
The survey is under the spon
sorship of the Four County Tuber
culosis Association, Maine Depart
ment of Health and Welfare and
local sponsoring groups.
It is
conducted by means of a portable
x-ray unit truck.

Clippers Win
Thomaston Clippers moved into
second place while the Rockland
Rockets continued their downward
plunge to take over cellar post j
tion as they lost to the Clippers
7 to 3 in a Knox-Lincoln Twilight
League contest played at the
South School Fieid Tuesday eve
ning.
The Clippers picked up a single
tally in the first inning and added
two more in fhe second. They
clinched the game with a three j
run sixth inning staying ahead of
the Rockets all the way.
The win was Thomaston’s third
against three losses and Rock
land's fifth loss in eight starts. It
was also the Rockets’ fifth con
secutive loss.
Thomaston,
120 003 010—7 11 0
Rockland,
000 110 010- 3 7 0
Tweedie, Hopkins(8» and Watts;
Strout. Mahoney(3) and Moody.

WHO PAYS THAT FIFTY BILLIONS?
The new extended federal road program which will
total fifty billions over thirteen years to produce traffic re
lief around all large cities is not atl happiness and light.
Taxes will be soon increased to ear owners to produce
600 millions per year. To the individual car owner it will
mean an increased cost of around $8.80 annually. A Fed
eral gas tax of one cent per gallon will probably be felt
most. The tax on tires will be increased, also on retread
tires. The manufacturers’ tax on trucks will be upped ten
per cent, as well as other costs to the motorist and the
trucker.
It must be borne in mind that in this as in alj Federal
aid propositions it is the people who pay.

MAINE'S "HOOVER" REPORT

Army Engineers
Need Engineers

At a cost of $17,000 the Public Administration Service of
Chicago has made an extensive survey of the governmental
structure of the State of Maine and has submitted its find
ings and recommendations. We must presume that the
PAS is well qualified for this, otherwise the hiring of the
firm would be senseless. On this assumption it behooves
us to give full credence to the reported shortcomings and to
give serious thought to remedial action recommended.
We have at hand the full 335 page report which indi
cates that “Viewed as a single structure, the administrative
organization is a ramshackle one, consisting of many statu
tory leantos, without the proper constitutional foundation,
not all integrated in the administration and largely lacking
in co-ordinaion of functions.
“Piecemeal additions have been made to a basic
framework designed to meet the requirements of times long
gone by, and the present structure of State government is
an assembly of pieces and patches. If the demands upon
the state government continue to increase and if the State
attempts to meet the snowballing needs in health, welfare,
education, highways and other services, radical action must
be taken to effect an administrative machinery better able
to cope with these problems.”
The report further indicates how this could be done.
To summarize the most important recommendations:
1. Four year term for the governor; 2. Appointment of
all department heads by the governor; 3. Change in the
functions of the Executive Council; 4. Terms of depart
ment heads to run concurrently with term of appointing
power; 5. Re-arrange, re-distribute and clarify functions
of various government departments that now overlap, du
plicate or, in some cases, actually nullify work of others.
As might be expected, anything as radical as the re
commendation of the PAS has already evoked much com
ment among the political leaders of the State and not all
of it favorable.
As a layman in governmental administration we are
not qualified to express an opinion on the detailed findings
and reeommendations but good sense requires us to admit
that any enterprise, state or otherwise, that fails to keep
up with the times or fails to modernize its way of doing
business, can by no stretch of the imagination he culled
successful. We have in times past expressed our uncompli
mentary opinion of various activities of the Executive
Council and the report backs us up.
On a national scale similiar failure of streamlining gov
ernment was recognized some time ago. The “Hoover”
Commission followed and their reports and recommenda
tions have received serious consideration by the executive
and the legislative branches of our government. May we
recommend to Governor Muskie, to the Executive Council,
and to the next session of our State’s Legislature that most
serious consideration be given to the report of the Public
Administrative Service and that based upon such consid
eration prompt and drastic action be taken to bring our
State government in line with the times in which we live.
There will be much opposition on the part of the conserva
tive element in our two houses of Legislature and in the
Executive Council and fiom entrenched individuals nowreaping benefits of prestige or of a financial nature. They
will not surrender easily. It will require ruthless and
dedicated action.
Let us accept the Public Administrative Service as our
“Hoover Commission” and follow the national example by
streamlining our State government as recommended.

The New England Division,
Corp.* of Army Engineers, is in
MAN WANTED
gregt need of engineering person
With Car for Newspaper Delivery nel to enhance its multi-hundred
Rockland to Stockton Springs
million dollar current program of
STATE NEWS CO.
military and civil construction.
JMK KUMI, MAINE
Positions
available
include
75-77
those
for
construction and

NYLON SWIM TRUNKS

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

Swim Trunk Folds Into Pocket
of Trunks To

In Terry Cloth and
Combed Cottons

Form

t arrying Case

Si.65

up

Boy's Shop
SWIM TRUNKS
We Have a Must Complete Assortment
of Boys’ Trunks ill Fancy Patterns,
Plaids and Solid Colors
BRIEFS and BOXERS

McGREGOR SWIM SETS
SIIIRT AMI MATC HING THI NKS

Municipal Court

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Frank S. Cushman, 22, of
Thomaston pleaded guilty to three
traffic violation charges in Mu
nicipal Court Tuesday morning,
brought against him by Camden
police as the result of an accident
Friday at Camden when an 11year old was struck by a vehicle
operated by Cushman.
The respondent pleaded guilty
to driving a motor vehicle so as
to endanger, for which he was
fined $50 and $6 costs; driving
without a license, for which he
was fined $10, and failure to re
port an accident, for which he was
fined $10 and $4 costs.
Cushman paid $50 of the total
$80 fines and costs and the case
was continued to July 3 for pay
ment of the remainder of the
fine.
Camden police testified that
Cushman was operator of the
vehicle
that
struck
Ernest
Erskine 11. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Erskine of Camden on
Route 105 in Camden Friday aft
ernoon while- the boy svas riding
his bicycle at the right of the
road.
The youngster received forehead
bruises and knee contusions but
was not hospitalized.
Cushman brought the boy to his
home and reported the accident
to State Police in Thomaston Sat
urday.

Arlene Esancy, at the end of the
six months period. He appealed
the finding and was released in
$200 personal recognizance.
The boy told the court an on
coming car had forced him off the
road.
« * *
Lloyd A. Richards, 22, of Rock
port was released on a drunken
driving charge at the same s-ession of court. The results of a
blood test noting a .131 percentage
count was entered as evidence and
the charge was dismissed on that
I basis.
The case had been continued
from June 21 for the results after
Richards had been stopped by
Rockland police on Main street
early June 21. He had been re
leased on $200 personal recogni
zance pending results of the test.

1113 - \\

OFFINS
MENS

BOYS

AND

FURNISHINGS SHOES

mn

mmn
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CLOTHING

AND UNIFORMS

CVKIAND

ME

civil engineers with salaries rang Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
ing from $4,480 to $7,570 annually;
engineering aids for survey par
ties, soils testing and computation
work at $3,175 to $4,525; constru"FSHELL3
tion inspectors at $3,670.
W^SONITOR
I Interested persons may apply at
: the New England Division Person
Healing oil Itorsge tank
nel Oflice. 224 Albany street, Cam
corrosion & rust inhibitor
bridge, Mass., in person from 8.15
FREE TO CUR CUSTOMERS WITH
a. m. to 4.45 p. m., Mondays
SHELL FURNACE OIL
, through Fridays, or by mail.
History proves that a man canj not expect good to return to him
unless he sends out good.

I

A. C. McLoon & Co.
MeLOON’8 WHARF

priation For Recrea
tion Is Urged
To the Editor of The
Gazette

,

Malcolm A. Church, 32. of Port
Clyde was found guilty on charges
of passing another vehicle on a
curve and failure to stop on sig
nal from a law enforcement offi
cer.
He was fined $10 on each of the
charges and $6 costs of court.
Church was stopped on Sou*h
Main street June 24 by Trooper
Harvey Childs and arrested for
failing to stop at the officer’s
signal further back on the South
Thomaston road. Childs charged
that Church had passed on the
curve in Owls Head on the South
Thomaston road.
Church, who pleaded not guilty
George A. Quinn, Jr., 21. of to both charges, paid the fines and
R.F.D.
1,
Rockland
pleaded costs.
guilty and paid a fine of $10 and
♦ * *
$6 costs- on. a speeding charge i There may be an inexpensive
brought against him by Rockland way to rid one’s self of a parking
police at the same session of problem but G< orge Curtis of 67
court.
Park street failed to find it when
Quinn was charged with driving he wanted a motor bike, parked in
65 mile* an hour in a 45 mile an alley next to his home, remov
zone on Lake View Drive Monday. ed.
* ♦ *
He took a hammer to it and as
Ronald C. Esancy, 16 year o’.d a result had to pay $25, restitu
Burkettville boy, received a sus tion and $5 court costs after a
pended sentence to the State charge of malicious mischief was
School for Boys and was placed brought against him.
on probation for six months on a
It seems the Park street resi
juvenile delinquency complaint dent was on his way home from
heard in Rockland Municipal shopping Friday evening when he
Court Wednesday morning.
tripped over the bike while taking
The boy was charged with driv j a short cut through the alley.
ing a pickup truck owned by his
The next day he asked the operlather so as to endanger the lives | ator of the bike. William Brann of
of himself and three1 passengers j South Thomaston, to remove it.
riding with him. He was involved
When Brann refused Curtis start
in an accident on the Rockville
ed battering the bike with a ham
road June 23 when the truck left mer.
the road and rolled over with its
He faced the malicious mischief
four occupants.
charge in Rockland Municipal
One passenger, Vonnie Noyes,
Court
Tuesday
morning
on
15, of Union, is in serious condi
Braun's complaint ar.d. agreed to
tion at Knox Hospital with a badly
p«ay $5 each week to make up $25
lacerated ear and a fractured
restitution.
Judge Alfred M.
pelvis as a result of the accident.
Strout tacked on a $5 court costs
The other two occupants received
charge.
only minor injuries as did the
driver.
The supply of mistakes has al
Trooper Harvey Childs testified
ways exceeded the demand.
that the youth was in court just _________________________________
a week previous on a speeding
charge and a charge of driving
with inadequate brakes in the
same vehicle.
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
The boy, who pleaded innocent
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
to the charge Wednesday morn
ing, sujrend-ered his license to
First Choice Used Cars
Judge Alfred M. Strout who sus
ROCKIAND
pended it. Judge Strout told the
516 MAIN 9T
TEL. 720
young driver he would be placed
104-tf
in the custody of his mother, Mrs. 'MAJMMMMMMMUMMMM*

TEL. SI
70472-Th-tl

Courier-

During the past few days peveral questions and comments have
been received in reyard to the
necessity of additional funds for
our City of Rockland Recreational
Department. Mothers whose chil
dren have participated and bene
fited from this program are
heartily in support of the work
carried on the past year and sin
cerely hope that it will continue.
Merchants and other interested
citizens have voiced their approval
and feel that in comparison wbh
other communities we are getting
far more for our tax dollar than
in some other plac-e-s.
On tfco
other hand, there are those who
think with the increase in taxes,
we are not getting value received
from the money spent in this de
partment.

with its limiicd budget and person
nel has tried to provide healthy
mediums of relaxation and piny
that serve as a guide in directing
our children to better citizenship
and giving them a more cultural
background.
The national average per capita
co^t for recreation was $6.50 for
the past year. The City of Rock
land per capita cost was $0.48 for
the last tax year. To carry on
this program monetary increases
are necessary as more time, and
materials must be spent in plan
ning, organization and preparation
of recreation. Are we willing to
invest approximately two cents of
our tax dollar to help guide and
develop physical fitness in the
youth of Rockland for better citi
zenship in the future?
Submitted by: Joyce R. Champ
lin. Member of the Recreation Ad
visory Board.

The President’s concern over
the failure of American youth to
pass a basic minimum fitness test
in which European, youths were
found far superior, resulted in a
two day conference being held in
Washington by American leaders
to consider ways of bettering the
physical fitness
of American
youth. President Eis-enhower as
sured the conference members |
that a President’s Council would
be established to further recrea
tional activity. The President
stated that a good fitness program
was essentially a local communi
ty program and urged financial
support for recreation and youth
programs, “which the nation not
only can afford but cannot afford
to deny.”
At Harvard University on June
19 at the Annual Convention of
the National Council of Juvenile
Court Judges, it was reported
with alarm the increasing number
of 7, 8, 9 year old children charged
with criminal offenses. The chair
man, John D. Coughlan declared,
“the impact of our civilization is
such that more children of this
age are getting into trouble,” and
urged setting up preventive ma
chinery through recreation ar.d
school systems.
Upon inquiry to our local Police
Chief, Bernard C. Thompson, it is
gratifying to learn that in our
community there is a decrease in
juvenile
delinquency.
Chief
Thompson states, “activities to
take up their time under proper
direction help to steer the juvenile
along the right path.”
The Department of Recreation

Now, He Has To
Apply For the Job
In all the maze of government
regulations and forms it had to
happen some time.
It seems that a valued local
government employee who is a
real veteran of his service has
failed to make application for the
job.
Just the other day he received
a polite, but firm request that he
file an application for the posi
tion he new fills. The letter in
formed him that all his records
were in perfect order, except one,
the application for the job which
he has held down 26 solid years.
He has been a railway mail
clerk for as long as most people
can remember. Somewhere along
the line, perhaps when he was
promoted to the chief clerk of his
train 26 years ago. the personnel
system of the Post Office Depart
ment wasn’t as efficient as it is
today.
They probably just told
him to take charge, and that was
that. Now. he has to apply for
the job.
Wonder what happens if the
personnel office decides he hasn’t
had enough experience to permit
him to hold the job?
Read The Courier-Gazette

MILLERS
GARAGE
Fhe Best Place Te
Buy a
GOOD USED CAR
IA-81 Rankin Street
34-ThAS-tf\

FIRESTONE STORE

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.

REGULAR
SJ.75

066
Fresh
Shipment
Brand New
50-FT. PLASTIC

GARDEN HOSE

Self ServigeShoe Store

Green vinyl hose, guaranteed two
yeors. Full-flow brass couplings.

Champion Tires
Z.
11»9
Regular $1.49

397 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1090

ROCKLAND, ME.

.. SPECIAL ...

Double-Action

SQUEE-

GIRLS
White

High Quality
GARDEN SHEARS

Spray w'ndow cleaner
on . . . wipe windows dean
end dry. Ha lint, na streaks!

Tempered steel blades ad
justed for smooth, eocy cut
ting. long life.

REGULAR
$94.50

Flatees

REEL
TYRE

Thrifty-Cut
18-inch MOWER

VALUE $2.99

SIZES 4 to 9
Gay and Sparkling, They Keep Pace with

Self-propelled! Powerful 4-cycle
engine. Cuts from 71" to i'/r
high. V-be!t drive.

SUMMER SLINGS

ONLY OUTBOARD
WITH KNOTOMITER
Built • in Knotometer accurately
registers speed . • . ends guess
work in motor adjustments.

SEACOAST PAINT CO.
440 MAIN STREET

YOUR CAREFREE HOURS

SHELL

•t

Increased Appro

PLAY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GOLF

THE ENJOYABLE ROAD TO HEALTH!

$1.99
SIZES
4 to 9

VALUE
S2.99

START RIGHT, KEEP YOVR GAME RIGHT
EXPERT INSTRI CTIOX

DAILY GREEN FEES
SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS

ROCKLAND GOLF CLUB
MAVERICK STREET

White, Red, Navy and Paisley

$1.50
$2.00

ROCKLAND, MAINE

EMERY HOWARD, JR., Profauional

-----------------------------------X............
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Protest Shooting of CIVIL WAR HANDCUFFS GIVEN POLICE BUSINESS LIFE OF CITY HALTED
Birds By Boys
HALF HOUR TUESDAY DURING

TALK OF THE TOWN
Riley St rout of Owls Head left
Monday evening for a week at the
Manor Richelieu in Murray Bay,
Quebec, as a guest of the insur
ance company for which he is an
agent. He was one of 25 national
winners in a sales contest and the
only one in New England.

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for thia calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
July 3-7—Thomaston Fourth of
July celebration.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Health Council Tag Day
Celebration, Vinalhaven.
July 5—Rockland Emblem Club
meets at Elks Home at 8 p. m.
July 6~Vinalhaven High School
Alumni Banquet and Ball.
July 13-14—Broiler Festival at
Belfast
July 14—Broiler Festival in Bel
fast.
July 17—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
meets at Odd Fellows Hall at
7.30 p. m.
July 18—Fair at St. James’ Cath
olic Church. Thomaston.
July 20--South Thomaston Com
munity Fair.
Aug. 3-4-5—Maine Seafoods Fes
tival.
August 10—Annual Summer Con
cert. Warren.
Aug. 20-25—Union Fair.

The cruise schooner Victory
Chimes departed Tuesday morn
ing on the first cruise of the sea
son.

Firemen were called to the trail
er home of John O’Sullivan of 9
Crescent street Wednesday eve
ning after a gas stove had ex
ploded. Occupants of the trailer
told firemen they turned the gas
on to light the oven when the
match had gone out.
By the
time another match had been
lighted the gas had collected
enough to cause a small explo
sion sending pots resting on the
top of tiie stove to the floor. No
damage was reported to the stove
or injuries to Mrs. O’Sullivan who
The Rockland Rockets baseball was tending the stove. Firemen
team has set up a pair of games were called to shut off the gas
with Maine Maritime Academy.
Completion of the painting job
The first was to have been played
Wednesday evening. On July 8, on the Universalist Church is be
they will play the Pittsfield A.C. ing carried out by Harvey Har
at South Field at 3 p. m. On Aug mon of Bluehill, the steeplejack
10, a team from Dow Air Force who removed the tower of the
Base will be here for a C p. m. Baptist Church a short time ago.
A contractor who started the job
game.
last year failed to complete the
City Manager Lloyd Allen was task.

in Augusta Wednesday attending a
Camden police reported a minor
meeting of the directors of the
accident at the junction of Elm
Maine Municipal Association.
and Chestnut streets Wednesday
afternoon involving cars operated
Workers in the city highway de
by Harriet Thomas, 20, of Camden
partment will go on vacation next
and William Harvey Spear, 21, of
week in a group, leaving only a
Lauderdale, Fla. Minor damage
skeleton force on duty to care for
wes reported to the trunk and rear
emergencies. Those entitled to
bumper of the Thomas car and
a second vacation week will take
the front bumper of the Spear ve
it in the same manner tho first
hicle. Police said the cars collid
week in November.
ed as the front car operated by
the woman was turning left onto
Company B 304th Infantry 76 Chestnut street and the Spear car
division will train the last two came up in back on Chestnut
weeks in August at Camp Drum, street.
N. Y. Capt. Rex Garrett of Rock
land commands the Army Re
BORN
Wellman—At Augusta City Hos
serve unit of 20 men which was re
cently reduced to that number in pital, June 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
Owen. Wellman, a daughter.
the forming of a Quartermaster
Faunce—At Richardson House,
Corps company at Damariscotta Boston, June 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
which is commanded by Anthony Anthony Fance of Lincoln, Mass.,
Cevasco of Rockland. The Dam and Ow’ls Head, a daughter.
Alton—At Fulton, New York.
ariscotta unit will train at Camp
June 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lee, Va.
Alton, (formerly Ethelyn Geary
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Mixed group meets Wednesday
and Sunday, 8 p. m„ GAR. Hall.
Limerock St., P. O. Square. For
Information write P. O. Box 711,
Rockland, Me.
138-Th-tf
Telephone 76 for all social items,
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.,
social reporter.
tf

H 0 R N D I K E
HOTEL
Complete Loneheoa

9 8 c

of Vinalhaven), a daughter.
Karl—At Knox Hospital, June
26. to Mr. and Mrs. William Karl,
a daughter.
Bean—At Knox Hospital, June
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bean,
a son.

MED
Wheeler—At Brunswick, June 24.
Gilbert M. Wheeler, age 90 years.
Funeral services held Tuesday
from Demers Funeral Home in
Brunswick. Interment was tn
Riverside Cemetery, Brunswick.
North—At Rockland, June 27.
Charles D. North, M. D., age 76
years. Funeral services Friday at
2 p. tn. from the Congregational
Church with Rev. Charles It. MonI teith officiating. Interment in
1 Achorn Cemetery.

8ervlng 11.80 to I ». m
107-T-tf

BAKED BEAN SUPPER

§

THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 6 P. M.

PUBLIC PARTY

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M. i § Cushing Central School
Tower Room ■ Community Bldg. ^Adults 65c
Children 35c
Allspices Knights of Columbus
47-TATh-tf

DAVIS

Benefit Town Club

§
76-77X

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Resident bird lovers of the Shaw
Avenue-Um erock street area are
sick at heart over the destruction
of their bird friends by a group of
boys armed with rifles.
There
was the time not too long ago
that this whole quiet area was
alive with many varieties of na
tive birds, but no more.
Wounded birds have been found
by neighbors and vain protests
made about the shooting to the
boys, but to no avail. Complaints
have been made to the police re
garding the matter, but the boys
have not as yet been caught in
the act of shooting birds.
It is a peculiar type of per
sonality in a child that will lead to
the killing of our feathered
friends, innocent and helpless
against the speeding bullet. These
birds not only lend beauty and
song to our neighborhood, but are
of great value in destroying in
sect pests. Youthful bird slaughter
ers should be taught the cruelty
of their acts for their own good.
Mary L. Taylor,
Rockland, June 27, 1966.

PERRY’S MARKET

FOWL

Leah Davis Brooks

Starr Bros., Inc.
Pleasant Street
Rockland
TELEPHONE 487
77-82

59-tf

Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 890

UO LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

BID NOTICE
Owls Head Central School
Bids Now Being Accepted.
Contact
SCPT. KEITH CROCKETT
West Rockport, Maine
For SpecHication Sheet

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. 1691

"
■

SLICED BACON

lb. 29c

LEAN, SUGAR CURED PICNIC

SMOKED SHOULDER

lb. 37c

WESTERN BEEF

RUSSELL

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN

Funeral Home
CARL IL STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

0

CUBE STEAK

SMALL'S

OR

GROUND HAMBURG

ROCKLAND. MAINE

l-tf|

* Dazzle Bleach

qt. 17c

* Choc. Syrup
'Macaroni

BROILERS

2 tins 37c

Ready To Cook

F resh N ative
Fowl 2!Iclb.

MOLASSES

2 for 39c

• Ketchup

17c

PORTERHOUSE

„P^O

$1-79

Kraft

2 jars 15c

RED RIPE
WHOLE

lb. Sc
2 lbs. 25c
Campfire

REDEEM YOUR COUPONS HERE fOR PINT CAN OF W1SK

Marshmallows

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

lb. 34c
The Fsmou

NEW LIQUID
MIRACLE FOR
J
ALL THE

TOP BOVND
CUBE

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE

77*lt

Cracker Jacks

6 for 25c

FAMILY WASH

SHOULDER CITS

lb. 69C

2 bots. 49c

Meme

• Mustard

WATERMELON
YELLOW
BANANAS
RIPE

| L AMB CHOPS
lb. 55c

STEAKS

39c

Friend* Calif. Pea

AA GRAD1

T-BONE

27c

cTox° ™‘"

• Beans

•Flour
2

* Flour'xr:'5 lb. bag 49c
CCr
OjC

Ready To Cook
AA Grade

lb. 65c

ITALIAN SANDWICHES
FRESH DAILY

RABBITS
lb. 49c

BEEF LIVER
lb ,35c

RITA'S OWN

PHONE 701
CLAREMONT STREET

each 99c

Prince Thin Spaghetti or

FRYERS or

FRESH

lb. 49c

INSECT BOMB

Hershey

STEW BEEF

BRISKET

TIN

Chowder 2 tins 45c Beef Hash
PURE BARBADOS—FANCY

POT ROAST

BEEF

Libby’s—Corned

Snow’s—Fish or Clam

3 tins 39c

BONELESS CHUCK

CORNED

lb. 79c

BOTTOM ROUND

Red Salad Beets

Tffeccc SaA&naj /oi {ziAeA/v
UPPER PARK ST. X® S7~R
ROCKL AfjDj

LEAN, BONELESS
75-77

■
L

C

J

lb. 79c

• STEAK

266 MAIN STREET
■

ID

SALAD DRESSING = qt. 39c

Treeneer’s Market

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop. .

golden smoked

VEAL

DOMESTIC

BURPEE
Funeral Home

lb. 29c

’ SHIO ULCt CKO

FUEL OIL

Now Available Io Contractors,
Builders and Home Owners
of the Rockland Area.
DELIVERY ANYWHERE
WITHIN 15 MILE RADIUS

Serving Knox County since 1876

Witham Receives

The people of Rockland paid city departments with the excep- Many Honors At
their last respects 4o Dr. Edwin L. | tion of the police and fire deport Lincoln Academy
Scarlott, who had served the com ments closed at noon for the re
mainder of the day.
Nathan
Bate* Witham was
munity as a physician for 30
Groups attending the services awarded the achievement cup at
years and a city councilor for six
included the Class of 1920 of Rock the Class Day exercises of Lincoln
years Tuesday afternoon.
land High School, the osteopathic
The simple, impressive funeral physicians of the area and the Academy in Newcastle. The cup
is awarded annually to the boy or
services were conducted at the Rockland Kiwanis Club.
Congregational Church by Rev.
Municipal officials and workers girl in the senior class who <has
Charles Monteith, pastor of the in the several departments attend been outstanding in scholarship,
church.
ed as did the remaining four ability, leadership, perseverance
extra-curricular activities.
Business houses in the city members of the present City Coun and
closed from 2 to 2.30, the hour of cil and many who had served on The winner is chosen toy the
faculty and the student body.
the services, with owners and the Council in past years.
clerks attending the services. AU
Witham is the son of Mrs. Afton
Mrs. Vesta Orr of Waldoboro
was the organist for the services. B. Witham of Newcastle and the
toms. Das is a livestock special
Floral tributes to Dr. Scarlott late Rev. Cecil Witham. He was
valedictorian and president of the
ist in his country. Miss Isabel were many and beautiful.
Abbott, the new president presided
Dr. Scarlott had praticed the senior class, and the Student
and the club voted to hold its pub profession of an osteopathic phy Council and a member of the Na
lic supper and auction Saturday, sician in Rockland for 30 years. tional Honor Society. He has re
July 14 at the Masonic dining hall. In 1950, he was elected to the City ceived an $1,800. scholarship from
Mrs. Marie Butler, Mrs. Avis Council for a three year term and Dartmouth College and will enter
Nichols, Mrs. Sadie Cunningham was re-elected in 1953. He served in September.
and Miss Isabel Abbott are to as chairman during 1953 and
Other awards w*on by him were
Rensselaer
Mathematics
I serve on the supper committee. was chairman of the Council at the
The club voted to attend the the time of his death. He W’as Award, the Bausch and Lomb
Photo by Cullen ij Camden Hills Theatre, date to be
also a member of the Communi Sciencse Award, a Jostin Student
There may be days when a man would like to handcuff his wife, j
Council Medal, the Balfour ValeWilliam Orne 30 Monhe^an an<* ***** <*a,v came Wednesday for Chief of Police Bernard Thompson, announced. A dinner party will ty Building Board of Control.
’
” , hut not in the sense that he wanted to jail her. An ancient pair of, be held in September, with Mrs.
Interment was in the family lot dievtory Award and the Readers*
Island resident, was admitted to handcuffs, thought to he of the Civil War era, were presented ThompKnox County Hospital Wednesday | son hy Harold Mulligan, highway superintendent, whose father, Michael Aubyne Hawes and Mrs. Martha in Achorn Cemetery. Bearers Digest Award.
Mr. Witham is the grandson of
Donald Leach, Roland
evening for an infection of the Halligan, came into possession of them years ago. The handcuffing came Fuller making arrangements. A w’ere:
. , ,
r.
i
, about through the fact that Mrs. Thompson is the city building tele- i membership drive will be conduct Ware, Harold Leach, Carl Snow’ of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan L. Witham
rig aim a er being transported pj,one operator and was handy when her husband needed someone to
ed by the officers of (he club.
Portland. Donald Coughlin, Ernest of Rockland.
from the island by a lifeboat from model the iron bracelets. The cuffs weigh more than a half dozen
the Coast Guard Burnt Island Sta- I,a*r*
today’s product, have an extremely heavy chain, and lock
tion. Diapatched to the island was
“?crew ‘T de'2Ce °h y*‘S' BaD ,r‘“'d the *i,e ln tlme for ber
to go home and get dinner.
the CG4O533 lifeboat that brought j_____________ ________________________________________________________ ’
HERE WE SAVE YOU MONEY WITH OUR
Orne to Port Clyde. He was carLOW,
LOW PRICES PLUS S. & H. GREEN STAMPSI
Three
Treated
lied to the hospital by taxi. Hos
pital attaches reported that Orne
UNION
had injured his arm two w’eeks For Injuries
BIGGER SAVINGS ALWAYS AT
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Ronald Hall, 21, of Brooks, ar.
Correspondent
ago while working on his car. The
I employe of the Penobscot Poultry
Telephone 10-24
injury had become infected.
Company, was treated for a lae| eration through thc upper lid of
IN MKMOKIAM
Members of Auxiliary of Ameri
In loving memory of Alida H. his right eye at Knox Hospital
can Legion are asked to note the
Darling who passed away June 28, Wednesday.
FRESH DRESSED FROM
change of date of next meeting
1955.
The youth received the injury
from July 3 to July 10, due to
Thinking of her always.
when he walked into a meat hook
NEARBY FARMS
Husband, Harold Darling,
nearness of holiday. Mrs. Mildred
Daughter, Virginia Ransom. while at work, hospital attaches Goff will be hostess at her cot
77«lt reported. He was released follow tage.
Leave Your Order Early!
SALMON
ing treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes of
IN MKMOKIAM
Elizabeth Gray, nine year old
In loving memory of Agnes K.
this town and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Shepard, who passed away June daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tibbott of Farmington were din
Gray of Owls Head, was treated
29, 1946.
ii
aq
ner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday for a laceration of thc
Husband, Son and Daughter.
William Hawes in Unity. Mrs.
Rockland.
77-lt right leg injured when she tripped
SHORT SHANK
b
w
Hawes, a teacher in Unity is tak
IN MEMORIAM
i "'hilP rUnn‘"g' Sh<? CU‘
leg
ing the Travel Course at the sum
In loving memory of our moth- ! on a stick which she feH over' Shp
FRESH
ALL
mer session of
University of
3 lbs. $1.00
HAMBURG
er, Lula B. Davis, who passed was also released after being
BEEF
Maine, Orono, and left Tuesday
away May 3, 1954. and father, Ed treated.
BEEF TONGUES
for Montreal where she will join
ward A. Davis, who passed avay
John Latvford, 37, an inmate of
June 28, 1955.
a group of teachers and sail for
Frankforts
1 the Maine State Prison, suffered
lb. 39c
No one heard the door that opened [
Europe. They will be away until
When they passed beyond the call. the loss of his right thumb which Aug. 29.
lb.
Minced Ham
Soft as loosened leaves of roses, he cut while working with a planer
FRESH
Mrs. Ernest Nickerson of Swan
One by one our loved ones fail. at the prison. He was treated and
Beef Liver
ville is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
From our chain these links have returned to thc prison.
CHICKEN LEGS
fallen,
Edward Mat’hews.
In our land their stars have set,
The Woman's Community Club
CARD OF THANKS
LEG AND RUMP ROAST lb. 49c
and BREASTS
But enshrined on memories tablet,
Mrs. Abbie Newbert wishes to held a picnic dinner followed by a
Our "Dear Folks” we will never
LOIN CHOPS
lb. 79c
thank her friends who sent cards business meeting Tuesday at
forget.
lb. 59c
PATTIES
>b. 49c
Sadly missed by their daughter, 8nd gifts on her birthday. June Methodist vestry; 27 members and
77-lt ehgit visitors were present. Jai
sons and several grandchildren. ! 20’
Arlene, George. Edward and his
Krishna Lal Das, an International
CARD OF THANKS
family.
77.pt I
To Dr. Moss, Dr. Dennison and Farm Youth Exchange student,
IN MEMORIAM
; Or. Brown, Mrs. Eva Post and who is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
I mourn a friend whose healing Mrs. (Tinlies Stcnger I give my Robert Clark of this town, was
hands
! sincere thanks; to thc Knox Hos- introduced and told very interest
Kraft
Sunshine
Phenix
Are folded in eternal rest.
pital staff for their services and
Za-Rex
ing
of
his
native
country
Nepal,
Pimento
Krlspy
No selfish thought involved his kind attention I received while
Cheese
AU Flavors
there, and to my many friends as to living conditions, and cusplans—
Chee-Whiz
Crackers
American, Pimento,
The cost not reckoned in this for their flowers, gifts and cards
PINT JUG
iss
I also say thank you.
test—
CARD OF THANKS
Obadiah Kalloch.
To soothe his patients and to heal
2 jars 49c
lb. 27c
I wish to thank all my many
2 lb. pkg 29c i
27c
77-lt friends and relatives for the love
Their desquamated wots of mind Thomaston, Maine.
And flesh, so well he could reveal.
ly cards, letters and flowers,
The office of the Collector of which I received while I was a
Thus consecrated, he did bind
CUT FROM HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
Their faith in him ah, yes, con Internal Revenue at' the Post patienit at the Thayer Hospital in
geal !
CUBE OR TOP ROUND
Office Building, will be closed this Waterville.
It was perhaps his simple way
Mrs. Josie Hylcr.
Friday only, June 29. Fridays
With folks who trusted him, as
77-lt
thereafter it will be open as usual.
STOCK UP NOW!
well
STOCK UP NOW!
STOCK UP NOW!
j They could and with him stay.
IN MEMORIAM
TIN
Libby
TALL TIN Anglo
CREAM CORN
I mourn a friend whose healing
In memory of my dear wife
T00
LATE
TO
CLASSIFY
hands
Pauline, who passed away, June
GARDEN PEAS
Red Salmon
79c Corned Beef 43c
1 Are folded in eternal rest.
METAL Trailer for sale, fully 27, 1955.
BLUE LAKE STRING BEANS
Peter Cameron.
Never to be forgotten,
equipped, hot and cold water,
Dedicated to the late Edwin L. sleeps four. ELMER NELSON, 31
Always in our hearts.
K. P. Luncheon
TIN
DICED CARROTS
Salad
TIN
i Scarlott, D. O.
Fernand
Roy and daughter
High St., Thomaston, Tel. 157-21.
4 tins 59c
j-------------------------------------------------29c
77-lt
Crabmeat
39c Meat
77*79 Elaine of Thomaston.

CONCRETE

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

Keywood. Horatio Cowan and Her
man Hart.

FUNERAL OF DR. EDWIN SCARLOTT

READY MIXED

HOMES FOR FUNERALS

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.
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QUART

PINT
REGULAR PRiCE
OF N£W W»$K I

-»■

Bosco

It oz.

JAB

35c

BEEF STEW
2 for 49c

ARMOUB-8
I 10 OZ. TINS

T uesdoy-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 28, 1956

Poge Four

Quincy, Maas., has returned home.
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
Saturday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Douglas Grey, son Peter
WARREN
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
and daughter Judy of Topsham Wesley Greene observed their
3 4
1
2
8 9
5
b 7
MISS DORIS HYLER
have returned home after being f°urth anniversary of being resiINEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
guc-sts of her mother, Mrs. Chlsie dents of Warren, by entertaining
REAL ESTATE
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
FO* SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
13
IO
II
12
at their home. Guests were, Mr.
Telephone CRestw’ood 4-2038 home Trone, for the past week.
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COOT*
COTTAGES PROPERTIES:
w
and Mrs. Blaine Swift, Mr. and
Advertisement* ln this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
Mrs. Flora Blackington and
54250
17
Ib
15
14
once (or 50 cents, three times, one dollar
Additional lines 10
..
.. ,
_
. „ -.
. Mrs. Henry Herilla and George
Owls Head: Oustanding 2 bed-!
J
eents for each line, half price each additional time used
Five
The Mystery Circle met w’ith Mrs. Maude Pease of Rock.and Leino of Jefferson,
Mr. and Mrs.
room
cottage.
Larg'e
living
room
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Alice
small words to a line.
20 i 21
22
18
19
with fireplace, screened porch. ' Mrs. Marion Manner Monday eve
Alfred Erickson of Thomaston, ,
Special Notice! Ail ‘blind ads” so called. L e„ advertisements
Mathews.
ning.
Mrs.
Alice
Mathew
’
s
read
kitchen,
dining
room
and
bath.
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
Mrs. John HilLs and daughter
Gordon Teague of North Wey
o 2.M
Being sold completely furnished. I the opening thought. More arti
27
2fc
X5
office for handling, cost 15 cents additional.
Vi
Sandra of Quincy, Mass., and
Commanding view of Harbor and i cles for the Circle’s booth at mouth, Mass., was weekend guest ,
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results
Ws
w
Mrs.
Hilma
Terrilla.
Camden
hills.
Those with phone or street number onl> are not advised.
30 8
Union Fair were brought in. When of his aunt. Miss Bertha Teague.
2.9
0
The Evening Extension Group, !
$5600
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Tuesday, July 10. at 10 a. m. at
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
Another Owls Head cottage hav- | the group were invited into the
will meet at 11 a. m. on July 7, for ,
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ing 4 bedrooms, bath large liv- j dining room for refreshments, it the Congregational Chapel, the a picnic at the Kigel Shore. Each j
32
31
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
ing room with immense stone | proved to be another birthday first of two free clinics for the ad
one
attending,
will
provide
his
|
as received except from firm* or individuals maintaining regular
fireplace, kitchen. This is an out- !
3b 37
celebration for Mrs. Alice Math ministering of the polio vaccine, own lunch. If stormy, the picnic
34 35
33
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
standing buy for large family.
ew’s. The cake wad made by Mrs. allocated the town for six months will be held, July 21.
$7000
W
O 42
40
On Crawford Lake: Large Cot Mildred Gammon. The next meet olds through 19 year olds, writh
41
38 39
Miss Betty Forss and Raymond
tage with 2 bedrooms, large living ing will be with Mrs. Leda Mar Dr. F. G. Campbell and Mrs. Es
W
w
W.
Philbrook.
attended
the
wed!
room, kitchen. Furnished and in
ther Long, health nurse, in charge
i 47
FOR SALE
tin. July 11.
4b
>w W 45
ding of Miss Patricia Turner of '
cludes boat and float.
will be held.
Members of the
w
Mrs. Ellen Waisanen, who has
This is just a few of the many i
Augusta and Bruce Saunders of
LIVING Room set for sale,
ARTIST Materials will be found
Warren Health Council will be on
49 o 50
w 51
48
at Carr’s. Grumbacher colors in divan and 2 chairs nr:c<-d right. cottages w’e have available for • been a surgical patient at Knox
Thomaston, in Augusta, Sunday
hand to help.
oil and water, pastels and char 'TRS A. B. BORGERSON. Owls your inspection.
w
afternoon.
w
Just Listed!
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Waters
77 79
coal canvas boards. Full line of Head. Tel. 96C-W1.
W 54
55
53
52
The White Oak 4-H Club met
•
An
oustanding
buy
in
year
WANTED
brushes. easels and Grumbacher
were surprised Monday at 7.15
FI ROTI I RE f •
■■ . C
a
with
Gale
and
Jean
Kigel
at
their
’
round
home.
3
bedroom
house,
w
supplies. CARR’S WALL PAPER time Sundays.
Price right for
COLLEGE Student wants tutor a. m. to receive a telephone call home Saturday afternoon.
58
57
5b
& PAINT CENTER, 586 Main St
The
quick sale. 24 WALNUT ST., C:*y full bath, dinning rot-m, kitchen,
ing
in physiology, comparative from Melvin Waters, who is sta
living
room.
Full
cellar,
hot
air
Rockland.
76tf
77*79
club
worked
on
their
record
heat, newly painted and sh ngled. , anatomy, math., and quan*ita‘ive tioned with the Army in Japan.
G.E. Refrigerator for sale,
NEW 17 ft. Outboard Boat for New garage. Extra large lot and analysis. Cal! THOMASTON 32-3
sheets, and June Stimpson in
Mrs. Hilma Terrilla, who has
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Can be sale, with or without motor. a commanding view of the w’ater. before 3 p. m.
$100; good condition
77-79
structed in judging for a better
13-Weight measure
42- Promissory note
1-Above
been visiting seven weeks w’ith
seen at SHAPIRO’s. corner of SHERMAN BAIRD. Hope. Maine. This property will GI or FHA at
15- Strikes
(abbr.)
3-Comes into view
WANTED - Tutoring in French her daughter, Mrs. John Hills, in breakfast contest. Gale and Jean
Winter and Pearl St. Tel. 637-M. Tel. Lincolnville. RO 3-4536. 77 lt $6500.
16- Cog-wheel
8-Musical note
43-Taste
and Spanish by experienced pri
served refreshments. The next
76 78
G. E. Automatic Electric Range
Call 599
18- Teems
10-Serf
45-Eatx
vate school teacher. CALL 642-W.
meeting,
July
7,
the
4-H
Club
of
DON HENRY AGENCY
19- Cut of pork
DO it yours-elf and save. Rent for sale, practically new. TEL.
47- Loiter
12-Pals
77'79
Boothbay
will
be
guest
at
the
an77*79 Insurance
20- Ocean
our Power Tools (over 100 items, 1334-M.
Real Estate
14- Part of verb “To be” 48- Boy
EXTERIOR
and
Interior
Paint

22-Filing down
50- Small bed
SUTTON SUPPLY. Camden 478.
77-11
ADDING Machines for sale.
LADY’S Glasses lost Saturday nual club ,our witlh Picnic luncb- 15- An ugly crone
ing wanted, also brush and spray
24—Covered with hair
51- Atmosphere
71and77
__ direct substraction, hand operated.
I Mrs. Irene Nowell of Portland 17- Gained
SMALL House Trailer for rent painting, anywhere in Maine. on Main St. TEL. Thom. 192.
26-Mature
52- Singing voice
18- Deed
”~DINGHY <7’9” P'.an’NOh one exceptional value.
MR* BRAD- or for sale. EDDIE ROBBINS
_________________ 76-78 I was a recent luncheon guest of 19- Secretes
28-Fragment of cloth
Free
est.
EDDIE ROBBINS.
54-A tree
of the 8 Plywood Fleet models STREET at 770 or 1389-W. 77-79 Tel. 1722. Rockland.
77 79 Painting Contractor. Tel. 1722,
MEDIUM Sized Cream Colored Mrs. Roland Starrett.
30-Bow the head
56- Conjunetion
21-Correlative of
featured at SUTTON SUPPLY is j "“WARDROBE for sale. 66 in.
57-Those who rule for 34- Middle
neither
77*79 Collie dog with white breast lost. \ Mrg Leroy Norwood and Mrg
on display in front of our store. | high, 24 in. wide, 21 in. deep. ST7“GEORGE COTTAGE * New Rockland.
answers to name of ‘’Chummy.”
35- Heroic poem
others
23- Exst
WOULD like position as house
Largest stock of boat p’ywcod ! wainu* color, wood frame, heavy 3 bedroom cottage * artesian well
Please call Ruth PhiLbrook made a business 24- Lump of butter
36- loin
58-Very
• full bath • modern kitchen ' 203’ keeper for one alone. Write BOX license No. 51590.
65&T7 fiberboard; also
north of Boston.’’
couch, drop shore frontage * $5000
Tenants triP to Waterville, Thursday and 25- Combining form. Air
37- Greek goddess of
MARION
SIMMONS,
15.
West
Boothbay
Ha.bor,
Me.
sides,
three
cushions,
cover,
and
ICE
the dawn
VERTICAL
Harbor. 105-12.
27- Epyptian god
75*77 | then spent the day in Pittsfield.
SOUTH END. ROCKLAND • Two
76-78
mattress. Suitable for cottage or apartment dwelling * full baths *
39-Oil-carrying vessel
Platform Service at our Plant
--------------------------------------------- 28- Edgts
Miss
Celia Eugley
of Waldoboro
DO you need that dress altered?
porch; jacket Orion kn tied, large two ear garage * let your tenant
42-Peels
Sa.es You Ttm And Dollars
1You
and
me
29- Shower
j was a Saturday caller with Mrs.
COTTAGES
Call 1421-W for plain sewing and
44-Woodland spirit
size, coral color, new - never heh carry the load • $10 000
NORTHEAST ICE CO.
31- Mountains between 2- Locality
46- Brief letter
MRS.
DONALD
Susie Hahn.
3- Evening (Poeb)
Route 1 Warren Call CP. 4-2800 worn. May be seen at 153 MAIN HEAD OF THE BAY COTTAGE - alterations.
Europe and Asia
COTTAGE
to
let
at
Lermond
47- Part of the mouth
4- Myself
44-Th-tf ST., Thomaston side entrance be- Living room with fireplace • ex HUNTLEY, 16 Simmons St. 76-77
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Stimpson,
32Magnificient
display
Pond in East Union. July 1
49-June-bug
5- Peru«e
Elementary Teacher—$3200
COLORFUL African Violets for t-.veen 5 and 6.30 or on Saturdays. cellent porch with beautiful view
daughters Linda. June, Cheryl and! 33-Sport
through
Aug.
12.
F.ush
toilet
51- Farm animal
6-Type measure
77-79
TEACHER wanted for grades electric stove and refrigerator | Sharon are spending- a week at 36-Reeompenae
sale $1 Al o potted hardy m 1ms,
of ocean * four bi drooms * full
7-A carpenter’s tool 52- Preposition
4-8 in new modern school at Running water. Sleeps 4. Boa' Lily Bay.
3 for $1 Cut fl wers and floral
NEW Min nture Boxers for sa’e, bath * $3500
I 38-Act
E3-Prefix. Backward
8- A title (Sp.)
Swan's Island. Telephone con Furnished.
for
every
occasion average 15-*25 libs., full grown
designs
CHARI-ES E. BICKNELL II
54- Near by
Write
CHARLES !
4O-Tear
9- Exists
nection to mainland. Daily boat. GREENE, c/o Postmaster, Uni r
The Tri-County Button Club will
325 O'd r gistered and ped-grecd. $50 up
DEAN'S NURSERY.
Realtor
55- Negative
11-Aptltude
61-Eternity
Apply
to
SUPERINTENDENT
of
74-tl ROSS
HOUSE. 431 Main Street
County Road Tel. 948
WINDWARD
Tel. 1647-W
Maine.
74-79 ' meet Saturday at Pioneer Grange
SCHOOLS
Stoningion.
Telephone
77 82
FIELD Baled Hay for sale. Hay i Stones Pt.. Cushing.
77-79
SIX Bedroom Cottage to let Hall, East Union, with the Friend- Mrs. Winfield Gordon furnished
Forest 7-2301.
75-77
Dump
sold direct from field at rock'51 FORD F-6 5 yd
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE-Completely furnished. Available sh p members as hostesses. The
Cost of things going up faster two weeks in August. MRS PAUL
he return transportation.
The
; Truck for sale. Can be seen at Faim in Waldoboro. Seven-room
their order early. For furth r in Norman Kalloch’s Filling Station. house, garage, new two-story in than your income? You can make SEAVEY. Tel. 1753, between £ speaker will be Dr. Hazel Bird of girls report a grand time.
Lincolnville, who will use Jet and
formation contact NEIL RI’S P.IUH.YRD CROWLEY. 5 Bayv'ew sulated hen pen, large barn with more as a full time Dealer sell- a. m. and 5 p. m.
Thursday, June 21, Mrs. Leda
73-tf
SELL. West Meadow Road Tel. Squire.
77 7» ventilators; watered tie-ups for 22 ng Rawleigh Products in Central
Black Glass Buttons as a subject.
COTTAGE
to
let
at
Crescent
Martin was hostess at her annual
Lincoln
County.
Large
Line
of
1544-W. __________________
74'tl
head.
Productive
hay
and
crop
12’?’ PHILCO TV with boostMrs. Emma Kalloch is visiting
Beach, modern conveniences, ac
HOUSE Lots for sale. Inquire er for sale, $35. 116 NO. MAIN land presently in top condition; Household and Farm Products commodates 4. C. J. BOWLEY, her niece, Mrs. Harold Rich in farm day picnic, honoring Mrs.
Dealer in
Douglas Gray and children Peter
at 61 PARK ST., Camden. __T577 ST.. Tel. 610.
77-79 spring watered pasture. Dug and well known in area.
West Newton, Mass., for several
adjoining area in business 27 85 Granite street, Tel, 1976.
nd Judy of Topsham. Also pres
1954 HOUSE Trailer for sale.
BERRY Crates for sale. 30 rents artesian wells piped house and years.
72
-tf
wcc
|j
s
While
in
Massachusetts,
Write for more details.
Like new. All modern conveni each with dividers. I EL. 1136-W3 barns. Electricity in all build
ent
were: Mrs. Chisie Trone, Mrs.
Situated
on year-round RAWLEIGH’S DEPT., MEF-161she will also visit with another
ences Incl. TV Sacrifice. Contact Rockland.
771t ings.
Lillian Mathews, Mrs. Mildred
RR, Albany, N. Y. 73-74 and 77
TO
LET
hard
road
half-mile
from
Winslows
JOHN ELIJS Walpole Ma n', on
niece, Mrs. Walter Friend, Jr., at
PL\NO for sale, also mus.c
Gammon, Dana and Norma, Mrs.
South Bristol Road.
77-79 cabinet full of old time songs, old Mills village. All buildings excel
APT. to let—Rockland—3 rms. Duxbury.
Avis Luce and Wayne, Mrs.
lent
condition.
Cash
or
terms
to
IDLE Deering one horse mow- bureau old organ, china closet,
WANTED
Word was received Tuesday
private bath. Available about July
Robert Martin, Andy and Amanda
ing machine for sale, ready to square dining table with six rel able person. Other interest only
Middle-aged Housekeeper Com
15. Adults only. Ref. Tel. THOM morning by Mrs. Anna Starrett of
go. GEORGE RUSSELL
JR.. chairs, sideboard. 2 wood beds, reason for selling. Funiture may
panion wanted. Able to drive
ASTON 48.
77-79 the death of Mrs. Hattie Starrett and Grover Worcester. The chil
be purchased separately. Shown
West Meadow Rd., Rockland.
auto for middle-aged widow’.
springs and mattresses, 2 iron bed by appointment only June 26 to
dren enjoyed their romp in the jorie Wiley, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook,
THREE
Rm.
Apt.
to
let
with Moody at her home at Windsor.
73-tf couches, wagon seat.
IJ.e in. Write B S., ft THE
FRED A. July 5 Contact your own broker
aid big barns of the farm and din Mrs. Lona Tower, Miss Janet Kin
bath.
ARTHUR
GROVER.
51
Pine
COURIER-GAZETTE.
STARRETT,
Tel.
CRestwood or C. L. MORRISSEY. P. O. Box
ICE
Misses Judy Weston and Helen ner was served at noon. Accord ney, Herbert Thomas, Mrs. KathSt.
77*79
77-79
4-2121.
77'79 1, Winslows Mills, Me.
Wholesale-Retail
75-tf
ROOM and Board to let. Tel. Cushman wfao were at the Pil ing to reports from those attend- eryn Jameson.
For Prompt Courteous Ice Service
1937 FORD Pickup with '41
THOMASTON
213.
77-79 grim Lodge at Litchfield, last ng it was a “Gourmet’s Feast."
PHONE CR 4 2800
GIRL wanted as housekeeper in
Mercury motor for sale. $75; also.
APT.
to
let
in
Camden,
good week, returned home Sunday.
Northeast Ice Co., Rt. 1. Warren 24 Beacon model bulk chicken
family near Boston, one
Mrs. Bessie Hoffses of East LOUDVILLE
FOR REAL ESTATE small
If you use Ice — In any quantity feeders. 120 lb. capacity, like
child age 11. Must be capable of Condition. Will consider children.
Waldoboro was a caller at the
The A. J. Bachelders of Lexing
Water
included.
Phone
CAMDEN
Get to know us — and SAVE
answering
telephone.
Salary
ar

new. $10 each; mobile bulk bin
SERVICES
Martin Farm, Tuesday.
ton, Mass., and the William BixAustin D. Nelson
77-lt
76-78eow for range feeding 3,100 lb. cap
ranged. State experience, refer CEdar 6-3607.
ences and age. Write HOWARD S.
FOUR Rm. Cottage to let.
PLANTS for sale Asters, Pe acity. $50. JACK IVARI, Union
CALL 928
Church School Awards Presented bys of Southboro, Mass., are at
LYI.E TOWNSEND
REYNOLDS. P. O. Box 113, Win- MAURICE JONES. Clark Island. Expert Repairs on Television,
their summer homes here.
77-7:
tunias and other annual s edlings. Maine Tel. 8-6'.
41 Limerock St
Rockland
Members of the Second Congre
throp 52. Mass.
72-78
77-79
Fox glove. Sweet Williams Italian
148-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland, A.
Antennas, Radios
SHEPARD Pups for sale, $3
gational
Church
School
receiving
Tomatoes Summer and Winter each. Call or write DALON H
WOMAN or girl wanted to
FIVE Room and Bath Apt. to Recorders
of all types and
P. Garland, and Lettie Prior
cabbage.
awards at the morning service for
care for children while mother let with garage. 28 Walnut St.,
Phonographs.
BROWN, North Haven. Tel. 64-5.
“FOR SALE"
visited friends and relatives at
STILES FARM
works. Live in preferred. Write MRS. DANIELLO. Available July All Work guaranteed.
77*79
regular attendance were as fol
It’s a special offering.
Belfast, Bangor and Ellsworth
Route 1
Rockport
W.
E.
c/o
The
Courier-Gazette.
i.
mt
Trained
technicians.
Inquiries
often
are
made
for
a
HOUSEHOLD Furnishings incl.
lows :
Opposite Oakwood Inn
this weekend.
76*78
THREE
Room
Unfurnished Beechwood St., Thomaston. Tel.
end hnater for sale. 5 ACHORN 2 bedroom home with a fireplace,
73-tf
Ninth year: Janice, Janet, Joyce
126-13.
76-7f
We
are
interested
in
locating
a
Our old friend and neighbor,
ST.. Mon. and Tues. 2 to 5 p. m i 'Uso overlooking the ocenn. We
apartment to let, oil heat, bath,
HAND Lawn Mower for sale,
77*79 j have such a place listed for sale. wholesale dealer for cut up to garage. Good location. 45 TAL
AT YOUR SERVICE—We have ind Judy Kinney.
Thomas E. Poland passed away at
also Whizzer motor bike. Call be ~T952 MODEL“T fom-inu for sale" ' It's just offered
stove length slabs, green. We BOT AVE.
77*79 expert Carpenters Masons, that
Seventh year; Judith Weston, a Nursing Home at Bristol on
tween 9 a. m. and 5 p m. Tel. also Whizzer motor bike. 11'
Here are P^nt facts about produce approximately 8 cords a
FURN. Apt. of three rooms and can promptly service your small Paul, Ruth and Judy Dillaway, Thursday. ,
1753. MRS. PAUL SEAVEY. 75-tf
day and will sell them loaded in bath to let. No drink ng. MRS est or largest repair needs. Oui
this
lovely
home.
A
large
living
Utility racing boat. CALL 1051-J.
your truck for $2.00 a cord. Call ROBERT MAGUNE. 183 North Mr. Crabtree will at no obligatioi Carolyn Perkins. Louise Lord.
THE Smart and Thrifty Sho, pel
77 79 room with picture window over
Nancy
Norwood
and
Tobey
LUMBER
PRODUCTS, Main.
Read The Courier-Gazette
looking Penobscot Bay. A large KNOX
will not want to miss the bargains
77-;f advise you on anything per
'48 MERCURY 4 dr. sedan for airy kitchen, ample large enough Conway Road, Camden.
Tel.
taining to home improvement oi Messer.
at the Thrift Shop in Camden
FIVE-Roi
m
furn.
or
unfurn.
69tf
maintenance. SUTTON SUPPL5
when the family needs clothes sale, engine in good cond.. tires to dine in. Also there is a dining 402.
Sixth year: Julie Kinney, Par
Apt. to let. F. G. PRIEST. 109 Camden 478.
65&71A77
shoes an extra bed or chair. A fair. Can be seen at 23 BEL- room, 2 bedrooms, full bath, fire
MAN wanted to work on’Poul Park St. Tel. 1024.
tricia Norwood and Stephen Lord.
76*78
dollar goes a long way at UP MONT AVF, Camden, or Tel. place in living room and nice try farm. Apply in person. L. B.
GUARANTEED
Roofing and
77*80 basement.
Fifth year: Judy Gushee, Gor
FURN. Room in private family Siding Installation by Sears-Roe
Garage.
Immediate HOKES. Cobb Road, Camden.
TONS THRIFT SHOP, 39 Umcr. CEdar 6-3717.
to
let.
centrally
located,
heated
I’RKEI) FOR QUICK SALE
possession can be had.
Street Camden
60-if
63-tf
buck Company. CALL Rockland don Jameson, David White, Lor
near bath, with or without ga 1770 for free estimates.
53’ Dragger "PANDICN”. 2 yrs.
Don’t wait if you want the best.
raine Watson, Betsy and Carolyn
LOAM for sale Delivered onlv.
76-7S ______________________________ 71-Th-tf
7 rage. TEL. 1055 .
NEIL RUSSELL.
West Meadow o’.d. 53’xl4' 6”x7’ 6”. Gallows rig. Will gladly show it any week day.
Wiley, Mathew and Christopher
for your
Pilot
House
forward.
Model
844
Seeing
the
interior
of
this
home
~
OCEANFRONT,
Cape
Cod
style
Rd. Tel. 1544-W.
51*tf
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Culley of Busby and Cynthia Wotton.
Picture Framing
Buda Hathaway Winch. 500 fath should interest any prospect.
6-room
borne,
all
modern
conven.the Hudson River Kennels of NewEVINRUDE MOTORS
Fourth year: Marian, Carrie-Sue
Thanks for reading.
oms new 7/16 wire. 40 watt radi ences. Available July or August York City, will open a new sum
BOATS BOAT TRAILERS
tel. Lonn Direction Finder. 200
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
$3C0 per month. See F. H. WOOD mer location at Saturday Cove, and Margie Alice Smith, Donald
‘A Boat Show Every Day”
fathoms Fathometer. Ready to go 163 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.
Court House. Rockland.
76-78 Northport.
Specialists in dog Johnston , Bruce Weaver, Dianne
Ai W. D. HEALD
Tel. 730
fishing. Priced at $15,000 or best
THREE Room Apt. to let, trimming and bathing for the past and Dana Smith, Barbara Wyllie,
‘Next To The Village Green”
75-77
offer by Julv 25. Fish capacity
ground floor, newly decorated, 35 years, now offering their serv
Tel. 460
Camden, Maine 35 000 lbs. Contact MRS. E. R.
Bruce White, Marjorie Wiley.
flush. 172 CAMDEN ST.. Te'.. ices to those who like to have
50-tf
SEAVEY. Tel. Rockland 1753. ^MISCELLANEOUS
Third year: Susan Barrett. Joel
758-J.______
75*77 their dogs well groomed. Ey ap
SHOATS for sale. GREEN Till
Wharf Rockland, Maine
FOR Sale
or Rent- ■'The pointment only, after July 1. TEL Kinney, Duane Wyllie, Charles
LAW FARM. Lincolnville Avenue, or ROY HUNTER at Hunter Ma
The Rockland School of Com
76*77 Maxey Joan Beane, Ann Weaver,
Mablette Store", West Rockport. Belfast 739-M4.
Belfast.
62-tf chine Co., Rockland Tel. 1586.
merce office will be closed durMaine. Inquire R. J. HEALD.
CROSS
LAWN Mowers Sharpened, also Richard Barnard.
Expert
NATIONALLY Famous Eagle^”“79 jng the summer until about Sept.
Tel.
Tel
Cp I Flight Left
75*77 scissors.
knives,
chisels
and
Picher and NEWOO Aluminum
Second year: Carl Gushee, Har
KENMORE Ei<
Washing Ma I. Write ROY E. ADAMS, Har
1139
606 MAIN ST.
1335
planer
blades;
and
welding
and
ATTRACTIVE
Proposition
to
re

Combination Windows and Doors chine for sale, $40. TEL. Tenants rison. Maine, for information or
25-Th-tf, sponsible adults, modern 2-3 rm. brazing.
BERTS’ MACHINE vey Norwood, Alan Siili, Rebecca
for sale (Awnings by Youngs- Harbor 30-2
76*78 enrollment.
Our mechanics are JohnsonDay classes start
SHOP.
11
Bayview
Square, Te! White, Darlene Gordon.
apts
for
rent.
87
NORTH
MAIN
town.)
Aluminum
Insulating
Sept 10; Night School, Sept. 17.
Antiques,
used
furniture
nothtrained in the use of special
1383-W.
56-tf
First
year:
Bruce
Stimpson,
ST.
______________________
75
77
MASON
work
wanted,
chimneys,
siding. Estimates without obli68-104
factory-type tools. They use
fireplaces, cellar floors
block
(ation and up to 60 months ing new.
Helen Cushman, Nancy Howard,
THREE
Rm.
Furn.
Apt.
to
let.
Sold on O’d County Rd., at
MARY CUNNINGHAM Modern foundations, also asphalt roofs and gas range, elec, refrig., utilities
to pay
Call HOWARD M.
Johnson parts from our large
Cynthia and Nancy Spear, Melody
QUARRY
VIEW.
School
of
Dancing,
Ballet.
Tap.
2
R.
L
WINCHENBACH
general
carpentering.
ALFRED
KENNISTON 1430-W.
53-tf
Mank. Wanda Stimpson, Walter |
stock, assuring you of only
Tel. 1894.
76-87 to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to NICKLES, Mason, Tel. 969-M. free, except cooking gas. ALVAH
SMITH, 35 Wadsworth St., Thom
TdAMTPnoirftTTor sale, $2 95
Custom Millwork
Overlock, Eleanor Busby, Ronald
1947
TON
Truck
for
sale,
also 7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow P. O. Box 493
the finest maintenance and re
63*69tf aston.
73.11
up NORTH EASTLAND TRADr Room. Community Bldg., Roca
off ee safe. ARTHUR WEBBER.
Gordon, Susan Starrett, Hope Nor
pair work on your outboard
ING POST. Thomaston
PAINTING and Paperhanging
THREE Room Funished A^t. to
“""Tel 1415-W, 523 Old County Road, land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m
Windows and Frames
inside
and
out.
all
work
positively
wood, Leah Buzzell, Nancy Barfnlet.
all
modern.
Call
at
100
UNION
OXYGEN and Aeetylen* Cylind Rockland.
motor. Looking for a «eu'
75*77 •very Wednesday at the Wey guaranteed. Will furnish material
25
COURT
ST.
TEL.
1430-M
STREET. Rockland.
76*78
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de
ard, Evangeline Wiley.
Sea-Horse? We have them at
OPEN’ HearthFrank'in
Stove mouth Grange Hall ln Thomaston Work accepted Warren to Camden
murrage9 The best deal in town
Also I Am Dealer for
und Ball Room every other week
ONE Room furn. Apt. on first
Recognition
(10 Sundays or
prices you’ll appreciate.
■
■■'
:.ivr.
75
77
Estimates
free.
VAN
E.
RUS

on srases, equipment and supplies.
floor to let, electric range, refrig.
17-tf
EAGLE PICHER Comb.
less.) William Johnston.
SELL
Phone 676-M. Post Office white sink, including electr'city,
CHRYSLER Pick-up Truck for
Can be flnanced MORRIS GOR
WELL! WELL! WEIX!
Box 701, Rockland.
73-tf hot water, steam heat. No liquor.
Receiving Bibles: Helen Cush
Aluminum Windows and Doors
DON A SON Rockland
41-tf sale. $50. Come and make me an
If it ls water vou need, write
75-77
man, Sterling Robinson, Bruce
55-tf
9x12 LINOLEUMS lor sale reg offer. Tel 1091-W.
R. W DRINKWATER. Well Drill ~TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser McKUSIC, 67 Talbot Ave. Tel
75.77
OUTBOADO
ular $10 95 for $6 95
NORTH
Stimpson, Donald Johnston, Gor
ing Contractor P O Box 135 vice. Ask for it at your local store 791-W.
^•<7**** MOTORS
FOR Re-upholstering of Livins
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment >r at GIFFORD'S. Rockland. Me
RENTAL Service at SUTTONS
don, Jameson, Sally Ann Barrett
REAL
ESTATE
1-tf offers over 100 Items, to save and room sets, kitchen chairs, etc
Thomaston.
1-tf
plan also available, no down pay
Evangeline Wiley.
DON’T Discard You Old Oi help you work.
MY Home in Warren Vil'age for ment necessary. Member of New
Lawn rollers, Call Rockland 814-M or write
PtPE FOR SALE
3.
E.
WHXJAMS.
54
North
Main
Mrs. Eleanore Perkins is super-'
Bitler Car and
antique
furniture.
Call
H.
JOHN
England and National Association.
spreaders, seeders, power mow
Black and galvanized. All sizes, •sale FRED A. STARRETT. T 1
CR twood 4-2121.
77 79 ______________________________ 1-tf NEWMAN for restoring and re- ers and cutters. Camden 478. St., Rockland. Work guaranteed lntendent; assistant superintend
low prices BICKNELL MFG CO
__________
,53-55-tf ents are Mrs. Marian Smith and
finishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel open until 9 p. m. Saturdays.
Lime St
l-tl
TWO Apartment House for sale.
Home Supply
1106-M.
l-tl ___ ___
WE
repair
and service
all
__ ____________
BABY Parakeets for sale, full South end. Completely modern
Mrs. Madeline Wyllie. Teachers
PLUMBING and HEATING
,KuN Steel, Metal, Rags and
SECOND Floor Space to let. makes of sewing machines and are: Mrs. Anne Johnston, Mrs.
Une of parakeet foods and mineral ized. Ideal as an apartment for
509-513 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
FREE ESTIMATES
Batteries
wanted.
Call 123. newly renovated, thermostat heat vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS owncj on first floor with furnished
TEL. 677
MORRIS GORDON & SON, Cor. ing, execellent location 427 Main ING MACHINE CO., 395 Main Janet Wiley, Miss Tobey Messer,
ARTHUR CULLEN
Mrs Charles A Swift, 9 Booker aoartment to rent on 2d Poor.
69-U
Leland and Tea Sts., Rockland Street. Phone 98 of contact E. C. street. Rockland Tel 1724 8-tf Miss Janice Kinney, Miss Mar
St Thomaston Tel 374.
1-tf Harbor view and near town. TEL
LICENSED PLUMBER
«-•
68’Th-S’7B 12 North SL
Thomaston. Mo
MORAN COMPANY INC.
46-tf
WINDOW SHADES and BUND.' 1737
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
Tel 2S4
:□
ATTRACTIVE LOTS at’the sea
for sale, custom made. Call us.
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
CLEANED BY MACHINE
free installation. Tel. 801.
SEA shore for sale. $500 to $800
ment to let, hot and cold water C E. Fenderson Sanitary Service
— WOMEN —
COAST PAINT CO. 440 Main St
each. Write to RC, c/o THE
supplied.
Located in BickneL 24 Hr., 7 Day Service to Rockland
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
Itnnlr’sn**
1 -♦« COURIER-GAZETTE
52-tf
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E Only State of Maine Operator in
CROSS
Translations and private German
r^-KwELJj' n' Realtor’ Phone faiZlw7lUy.”'Bonded a'iTlnsureX
NEED MONEY TO BOLSTER THE BUDGET?
Contact CHARLOTTE
Z2N Lessons.
32-tf
D|a| old Orchard 6-2061 or
PHARMACY
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf , (r
- LARGEST Four
hours a day with Avon Cosmetics will bring you
FURNISHED Apartment to let
Rockland 163-M
Cousens' Realty
Hy Northeast Airlhsea, "connec- ~
Linoleum Selection la Town
adulta.
Inquire in person al II
67*80
a
good
income.
Openings in Camden, Rockland, Port
tions made for all lines. Giffords,
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
6 FL
9 FL - 12 Et Uidtbs
IAMES STREET
16741
Business Opportunities
Rockland. Me.
89-tf
Expert Mechanics For
Clyde and Tenants Harbor. For interview contact
Lots of men are lenient with
their vices because of their belief
that charity begins at home.

Hospital, is at home.

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

CAREFUL
SERVICE

outboard
motor repairs

Johnson

Installation If Desired.
TeL 939 For Free Estimatex

Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
II LIMEROCK ST.

UNITED HOME 8UPPLS CO
Where Wfillnw and Rankin
Streets Meet
S» MAIN 8T.
BOCKLAND
48-Th-tl

TEL.’ 1538
Across from Post Office
152-tft

.■■■.'.’.niiuMi'.iics:

DRUGS • SUNDRIES

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and installed
Automatic cleaning equipment.
Free inspection and estimates.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated Tel. Camden
2687
72-tf

TEL. 1204
<72 MAIN STREET
BOCKIJYND. MAINE
•3-Tb-tf

HEATED and Unheafed Furn
apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
and cold water, some with elec
stoves, rubbish removed free. V
F STUDLEY. 77 Park St., Tel
8060 and 172 Broadway. Tel. 1234
1-tf

Almost all Electrical Household
Appliances Can Be Repaired by
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
•‘Y'our Crosley-Bendix Dealer”
662-666 Main SL
Rockland
Phone 721
50-EOI-tf

MRS. E. LEBRUN
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS. MAINE
PHONE BANGOR 7598 or HAMPDEN 18-12
7O-72A76-78

Tuesday-Thu rsday-Saturday
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at Community House on Wednes are occupying the James Murphy
Sunday.
called on Mrs. Eula Gerrish who
day with a good attendance. Reed cottage for the summer.
Those going to Old Orchard on is visiting at the Burkett Nursing Savoyards To
VINALHAVEN
work was the subject taught by
Thursday were: Auxiliary Presi Home in Rockland.
Stage Mikado
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Mrs. Ernest Campbell of Warren.
dent Alice Whittington, secretary.
The Auction held at the Albert
Correspondent
Several attractive baskets were
Edith Poole, and treasurer, Oracle Crabtree estate on Saturday was At Monmouth
Telephone 172
made and an interesting meeting WALDOBORO
Lawry. They stayed at the Ves well attended.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
The world's most popular oper
enjoyed.
per Hotel in Old Orchard. The
Dorothy Childs, Mildred Berry
Correspondent
The Sunday School, with teach
Mrs. Belle Lenfest has arrived schedule for the three days was and daughter Nan are employed etta, "The Mikado’’ will be pre
Telephone TEmple 2-9261
ers and mothers enjoyed a picnic
at her home on Chestnut Street as follows: Friday’ morning w’as at Highfield Camp.
sented by the American Savo
at Look Out Mountain on Satur
for the summer.
registration and afterwards the
Raymond Pinkham came from
yards at the Gilbert and Sullivan
day. An enjoyable day was re
Mrs. Chester Peterson of North
Guests at the home of Mr. and meeting started.
After the lec Williamsport. Penn., for Father’s
Festival Theatre in Monmouth
ported.
Easton, Mass., was a weekend Mrs. Mont Arey on Dane’s Island tures awards were given and the Day, his wife and children re
during the week beginning Mon
guest of her sister, Mrs. G. H. are her mother, Mrs. Linda Mac- Vinalhaven Auxiliary Unit re turning to their home with him
day, July 2.
Arthur
of
Cambridge,
Mass.,
and
ceived
one
for
its
contribution
to
Coombs.
after
a
visit
with
Mrs.
Pinkham
’
s
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCloud McCloud, Mrs. Ada Elwell were
The American Savoyards have
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Marple her cousin, Miss Jessie McKensie Veterans at Togus.
were in Augusta on Monday to among those who attended the
probably
presented this musical
Saturday morning the business Childs.
Other guests at the
and daughter Joan, Miss Noreen of Taunton, Mass.
attend the funeral of Mrs. Me- guest union meeting at Waldoboro
HELEN PALES
comedy more times than any
William
McDougal
of
Provi

was
concluded
and
election
of
Childs
home
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Correspondent
Haller of Webster Groves, Mo.,
Cloud’s aunt, Mrs. Mary Merrill. Methodist Church on Friday eveother professional company In the
Tel Temple 2-9954
Arnold Childs and children Carol
are at their summer home on dence, R. I., was an overnight officers began.
SP3 Wayne C. Keene returned ning.
country-almost 400 times at the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Sunday
was
the
parade
and
a
Helen
and
Arnold,
Jr.,
of
Holden.
Main street.
to Fort Benning, Ga., on ThursThe Dorcas Circle of W.S.C.S.
Mrs. Helen Cook of Wfcst Rox
Robertson on Friday.
large group from Vinalhaven at Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Raymond last count. The musical score is
day after three weeks at home.
met at the home of Mrs. Edith
A. D. Grey and Earl Spear are
bury. Mass., is visiting with her
The Misses Betty Lou and Deb tended.
The Vinalhaven 13 took Pinkham. Sr., of Camden and among the best composed by Sir
Robert Keene and Mrs. Lelia Bragg for the regular meeting
attending
the
Superintendents’
daughter,
Mrs.
Chester
H
bie Hanley of Rockland are visit the crowd over on Sunday morn Mrs. Obed Hart and son Danny of Arthur Sullivan, and Gilbert de
Wilson have returned to Alexan- with the usual good attendance,
Conference at the University of
vised some of his most laugh pro- ’
Brown.
ing with their grandparents, Mr ing to Rockland and they went Hope.
dria, Va., after three weeks at and the Esther Circle was enterMaine.
voking comedy situations to make
and Mrs. Floyd Robertson.
from there to Old Orchard by
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Burns,
Mr9.
Albert
Dutton
(Alice
Mil

their summer home.
tained on Tuesday evening at the
Mrs.
Velma
Scott
has
for
house
Any
application
for
entrance
of
Greyhound
bus.
About
60
people
Jr. spent the weekend in Rhode
ler) of Auxvasse, Mo., called on "The Mikado” a favorite of young
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell of home of Mrs. Helen McCloud,
guests Mr. and Mrs. Val Ringera ’ pets to the Pet Show on July 4 went including the High School Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill re and old.
Island.
Unity were Sunday callers at the with Mrs. Dorothy Prock and
Rue Knapp, the Savoyards popu
and three children of Wellesley, ! should be turned in immediately ' Band and Auxiliary and Legion, cently.
Eda J. Lawry, Phyllis Gilchrist,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin El- Mrs. Lulu Jackson assisting the
lar
comedian, plays thc role of
Mass.
to
Mrs.
Esther
Dearborn,
in
order
who
marched
in
the
parade.
Our
Callers at Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Jane Burns and Ella Verge were
well and Mr. and Mrs. Albert El- hostess.
"Ko-Ko", the Lord Executioner of
Mrs. Mertie Booth will have to make final arrangements.
band
re-ceived
many
compliments
Croteau
’
s
recently
were
Mr.
and
well.
I The Extension Association, met in Bath on Friday.
charge of the dinner which the
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Stackhouse for its fine performance. All re- j Mrs. Howard Thomas and chil- the mytnical town of Titipu, whose
Abbie Stevens, Mary Wotton,
Grange is serving for the High left Wednesday for a month’s va- turned home on Sunday evening dren and Mr. and Mrs. Frank love for pretty "Yum-Yum" is
Katherine
Jameson,
Thelma
thwarted by fate and the Mikado’s
School Reunion.
I cation. They plan to go to Bos- arriving in Vinalhaven around 8 O'Hara of Rockland.
Bramhall and Roselyn Bramhall
Levely Sally
ton. northern New York State, o’clock.
The convention was a
CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
Miss Ellen Grosvenor, Mrs son, Nanki-Poo.
I were in Portland one day recent’v
Knapp plays "Yum-Yum”, the
Canada, Niagara Falls, New Jer- great success!
IR
?
Sydney
Davis
of
Port
Clyde,
Mrs.
RANGE ANO FUEL OIL
Dr. Anna Platt of Camden was
sey and then back to Maine.
-------------------Arthur Marsh and Mrs. Irving Mikado is played by John Biraon,
in
town on Sunday, calling on
Miss Elizabeth Gray is working ————————_____
MARITIME OIL CO.
KjTtLBllLLI
Blackman of Rockland called at and tenor Richard Krause is cast
k.atinf I
friends.
at the Knox County Trust Com- Searsmont
14-1 hooting oil
Lester Merrill’s recently. Mrs. as Nanki-Poo.
Mrs. Walther and Miss Huntley
Mary-Ellen Thompson will be
pany in Vinalhaven. She has |
MBS. ELINOR MacKENZIE
Ann Randall of Newburyport who
taken the position^ formerly held
Oorrenponden'
has been guest at the Merrills seen again as "Katiiha"—an el
Tel. Liberty 6-3132
by Mrs. Pauline Poole. Miss
returned to Rockland as guest of derly court lady in love with
Gray previously attended Husson j
N'anki-Poo, Carol Plamondon and
the Marsh family overnight.
Business College in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Cffayton Howes
Mary Bartlett will be two of the
Mrs. Arthur Lenfest is at her and family recently spent the day
"three little maids", Patti-sing
PORT
CLYDE
Seal Bay Farm for the summer
Islesboro.
and Peep-Bo, recpectively, and
The TB Mo-bile Unit will be at
and has as guests Peter Gale and , Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sprowl
Don Forster will play ' PhooJackie McLean.
and Mrs. Stella Warman were re- the center June 27, between 4 and Bah”.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Peterson cent callers of Mr. and Mrs. Law- 5 p. m. Hostesses will be Mar
The Mikado is produced and di
garet Shumaker and Elverta Sor
have gone on a motor trip with rence Elwell of Swanvill-e.
rected by Miss Dorothy Raedler,
ensen.
Mrs. Perry Davis called on
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Hanley of
conducted by Ronald Bush from
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew’ Sorensen
friends in Monticello recently.
Rockland.
the electric organ, and Miss
of
Melrose,
Mass.,
have
been
Mr. and Mrs. Ary DuHer of
W
Mrs. Mary Major and Mrs. Ron
Eunice Wilcox will accompany.
Ski
W.fl
ald Beaumont, Sr., and their Brunswick have arrived to spend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sor The Mikado will be presented each
Rex"
P
ensen.
the
summer
at
their
cottage
on
grandchildren, Carolyn and Diane,
evening from Monday thru Staurof Worcester, Mass., are at Camp Lake Quantabacook.
day at 830 with matinees on Wed
Six members of Rosewood I NORTH WALDOBORO
Braemar.
nesday and Saturday at 2.30.
Evelyn Moody of Thomaston Chapter, O.E.S. attended the J Mrs. Virgil Morse, Sr., is a pa
"Patience” will be the third
was guest Sunday of her aunt andSchool of Instruction at Brooks tient at Miles Memorial Hospital
week's presentation.
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. George
on Friday, June 22, whereMrs. Damariscotta.
Geary.
Marietta Packard and Mrs. Marie
Mary Lou Prock, Shirley Jack•
Jeff and David Petersen of Bevi Daniels acted as officers.
son. Rose Mary Gross have been NORTH UNION
Church Notice
erly, Mass., are visiting with their
A recent caller of Mrs. Ada spending a few days last week
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Am- Howard was her grandson. Carl of vL-ith Marie Carroll.
The North Union Chapel will be
brose Peterson.
South Meriden. Conn., and Mrs. |
and
jjert Busch of New open for services Sunday n’ght at
him to
Church Notices
' Howard returned with ......
— i York have been visiting Mr. and . 7.30. The speaker for the servR -- W q
Vb
’ ii k | slPend a
days vacation.
Mrs. Clinton Mank and Patty.
ice will be Carl MacBriearty of
...
C 0USC
Mrs. Arthur Pease and son of
an(j Mrs. Milton Chapman Hartland. N. B., Canada. All are
" ... .. ,■> .
absent from the Union Church Burkettvlllc called recently on and family o( Ra^ph, Mass„ welcome.
d“7"\ ... T- \°.=.„ U?L a,n: >Mr- and Mrs- Sidney Harriman. | arc vigitlng Mrs
ManU. -------------------------Reg. $149.95
while he is on vacation thc fol Raymond Harriman of ThoniasMrs . Carrie Hayes of Middle
— AUCTIONlowing
schedule
be Rockland
followed.
On
Sunday.
Juiy will
1, the
I ^o. Mass., is visiting her brother

Mrs. Elizabeth Rawley, Mrs.
Theo Lawrence and Mrs. Ethel
Clark and Ricky Clark, all of
MRS ALBERT ELWELL
Hampden Highlands, were Sunday
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9454
callers of Mrs. Rosa Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. A'bert Elwell and
Rev. Alice T. Hart of Hallowell Miss Elizabeth Elwell attested
was a Monday caller at the home funeral services for Thomas E.
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Keene.
Poland in Damariscotta on Sun
Misses Hary Lou Prock and day.
Shirley Jackson have been guests
Mrs. Marion Keene, Mis. Mar
for a few days of Mrs. William
garet Hutchins, Mrs. Leona El
Gibson at North Waldoboro.
well. Mrs. Eva Wing. Mrs. Helen

Orffs Corner

Friendship

4k

3 BIG DAYS - THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

sg 3 pc. Maple Living Room Suite

“Cur Greatest Value”

’119”

w.

SAVE $30.00

Camp of Gideons will be in charge

•ONLY $10.00 MONTHLY

Charles Mitchell will be in charge.
JrlywRi ronducTX^ie?^;:
jr. .Will conduct the service. Jul>
22. Rev. Charles Mitchell. July
29. Rev. Howard MacFarland, Jr.

• COLONIAL FINISH
• CONVERTS TO BED

•REVERSIBLE CUSHIONS

'iff. and Mrs. James Robb.ns Nelson Shuman.
Lavander
Newbert, were
Mrs.
wllXyin\a«e'lCelrf>rated
I Mrs. Cross
of Washington

Woodeoek-Cassie-Coonibs Post
Several members of the Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post, No. 18.
of the American Legion and AuxiUary attended the American Legion Convention at Old Orchard
\ ’ Beach last Friday, Saturday and
SAVE UP TO 40% OF YOL’R
PRESENT FUEL BILL!
Give Yourself Year-Round
Comfort! With
FIBERGLASS INSULATION
For Free Estimate—By
Appointment, Write to
ALLEN INSULATION CO.
Newcastle, Me. - Or phone
Damariscotta 242 Collect
Residential and Commercial
Applications 50-Th-tf

x

>■
* r

&

Weak, Run-Down
Men and Women

xl
. •.•.❖.•.‘isa

Modern Suite Has Graceful, Shaped-Overlay Fronts

Practical Styling For Today's Carefree Llvingl

3-Piece Suite

Large Dinette

119

Sold On Easy
Payment Plan
$149.95 VALUE

88

$119.95 VALUE

• Table, 6 side chairs

AWJO

• Harmony House quality

Harmony House styling for a lovely bedroom . . . fine
construction with dustproof drawers, gleaming 3-coat
finish. Double dresser, 4-drawer chest and panel bed in
gray Southern hardwood, silver colored hardware.

Chrome-plated tubular steel frame that always stays
bright, mother-of-pearl pattern plastic table top that
resists heat, stains. 36x48-in. table has two 12-in.
. | leaves. Inviting chairs, foam rubber padded.

fi

Often Feel & Act Years Younger
When They Take FERRIZAN
Thousands of men and women
with their youth behind them are
finding the strain of modern life
and work exhausting—their en
ergy and resistance gone—vital
ity and strength at a low ebb.
Is it surprising that Doctors
tell such folks to ease up—get
more rest—give their tired nerves
and body a chance to get well—
and lake vitamins? Certainly not.
Thc Vitamin-Mineral way is the
modern way—the tested, proven
way; and one right way is to take
FERRIZAN, thc complete mod
ern
reconstructive tonic
that
gives you each and every day a
full supply of thc important B
Vitamins you should have, with
plenty of Iron to enrich the blood
and the full daily requirement of
that most important element—
Iodine, so universally deficient in
inland areas.
To all who suffer from these
depressing symptoms we say “try
FERRIZAN for 30 days. 100%
satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back.

GOODNOW'S PHARMACY

COATS

So
T*

Reg. $4.99

Coffee Tables

Thursday, June 21. 1
“
I Frank Tracy in Damariscotta
gratuIate them and hope that they1
wi„ Rpend ^ny more happy
I yearg
married Hfe together.

( niversary

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Shaber
I and Frank Comaneho went to
i Rockland last Saturday to see
! Miss Charlotte Shaber off on her
return trip to San Francisco,
Calif., after spending a month's
vacation at her parents’ home.
Richard
Shepard,
Reginald
Wing. Murdock Ratten and Ber.
! jamin Heminway left last Friday
i for National Guard duty at Camp
| Wellfleet, Maas.
! Mr. and Mrs. Edmond M. Gagey
* of Bradford, Mass., are at their
home here for the summer.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Storti were Mr. Storti’s
parents from Massachusetts.
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harcourt Daniels were Mr. and
I Mrs. Andrew McLean and grandI son, David, of Salem, Mass.
I Miss Muriel Ratten recently
spent a few days with her aunt,
Mrs. Ralph Freeman in Camden
and her cousin. Roberta Freeman
returned with her to vacation for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Strassenreiter and family, accompanied
by Miss Ethel Gould arrived last
Saturday to open Camp Wah-NahGee-Sha for the summer.
Russell Knight. Leo Bean and
Mrs. Harriet Knight were recent
business callers in Bangor, at
which time Mrs. Knight had an
operation on her eye, which is
now on the way to improvement.
Mrs. Ada Howard observed her
81st birthday on Friday, June 22,

THORNDIKEVILLE
Konneth Gillette is receiving
treatment at the Veteran^' Hospi
tal, Togus.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

LIVE
Single Passenger

Beach Umbrellas

POULTRY

WANTED

SATURDAY, JUNE 30—7 p. m.
Legion Hall, Union
Lots more furniture this week.
Muple kitchen set. Apt. size stove
HARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer

leather

The

Booster

Moccatie'

5C

all

America

loves
now in

leather!
In fabric, these Casual Keds

with their floating-light soles
have already given you a new
concept of summer footwear
comfort. And now. these soft,
lop-grain leather Boosters arc
created on the same amazing
principle of total lightweight

construction. M and Ni
widths. Try them—

they’re handsome!

-o A
U-_

TELL A TRUE BOOSTER BY

THIS BLUE KEDS LABEL

WoWw

OTHER THICK SOLE CANVAS SHOES
From $3.98 to $5.95

Winner of the Keds Animal Guessing Contest
Will Be Announced at 4.30 Friday, June 30.
First Prize Is a Girl's or Boy's Middleweight Bicycle.

FREE DAIRY KREME- TO ALL CHILDREN ANO
ADULTS PRESENT

HASKELL & CORTHELL
PHONE CEDAR 6-3284

CAMDEN, MAINE

PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE

Usually 6.98—Save 1.07 Now

Mude of Heavy Gauge Steel

Reg. $2.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. $1-99

NOW.
Harmony House fables with baked-on
enamel fir.'sh wbi‘e steel legs fold for

storage. Choose red or green.

GLIDER
«eg- »!»■«....... $,4.88

4'/2-Ft. Spread

$3.88

Multi-color acetate cover over 10 rib«.
PlosHc case For carrying, storing. 2-pc,
hardwood pole with metal connector.

puaMM&edot-money tfac6'
Store Hours: 9 to 5.S0 Monday thru Thursday.

9 to 9 Friday and Saturday, 9 to 5.86.

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

FOR LEASE

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

Modern Service Station

We Are Also Looking for

Poultry Raisers
TELEPHONE 1770
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Good Location.

Small Investment Required.

Small or Large. Term Te Meet Year Approval.

FOR INFORMATION CALL ROCKLAND IIS

CALL NOW FOR FUU INFORMATION

OR CAMDEN 3063
74-tf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

RccMc'nd Ccurisr-Gozette, Thursday, June 28, 1955
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Four Pretty Girls Seek Sea Princess Title In Thomaston

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

Professor and Mrs. Henry Allen Meetings will be held the second
and children, Dick. Joyce and Monday in each month.
Bruce, of the University of Maine,
Free < best X-ray
are spending the summer at the
Any person over 15 years of age
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eeniah C.
who has not been contacted and
Harding while doing geological
desires a free chest x-ray Fri
work at the Dragon Cement Co.
day, to be taken by the mobile unit
Mrs. Margaret Ford is attending at the Mail from 12 noon to 9 p.m.
the 94th annual convention of the : may register at Brackett’s Drug
National Education Association in Store. This service is being of
Portland, Oregon, to which she fered by the Four County Tuber
has been named a delegate from culosis Association with the Lions
the Maine Teachers’ Association. Club in charge of workers. Those
BM3 and Mrs. Robert Hommel I serving as hostesses Friday will
have returned to their home in be: Mrs. Forest Stone, Mrs. Ethel
Eaton’s Neck. Long Island. N. Y . Burgess from 12 noon to 2 o’clock;
after a week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lynch and Mrs. Har
Mrs. Malcolm Carney.
Miss old Richardson from 2 to 4
Stella Doxey of Greenlawn, Long o’clock; Mrs. Ralph Cushing and
Island, N. Y., is spending a few Mrs. Lester Adams from 4 to 6
weeks at the Carney home.
o’clock; Mrs. Stanley Foster from
Obadiah Kalloch has returned 6 to 7 o’clock; Mrs. Douglas Vinal
home after being a surgical pa from 7 to 8 o’clock; Mrs. Carrie
Thompson from 6 to 8 o’clock;
tient at Knox Hospital.
Miss L. Rich and Charles Col Mrs. Arthur Moore and Mrs. John
lins of Port Clyde were recest H.ll from 8 to 9 o’clock.
callers at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. O. G. Kalloch.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills and
CAMDEN
sons, David, Daniel and Paul,
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
have returned heme after a two
Correspondent
weeks’ visit with her parents, Mr.
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
and Mrs. O. L. Butler, in Fort
Smith, Ark.
While there, they
Mrs. Daniel R. Yates, Washing
visited Mrs. Mill’s grandmothers.
ton Street, had as Sunday night
Mrs. E. A. Floyd and Mrs. Cara
dinner guests. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Butler, in Quinton, Okla.
win Robinson and daughter Phyl
M/Sgt. and Mrs. John Proctor
lis of Tenants Harbor.
Tuesday
have moved from the Mills apart
night dinner guests were her
ment on High street to Rock
niece and family, Mr. and Mrs.
land.
Linwood Socea and son Allan of
Mrs. Arlene Starred of Miami.
Belfast.
Fla., is visiting friends in town.
S/Sgt. Jack Grinnell, who has
Mrs. Richard Kalloch and chil
dren, Barbara and Kenneth, of recently returned following a year
Worcester, Mass., Mrs. Donald in Iceland, is the guest of his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Grinnell,
Pendleton, Cheryl and Norman
before leaving for a four year
Kalloch have returned home after
term in Germany.
spending a week at the Keys cot
Miss Judith Dougherty, daugh
tage on Damariscotta Lake, Jef
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Urban Dough
ferson.
The We-Two Club held a picnic erty, is visiting with relatives in
supper meeting at the cottage of Old Town.
There will be a regular business
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robinson
meeting
of the Chestnut Street 1
in Cushing Monday evening. An
invitation to meet in July with Mr. Baptist Church on Thursday eve- '
and Mrs. Howard Stackpole in ning at the church parlor at 7.30
South Portland was read and ac p. m.
The Women’s Fellowship of the
cepted.
Those attending were:
First Congregational Church wi.l
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen, Mi.
hold a Strawberry Festival July j
and Mrs. Forrest Grafton. Mr. and
9. The proceeds will be used to I
Mrs. Richard Woodcock, Mr. and
pay for the third year two memo- |
Mrs. Roger Jameson, Rev. and
rial scholarships established at 1
Mrs. George H. Gledhill, Mr. and
Southern Christian College in tho
Mrs. Richard Sukeforth, and the
Phillippines.
supper committee, Mr. and Mrs.
Chauncey Grinnell, son of Mr.
William T. Smith and Mr. and
and Mrs. Oscar Grinnell, who
Mrs. Robinson.
graduated from the University of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spiller of
Maine recently, with high distinc
Portland were weekend guests of
tion, left Saturday for Rochester,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kalloch.
N. Y., where he has employment
Those from Grace Chapter,
with the Eastern Kodak Company.
OES. attending the Eastern Star
Mrs. Lottie Kent of Bangor is
Star School of Instruction for dis a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
trict No. 11 Mondaj- at Orient Herrick.
Chapter, OES. Union, were: Frank
The Rev. and Mrs. David HickHallowell who served as worthy land were honored at a reception
liaSnon, Mrs. Priscilla Moss as held at the Methodist Church re
conductress Mrs. Marian Blake as cently. Rev. Mr. Hick land, who
associate
conductress,
grand is the new minister at the Meth
chaplain Helen Hallowell, Mrs. odist Church, was welcomed by
Vinnie Benner, Mrs. Lillian Fitz Rev. Carl Small of Rockport,
patrick, Mrs. Leola Rodamer, Rev. Merle Conant of Rockland
Mrs. Marguerite Hills, Mrs. May and Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., and
Newbert and Miss Helen Studley. Rev. E. Roy Burchell. Edmund
The Firemen’s Auxiliary held Barnard served as master of
its first meeting Tui sday evening ceremonies, and the musical se
at the new fire station with 15 lections were announced by Lewis
present. Miss Helen Fairs, presi Pendleton.
dent of the Friendship Flremer,'.Among those who attended the
Auxiliary, was guest speaker. Eastern Star School of Instruction
Officers elected were: Captain of District 11, held in Union on
Mrs. John Upham: first lieuten Monday, fiom Seaside Chapter,
ant, Mrs. Edwin Anderson; second OES. were Mrs. Mildred Knight,
lieutenant, Mrs. Orrin Benner; Mrs. Louise Walker, Mrs. Mary
secretary, Mis. Roger Libby; Alley, Mrs. Doris Pitcher, Mrs.
treasurer, Mrs. Llewellyn Baines, Kitty McFarland. Mrs. Alice True,
Mrs. Amy
publicity,
Mrs. Guy Robbins. Mrs. Mabel Wright,

,

j

i .
S liar on Quinn

Verna Wotton

Jacqueline Chapman

Ruth Simpson

Thomaston’s Fourth of July
celebration is shaping up to be one
of the largest July Fourth celebra
tions ever held in that town with
20,000 people expected to attend.
The celebration, running into
two days of planned programming
includes a giant pre-Fourth of
July evening show at Watts Hall
highlighted by the crowning of
the Thomaston Sea Princess se
lected from four pretty candi
dates, a huge parade with march
ing and musical units and color
ful floats on Independence Day
culminated with an evening fire
works display that is expected to
draw the capacity crowd.
The community’s giant celebra
tion will be the largest in Maine’s
small towns on the July Fourth
date. General chairman is Robert
MacFarland.
Selected as Sea Princess c.andidates are: Sharon Maureen Quinn,
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Quinn of Thomaston; Verna
Wotton, 17, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Chester Wotton of Cushing;
Jacqueline Chapman, 17, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Chapman
of South Thomaston; and Ruth
Simpson, 17, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oram Simpson of Tenants
Harbor.
Heading the Sea Princess com
mittee te Dr. E. R. Moss of
Thomaston with committee mem
bers Mrs. Marion Bargamini and
Mrs. Sally Hill.
Mrs. Ralph
Cushing te in charge of the Sea
Princess float.
The selection of the Sea Princess
will be made half way during the
8.30 p. in., July 3 entertainment
program planned for Watts Hall
On hand will be Ernie LindMl and
his Rhythm Ranch group.
The
winner of the contest will vie with
other community candidates for
the title of Sea Goddess at the
Maine Seafoods Festival in Rock
land in August. Judges for the
contest will be chosen from the
seafoods festival organization.
Joint sponsors of the candidates

are Vinal’s Dairy, Brackett's Drug
Store, McDonald’s Drug Store,
Woodcock’s IGA Market and J. C.
Robinson and Sons, builders.
Hazen Cook, chairman of the
parade committee, urges all, who
can, to enter floats in the parade
scheduled for 1.30 during the aft
ernoon of the Fourth. Prizes for
the best float and the best juve
nile float will be awarded.
This year the parade committee
voted to march so as not to inter
fere with Route 1 traffic which
runs through the center of town
down Main street.
The procession will form on
Dwight and Elm streets near the
Thomaston High School building,
come up Main street, turn right
on Fluker street, marching to
North street and down Georges
street to Main street. There it
will pass the reviewing stand
that will be set up in front of the
Masonic Temple hall ahd continue
on to Beechwood street where it
will disband.

Route 1 traffic will Ire detoured
so to turn right on Wadsworth
street to Hyler street and across
to Gleason street. It will turn
left on Pine street and then re
join Route 1.
Musical units scheduled
to
march include the Harold T. An
drews Post American
Legion
Drum and Bugle Corps of Port
land, the Sacred Heart Drum and
Bugle Corps of Portland.
The
Farmington Indian Group, well
known for their appearances at
the Maine Seafoods Festival pa
rade will also participate.
At 10.30 o’clock on the evening
of The Fourth, the traditional pub
lic fireworks display will be held
adjacent to the ball field diamond
behind the business block section. I
Chairman of the fireworks display
is Orrin Benner of Thomaston. I
This event will last about an hour.
A carnival fair will also be held ;
in the town on the hall field lot
behind the business section during
the celebration.

lane and Mrs. Dorothy Clark.

which wa.s held Tuesday evening I
at the home of Mrs. Mildred
Easton, Elm street in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Went
worth, Sr. and sons Kenneth, Jr.
and Earle are spending the sum
mer at Hatehet Mountain Camps
in Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wentworth
of Pascal avenue were weekend
guests
at
Hatchet
Mountain
Camps.

Traffic Deaths

Rockport Fire

Dropped Over

Dept. Adds To

Memorial Day

Radio Equipment

Bridal Shower
Miss Janice Watts who will be
come the bride of Pfc. James R.
Carleton Saturday July 14, was
honor guesrt at a bridal shower
Sunday evening at the home of
Mrs. Maude Beal, Washington
street, in Camden.
Refreshments of cake,
punch
and sandwiches were served.
Hostesses were Mrs. Gianira
Carleton and Mrs. June Allen.
Invited guests were, Miss Joyce
Milliken, Mrs. Nettie Gross, Mrs.
Adella Phillips, Mrs. Doris Bryant, Mrs. Isaac King, Mrs. Thelma
Dean. Miss Ruby Allen, Miss
Carolyn Allen, Miss Erla Thibodeau, Mrs. Helen Staples, Mrs.

Frances
Carroll,
Gianina
bodeau
stone.

Ludwick, Mrs. Dorothy
Mrs. Hazel Pottle, Mrs.
Carleton, Mrs. Janet Thi
and Mrs. Phyllis John-

says: “ Come

see me,Dahlings

Lakewood July 2

’

I IIow would you like to have your
' boss working for you for just 24
j hours? It can happen, and doe«
I

|

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3103

Jennie Phillips and Marion Sim
mons, both of Brunswick, are *
visiting with their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Simmons,
Sea street.
Mrs. Helena Kenney and Mrs.
Blanche Wentworth attended the
meeting of the “Jolly Jokers”

ROC Kl_ A IM D

DRIVE-IN
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

IflHfl

JOHN

§
§

TALLULAH

"Grand Prize" At

to lucky Julie Christy who plays

The first recorded downward
The Rockport Fire Department
break in traffic deaths since S-D received their second two way
Day, last December, was reported radio unit this week which will be

in final figures for the 1956 Mem i installed and ready for service be
orial Day holiday compared with
final figures for the corresponding
period last year. Highway fatal
ities were reduced better than 21
per cent, from 136 in 1955 to 107
this year in the 30 hours from
6 p. m. May 29 through midnight
on Memorial Day.
“This is a splendid opening of
the 'Slow Down and Live’ cam
paign”, commented W. A. Hug
gins, President of the National
Conference of State Safety Coordi
nators, in releasing the figures.
"Twenty-two states and Puerto
Rico reported reductions in traffic
deaths.' Nine states and 'he Dis
trict of Columbia held even with
last year. These states more than
offset the increases in fatalities
reported by 17 states”.
The "Honor Roll” for Memorial
Day-stabs having no traffic
deaths for the 30-hour period, in
cluded: Delaware, Dietrict of Co
lumbia, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine.
Nebraska, New Mexico. North
Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island and
Wyoming. Other states recording
a decrease in highway deaths
were: Alabama. Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Missouri, New- Jersey,
New York, Ohio, South Carolina.
South Dakota, Virginia, Wisconsin,
Georgia,
Tennessee, Arkansas,
Louisiana, and the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico.

a hard-working secretary in the
riotously funny "Grand Prize”
which follows Lillian and Dorothy
Gish In "The Chalk Garden” at the
Lakewood Theatre beginning Mon
day, July 2. Julie wins a tie vis ion
contest which gives her full powef"
over her hapless boss, played by
Russell Gold, and the events
which follow promise to make
"Grand Prize" one of the top
comedy hits to play the summer
theatre circuit this season.
Co-starred with Julie Christy is
veteran Lakewood player Skedge
Miller whose success with comedy
roles in past seasons has built
him a strong personal following.
Julie Christy, making her debut
before Lakewood audiences, has
been featured in New York with
Signe Hasso in "Love From A
Stranger”. Her boss in "Grand
Prize”, Russell Gold, and Lakewood player Leta Bonynge were
also in the touring "Lady It The
Every person has a sense of
Dark” with Julie. Also in re
hearsal are Dodie Bauer and Wil- duty, but not every person has
laid Giles who just arrived from sense enough to benefit from it.
Dallas, Texas, where they were
in the touring company of “No
SOCIAL DANCE
Time For Sergeants”.
"Grand Prize” will be present
Beaver Lodge • Alford Lake
ed Monday through Saturday,
EVERY SATURDAY
July 2 through 7. Evening per
Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
formances are at 8 o'clock, with
72-Th-AS-tf
matinees on Wednesday and Sat
urday at 2.30.

fore Monday, Fire Chief Robert
Berry said Tuesday.
The new 40 watt unit will be
added to the present 30 watt set,
acquired by the department last
year, for hookup to the station’s
monitor unit and the Camden Fire
Department’s base station. It will
also be co-ordinated on the Lin
colnville frequency.
The new radio was purchased
at a cost of $535. About $335 of
this was a reserve left over from
the fund raising campaign for 'Tie
first radio which was purchased
at the same Frice. The additional
$200 was subscribed from town
funds at the annual town meeting.
The new radio will be installed
in the Engine Two 450 gallon tank
truck. It will be possible for both
Rockport engines carrying radios
to contact their own monitor sta
tion on a truck to station basis
and both the Lincolnville and
Camden base stations on a two
way basis. The trucks will also
be able to contact each other.

In Thomaston

Troopers List
May Accidents

Assigned Classes

Involving Cars

Eighth Graders

King Lion of

Lions Club In

Thomaston
Installs Tonight

The annual installation banquet
and ladies night of the Thomaston
Lions Club will he held this eve
ning at the Knight of Pythias Hal!
in Thomaston.
Dinner will be served at 7
o’clock by the Pythian Sisters with
the meeting and installation to
follow. New officers will be installed by William Kelley of
Camden.
Guest speakers will be John
Pomeroy, vice president and plant
manager of the Dragon Cement
Company and Carlton D. Brown,
owner-manager of Station WTVL
of Waterville.
Officers to be installed are: Paul
Files, King Lion; Leon Fitts, first j
vice president; John Kinney, sec
ond vice president; Enoch Clark,
third vice president; Walter Degler, secretary; Lawrence Hill,
treasurer; Otto Irvine, tail twist
er; Arthur Moore, lion tamer and
John Hill, Doug Brooks and Orris
Benner, directors.

Grant of Rockland, past district
governor of Lions. International.
Wives of members were guests at
the meeting.
Other officers installed were:
Michael Williams, first vice presi
dent; Edward Beverage, second
vice president; Clyde O. Ames,
third vice president; Vernon L.
Beverage,
secretary;
Frank
Sampson, treasurer; Ira Curtis,
Lion tamer; Colon Winslow, tail
twister.
William Hurd of North Haven
was initiated as a new member
and Nathaniel Stone of Lincoln
ville was a visiting guest Lion.

Eves. 8, Mats. Wed. & Sat. 2:80
ALL NEXT WEEK - JULY 2-7
In Person

SKEDGE

MILLER
In fhe TV Comedy Riot

"GRAND
PRIZE"
By Ronald Alexander
Author of
(“TIME OUT FOR GINGER”)

co-starring
JULIE CHRISTY

RUBBER STAMPS

NOW PLAYING THRU SAT.

ANY SIZE

Lillian & Dorothy
GISH

On Order nt

in "THE < HAI.K GARDEN”

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Res.: SKOWHEGAN 7-3331

North Haven Club
James L. Reid of Hallowell, Re
publican candidate for Congress
from the Second Maine District,
will be guest speaker at the July
meeting of the North Haven Lions
Club on July 9.
The announcement was made
Monday evening during the an
nual installation banquet held at
Nebo Lodge in the island com
munity.
Installed as King Lion was
Lloyd Crockett of North Haven.
Installing officer was
Gerald

There wore 574 reportable motor
vehicle accidents in Maine com
munities with a population of
more 2.500 during the month of
May, according to reports for
warded to Maine State Police
Headquarters in Augusta. (A re
portable accident is one which in
volves any personal injury or pro
perty damage to the amount of
$100 or more.)
The names of the cities and
towns with the number of acci
dents reported by each are listed
below:
Over 20 000 population: Auburn,
35; Augusta. 27; Bangor. 41;; Bid
deford. 13; Lewiston. 63; Portland,
62; South Portland, 19.
Popluation of 10.000 to 19.999:
Bath. 10; Brunswick, 28; Saco, 7;
Sanford, 10; Waterville, 19; WestBrook, 8,
Population of 5,000 to 9,999: Bel
fast, 12; Brewer, 8; Caribou, 16;
Fairfield, 9; Fort Fairfield, 2;
Fort Kent, 0; Gardiner, 4; Houl
ton, 9; Kittery, 4; Millinocket, 1;
Old Town, 6; Orono, 7; Presque
Isle, 12; Rockland, 10; Rumford,
4; Skowhegan, 10; Van Buren, 4.
Population of 2.500 to 4.999: Bar
Harbor, 2; Bridgton, 4; Bucksport,
0; Calais, 4; Camden, 2; Cape
Elizabeth, 0; Dexter, 3; Dover- 4
Foxcroft, 1; Eastport, 0; Ellisworth, 0; Falmouth, 6; Farmington, 9; Freeport, 3; Gorham, 9;
Hallowell, 2; Hamden, 0; Jay, 1;
Kennebunk, 2; Lincoln, 6; Lisbon,
3; Livermore Falls, 3; Lubec, 1;
Madawaska, 1; Madison, 0; Mex
ico, 1; Milo, 1; New Gloucester
1 Norway, 0; Oakland, 1; Old Orch
ard Beach, 3; Parks, 0; Pittsfield,
4; Scarboro, 4; South Berwick, 6;
Thomaston. 3; Topsham, 3; Wal
doboro, 4; Wilton, 1; Windham, 5;
, Winslow, 4; Winthrop, 1; Yar
mouth, 2; York, 6.
j Fatal accidents during the
I
month of May occurred in the
following towns:
New Gloucester, Clinton, Port
!
land, Plymouth, Anson, West
brook, Lebanon, Grand Isle, Gor
i
ham and Lincoln.
’
'

Assignments
for
Thomaston
eighth grade pupils to the high
school building were announced
by Lewis Webber, superintendent
of schools. Wednesday.
Assigned to group one for the
1956-57 school year under teacher
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Grafton
are:
Mollie Adams. Delenp Barr. Neil
Euzynski, Gary Clarke, Lionel
Cooper. Lottie Crockett. Bonnie
Cullen. Sherman Cushman. Kurt
Hoffsesr, Clayton Howard, Joanne
Marshall, Paulette McLain, Bren
da Mitchell, Bertha Orff, John
Procter, Sharon Quinn, Walter
Robinson. Douglas Rogers, Davis
Sanborn, Charles L. Sawyer, Rob
ert Silver, Faustina Steele, Rich
ard Taylor and Sylvia Whitehill.
Group two assignments under
teacher Mrs. Avis Colson are:
Robert Achorn,
Harold Achorn,
Kenneth Brazier, Virgilyn Burns,
Maureen Carroll,
Segrid Cline,
Ronald Cousins, Richard Fetteroli,
David Lidden, Wayne Hall, David
Harper, Judy Hill, Leslie Marr,
Stephen Melgard, Maureen Morse,
John McGuire, Calvin Roberts,
Charles B. Sawyer, Diane Starr,
Jerry Sylvester, Donna Ward,
Gloria Weaver, Linda Weaver and
Donna Williams.
Location of the two groups will
be at the Thomaston High School
building.

Lloyd Crockett

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
1:30 - 6:30 - 7:45
Last Feature Shown 9:35 R. M.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

§
” §

Camden Theatre
WEEKDAYS AT 2:00-7:00-9:00

I'm at the Camden Hills Summer
Theatre, ah, that's in Camden, Me.,
§ dahlings, and I'm Playing! / mean I'm
I STARRING in a terribly funny revue.

*
§
\
$

§ Terribly funny, dahlings, I put it toI gether myself. It's called “ Welcome, §
§ Darlings" and you certainly are! But |
it's RSVP, if you please.

Just phone, oh, what's that number §
CEdar 6-3376 for your seats {better I
hurry dahlings). I fust can't believe §
it, I’m opening on Monday....
§
77-78 §

LAST SHOWING TODAY

HUMPHREY FREDRIC
BOGART-MARCH

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

WILLIAM'WYLER'S
Production of

CinemaScoP^

WarnerColor- STtutoPHowc Sound
AND

’

THE
DESPERATE
HOURS

color

bylECHNIOOUX • WRITTtN
A

Friday & Saturday - 2 Hits

in

James Stewart - June Allyson

"Paris Playboys"

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED

PRODUCTION • PRESENTED BY WARNER

BY IRWIN ALLEN

BROS.

- PLUS 2ND ACTION HIT -

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
and The Bowery Boys

WINDSOR

"THE STRATTON STORY"
PLUS ACTION ADVENTURE

LAST TIME THURSDAY NITE

"VERA CRUZ" and
"BREAK TO FREEDOM"

Walter Abel - Perry Lopez

"THE STEEL JUNGLE"
FREE THEATRE TICKETS A

PRIZES

AWARDED

DAILY!

nt JOHN JUSTIN • ROLAND CULVER *

u*u reomono • earl cameron. orlando martin*

k-m PR, N SNrurOWA ■ 1 BUM NUMM ■ Oocw k WILLIAM I.IELIKM ■ KaM fe) RIMIIIMS. x<

krmv’l, N ANTHONY Vtiua • MrecM b> TERENCE VOUNG • PrMoB h IBVINC AUER ed AL90TT A IHOCCtU

COMING SUNDAY - MONDAY
"WHILE THE Cin SLEEPS"

ENDS
THURSDAY

f

"SLAVE GIRL" - Also - "ABBOTT

& COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN"

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ing monthly survivors insurance
benefits under Social Security at
the end of 1955.

Benefits From
Social Security

You May Look

Ab a further illustration of the
Now Widespread
protection Federal survivors in
surance now provides for the
Monthly payments of $74,854 to
young people of the country. Field
2152 widowed mothers and minor
pointed out that the mother’s and
children accounted for 10 per cent children in nine out of 10 Ameriof the total monthly old-age and j can families can receive monthly
survivors insurance benefits of survivors insurance benefits, if
$633,071 in Kennebec. Somerset. death should take the family
Lincoln, and Knox Counties—the breadwinner. More than half of
area serviced by the Augusta all young children in the ContinenSocial Security Office, as of De Lal United States whose fathers
cember 1953, according to George have died were receiving Social
M. Field, Social Security Admini- Security benefits at the end of
stration district manager in Au- 1955.
gusta.
In all, 13.083 people in the fourIn making this announcement, I county
district were
getting
Field said that many persons $333,071 each month in old-age
think of thc old-age and survivors and survivors insurance benefits
insurance program as providing at the end of 1955, This was an
protection only for the older men increase of 11 per cent over the
and women. He made it clear number of beneficiaries at the end
that it is also a program benefit' of 1954.
ing children. At the end of 1955,
Aged people accounted for the
nationwide, about 1.275.000 child greatest number in the County’s
ren under age 18 were receiving increased beneficiary total, he
benefit payments under thc Social said. In the four-County district
Security law. Of these, 120,000 at the end of last year. 7873 retir
were benig paid monthly depend ed workers were getting $447,521
ent’s benefits because of the re monthly; 1985 wives and depen
tirement of an aged parent; the dent husbands were receiving
others were receiving survivors $61,012 monthly; 1091 aged widbenefita as children of a deceased ows. widowers, and parents were
receiving $49,684 monthly as sur
parent.
Field pointed out that about four vivors of deceased insured work
times as many orphaned children ers.
are receiving benefits under the
“With the bringing in of many
old-age and survivors insurance groups of employed and self-emprogram as are being helped un ployed persons previously exclud
der the Federal-State program for ed, the old age and survivors in
aid to dependent children. Nation- suranoe program achieved almost
wide, almost 300,000 mothers of universal coverage at the beginchildren under age 18 were receive i ning of 1955,” Fiefd said. He

♦

WAITRESSES WANTED

J

IN THE

J

A

♦

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

♦
72-tf

coming colors is to try them on in
a strong north light the first thing
in the morning—then if you don’t
Well In Color
get discouraged at the sight and
By Marge Cook
crawl immediately back into bed
You may look extremely well in and pull the covers over your head
you may be on the way to a
a color you never dreamed you
whole new wonderful adventure
could wear becomingly.
The with color.
members of the Tenants Harbor
When choosing colors consider
Extension
group
absorbed first the color of your hair, sec
this information at a meeting on ondly your skin (it will be either
“Color For You’’ held at Mrs. on the rosy-red side or creamyyellow) thirdly, your eyes. The
Gertrude Hupper’s Thursday eve
ning, and led by Home Demon- right color can make you look
atration Agent Mrs. Mabel K. sparkling with health and the
wrong color can make you look
Folsom.
The only sure way of telling he- mousy, garrish or just plain sick.
To help you choose the right
. ■■■
...........
■ =—r :r.-rr,-. .
pointed out that an estimated C8 colors several general rules apply.
If your skin is on the yellowish
million persons had taxable earni side choose colors like red or
ings under the program in calen
orange which will reflect roster
dar year 1955. Some 70 million
tint. Green will minimize the yel
workers were insured as the year
lowish tones. The exception to
came to an end. Of this number,
this rule is when one is lucky
32 million are permantly insured
■ enough to possess a flawless
and can qualify for old-age benecreamy complexion which should
fits at age 65. regardless of future
be played up. Such persons can
employment; likewise, in the
J wear violet very effectively. If
event of death, their survivors can
you are the ruddy type you pro
qualify for
monthly
benefits,
bably can wear yellow. Violet
lump-sum death payments, or will make your skin less florid,
both.
while green will make it more so.
W’hen a worker retires or dies,
Bright colors will make dark
he or his survivors are urged to eyes appear darker, while light
visit, phone or write the Augusta colors will make light eyes light
Social Security office for assist er.
Some eyes change colors
ance in making claim for benefits. with the colors worn, particularly
“In fact,’’ Field said, “the Social if the eyes are gray, green or
Security office should be contact- i blue.
ed (1) when a worked reaches age
As one grows older the color of
65. regardless of retirement (2) the hair and complexion changes,
when he reaches age 72. legard- one looses the vivid coloring of
less of earnings, (3) when an in youth, but often gains when she
sured member in a family dies, : discovers she can wear exciting
and (4) when a worker becomes new colors because the hair has
totally disabled for any gainful turned a becoming gray.
employment or self-employment”.
The only way to he completely
The Augusta Social Security offi sure of one’s best colors is to take
ce is in thc Post Office Building, time to exj/eriment. Color is very
and a representative of that office ; important this year, and is being
regularly visits the Rockland j seen in such extremities as hats,
Pod Office, nd Waldoboro, and bags and shoes as never before.
Boothbay Harbor.
I Do not be afraid to use it!

Page Seven

♦

BITUARY
When making out your will re
member your ebureh and your
lospitaU.

GILBERT M. WHEELER

Now Priced So Low, All Car Owners Can Enjoy the Greater Safety, Mileage and Comfort of. ..

ALLSTATE CUSHION TIRES

SILENT
CUSHION
Regular No Trade-In Price $22.75 each

75

NOW

6.70x15
' each, Set of 4
Plus Tax

ONLY

AND YOUR OLD TIRES

• 20-Month Nationwide Service Card Guarantee
•Test Proven up to 20% more skid-resistant
• Heat-resistant bonded rayon cord for long life
• Long-wearing X-41 Cold Rubber construction
SILENT CUSHION

lUxulur

,

WHITEWALLS

On curves, while braking
ALLSTATE rubber safety
buttons between the treads
keep them open
and
working at all times, re
ducing skids and tire
squeal.

SIZE

\«> Trade-In
j Price Each,
|
Plus Tax

6.70x15
7.10x15
7.60x15
**8.00x15

Trade-In 1
Price Each, |

Set of 1
Plan Tax

SI 6.75
$18.25
$19.75
$21.45

S22.75
$35.25
S27.75 j
$30.45 1

1

Down
Payment
Set

ot

I

S7.06
S7.IHI
$8.00
$8.56

Itegiilnr
.....

No Trade-In

Price Eai’li,

Price Each,
PltiM Tax

PIiih Tax

a

S,/E

Trade-In

1

6.76x15
7.16x15
7.66x15
8.66x15

.

S27.95
$36.95
$33.75
$36.45

Sel of 1

$19.95
$21.95
$23.75
$26.45

Down
Payment

sel

of

for the most beautiful
lawn you’ve ever had

I

$8.00
$8.50
$9.(81
$16(16

Reg. $27.80

80

On Sears Easy

SALE PRICED

6.76x15
each. Set of 4
Plus Tax

Payment Plan

Price

Plus

6.70x15
7.10x15

Each.
Tax

$32.80
" S3«.5ti
~ $39.00

8.00x15

S42.9O

Down
Payment

Set of 1

Set of

PI uh Tax

1

SI3.66
$13.60

SIZE

M.E.S.C. COUNCIL OBSERVES JOB

Mrs. Myra Cooley and Mrs.
; ates, to help them determine the
I proper field of endeavor for their June Pitcher, Mrs. Inez Keyes
were business callers in Rath and
life work.
It is the opinion of the Council Roekland Thursday.

matched sets

shirt
• Vat Dyed Sanforized material
fmaiiiMm shnnkate Ixi.
• Deep Roomy flap pockets
Full length tails
• Interlined dress type collar
• Tailored for perfect Fit

ponts
• Vat Dyed Sanforized material
Imaiimum shrinkage 1%)
■ Wide sturdy belt loops
• Hei»r drill swing pockets
• Iiped etotek for rtinltrcement
• No-rip sewing
• Convenient outlet tor easy
iltention
■ Bat tacked at all strain
points
• Heat wide culls
$3,95

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop

,

435 MAIN ST.

Rotation Service

WEEK-END SPECIAL

Keuulur

Trade-In
Price Each,

Price

Each.
Tax

Down

Pa.$ inc nt

Srt of 1
PIiih Tax

Set

of

$27.86
7.16x15 _ $36.90
7.66x15 _ $33.90

820. Xti

$8.(81

$ 22 90
“ $24.90

$9,181
$10.00

$36.90

$26.96

$11.(8)

6.76x15

8.66x15

Vanilla or Duplex

1

Free

Installation

No other lawn mower has so
many features to make grass
cutting your favorite outdoor
•port. And no other lawn mow
er gives you the great new
“LEVEL CUT ’.
Exclusive new “Turf-Rider”
can’t scalp. Cuts so close it elimi
nates hand clipping. Keeps your
lawn smooth as a putting green,

yucnanZeedpoan money
Store Hours: 9 to 5.30 Monday thru Thursday. 9 to 9 Friday and Saturday, 9 to 5.30.

reg. 29c Ib.
On Sale Thurs., Fri., Sat. Only

STUDLEY
TELEPHONE 1770
ROCKLAND, MAINE

HARDWARE CO.
THOMASTON, MAINE
77479

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

A

ROCKLAND A

Mile Wheel

step up to a Lawn-Boy at

KcazassssssssaEBSEca

Tan, Green, Blue

COOKIES

18’ DELUXE

Free 5000

No Trade-In
Pin*.

1

$24.80~ r si6.no"
JRJI i—$12.OO

9M00
— $32.96

Children's Theater, directed for
the third year by Norwood P.
P.everidge of North Haven and
SUvcr Spring, Md„ with Norwood
Bcvcridffe. jr._ as assistant director.
Twenty-seven youngsters repre; Renting four different states were
, enrolled, in the theater as of Monday, and additional enrollments
are expected during the week,
j place of rehearsal has been shiftBasic Responsibilities
j ed from the St. Thomas Parish
As we said in the beginning, all House to the YMCA on Chestnut
these freedoms place upon us a street, where rehearsals are being
responsibility, just as binding j held from 9.15 to 11.15, Mondays
upon us as the freedoms are bind- through Fridays.
ing upon our government. The
First production by the junior
basic responsibility is the vigil- theater will be a group of plays
ance of the individual to sustain to be presented in the Garden
these inherent rights for himself Theater on July 18. Chief project
and all others. This can, best be for the second session will be a
done at the ballot box and also by 1 Gilbert and Sullivan operetta on
having tolerance for the beliefs Aug. 15.
of others, by maintenance of acPlays and casts for the Garden
tive interest in civil government; Theater production will be anby respecting the lights and ciis- nounced within a few days. Durtoms of others and the assurance ing the present week the children
of equal opportunities for all.
have been reading a number of
Our basic responsibilities in- attractive plays from which the
elude furtherance of the welfare Unal selection will be made,
of individuals, community, state Enrollments for thc first sesand nation; conservation of re- ^on close on Monday, July 2. Late
sources and legitimate persona’ | enrollments should be addressed
conduct; contributions to useful to Mrs- Roy Worthen. 2 Chestproduction, resolving differences ; nut. street, Camden.
on a fair and just basis; fair and '
ethical business practices; guard
ing against the granting of ar- ;
JUST ARRIVED
bitrary powers to government,
and vigilance against illegal, un- '
5 COLORS IN
fair or injurious practices.
Summarized once more it is our '
MATCHING SETS
basic responsibility to maintain
vigilance against illegal, unfair
Dork and Light Grey,
or injurious practice® of individuals, bodies or agencies.

Delicious Cream Filled Cookies

SILENT GUARDSMAN
BLACKBALLS

SILENT GUARDSMAN
WHITEWALLS
Trade-In

Monday marked the opening of
the sixth season of the Camden

ONLY

•30-Month Notion-wide Service Card Guarantee
•30% greater tread depth than first line tires
•"Safety-Sealed" Rayon Cord, X-41 Cold Rubber
• Road-gripping tread for 20% greater safety

Price Ktt4-h.

Theatre Season

SANDWICH

AND YOUR OLD TIRES

Keirular

The terms “Code of Conduct”
and “Militant Liberty” have be
come familiar and significant to
all thinking Americans. The re
cent experiences of brain-washed
members of American fighting
forces are still fresh in our mem
ory. For the first time in our
histoiy Americans experienced
Communist prison camp methods.
While some of these men did not
measure up to the standard ex
pected of them the majority came
through with head held high.

own occupation and to bargain
with employers and employees,
as well as freedom to compete in
production and to bargain for
goods and services in a free
market.
Our freedom from arbitrary
government regulation and control
is of high value as well as freedom from arbitrary search, seizure or detention of person or property and the right to speedy, publie trial by impartial jury; also
the freedom from torture, cruet,
unusual or degrading punishment
or treatment.

10% Down

SILENT GUARDSMAN

No Trade-In

Players Open

By Elmer Barde

Premium Tires!

Save too! ... on ALLSTATE

,MZE

BASIC RESPONSIBILITY

OSCAR WISHMAX
SEEKERS AND EMPLOYERS ARE NOT
Oscar Wishman, 60. died Mon
day at Newtonville, Mass., after TAKING ADVANTAGE OF SERVICES
a long illness. He was born at
Meeting in Augusta Thursday, ' that not enough employers were
Everett, Mass., the son of Harris June 21. the Advisory Council of I
making use of the Employment
and Agnes Avlward Wishman.
the Maine Employment Security Service, which has facilities for
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Commission suggested to the
statewide clearance on hard-toBeulah Crozier Wishman; one Commission that increased em
fill jobs. Also, because of affilia
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Rouse. phasis should be placed on Em
tion with the United States Em
Union City, Penn.; a granddaugh ployment Service functions during
ployment Service, if the employer
ter. Debra, his father, Harris the coming months.
so desires-—job clearance can be
Wishman of
Newtonville;
his
The Council seemed to feel that made through some 1800 Employ
mother, Mrs. Agnes Lailer of the people of Maine were not tak
ment
Offices
throughout
the
South Port’and, and one brother, ing full advantage of the facilities country.
Harry Wishman of West Peabody, now available in the Comm:ssion’s
The Council also felt that, the
Mass.
13 local offices—located at stra
fact that this fine cooperative
Mr. Wishman worked as safety tegic points throughout the State.
service—given without charge to
director at tho Lawrence Cement
All local Employment Offices
both employers and workers—
Company for 17 years. He was a serve as a clearing house for jobs
should be more strongly empha
member
of
Winslow-Holbrook- I and job information. These offi
sized.
Merritt Post of Rockland and one ces maintain a labor pool—classi
of the originators of the Ameri fied and segregated according to
can Legion Drum Corps, a mem skills*—AVhich for quality and WEST WASHINGTON
ber of the 40 & 8 of Perth Amboy. quantity, is second to none in thc
Mrs. Carrie White of Westtxtro,
N. J., the Masonic Bodies, and for area. It is here that emuploycrs Maas., la visiting with her sister.
many years has been safety engi , can look for workers and workers Mrs. Edson Weilman this week.
Common
neer of the Lumbermen’s Mutual can look for work.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard MarriInsurance Company.
iabor, semi-skilled, skilled, techni ner. daughter Phyllis of Sears
Funeral services will be held cal or professional labor is all mont. were eal’ers in town and
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from available and can be carefully Pitt, ton Sunday.
the Russell Funeral Home, with matched to the job needs of any
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Powell,
Rev. Charles R. Monteith officiat 1 employer.
daughter Pamela ot Westboro,
Counseling and testing programs
ing. Interment will be in Oak Hill
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
Cemetery in Camden. The Ameri are also being carried on in most
Gtotouu of North Grafton, Mass.,
can Legion will conduct committal of the local Employment Offices, wei-e weekend callers with their
lo help w’orkers determine the
services at the cemetery.
moth' r. Mrs. Mamie Powell.
kind of work for which they are
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Nichols of
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. ( best suited and in which they will
have the greatest possibilities for Woburn, Mass., were in town over
! success.
This service is also the weekend and visited with Mr.
this year, step up to a new available to high school gradu- and Mrs. Carl Bowman.

LAWN-BOY

SILENT 4 1 SIDON

BLACK WALLS

Rubber Safety Buttons

Camden Junior

Gilbert M. Wheeler, 90, died
early Sunday morning after a long
illness at the home of his daugh
ter, Mrs. Emerson W. Zeitler,
Maine street. Brunswick.
He was born at Bowdoin Feb.
16. 1866, the son of William M. and
The tales of these men con
Martha Curtis Wheeler. He at
vinced military leaders, of the
tended the schools in Brunswick,
need for an evaluation of the
coming there to live as afchild.
preparation that should be given
From 1884 to 1897, he worked as a
our young men and women
printer for the Dennison Co., in
against the possibility that they
Boston. Returning to Brunswick
might find themselves in enemy
the next year, he opened the
hands. The Department of De
Wheeler Print Shop which he op
fence recently promulgated a
erated for a few years. Later he
Code. It contains such a precise
became a professional trap shoot
concept of what every good citi
er traveling for the Peters Cart
zen should know’ and do that it
ridge Co., and the Hercules Pow
should prove to be of interest to
der Co. In the early 1920’s, he be
all. military or civilian.
came a partner in the Wheeler &
The foundation of liberty con
Rusher Coal Co., where he con
sists of these fundamentals: To
tinued for nearly ten years.
have the freedoms, one must ac
He was appointed manager of cept responsibilities
the first State Liquor Store in
Basic Freedom
Brunswick, holding this position
The inherent rights and privi
until his retirement in 1946.
He had served in Che Maine Leg leges of the individual are his
islature and was once a trustee freedom of choice. Basic free
of the Brunswick-Topsham Water doms include freedom of religion,
speech, press, and assembly; the
District.
IIo was a life member of United freedom to choose leaders by
personal secret ballot and the
Lodge, A.F.&A.M..
He is survived by another right to petition against oppresdaughter, Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr., ; sion. There is also freedom of
of Roekland; five grandchildren movement, at home and abroad;
freedom for educational, social,
and two great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at political and economic opportun
2.30 p. m. Tuesday from Demers ity with equal protection under
Funeral Home, with the Rev. L. the law; freedom to own property
Gordon Adamson officiating. In and to contract in personal afterment was in Riverside Ceme fairs; freedom to choose one’s

tery, Brunswick. - Portland Press
Herald.

One-Stop-Shopping for Vacation and At-Home Fix ’N’ Fun

MILITANT LIBERTY ENTAILS

ROCKLANO

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Fight

Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Rafford
and son Kevin of Masardis, are
guee'a of Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Rafford, Purchase street. Mrs.
Rafford will accompany them as
far as Ashland on their return
trip.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Social Matters

'J'
j

Fulton street, is visiting her aunt
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease and
and uncle, Major and Mrs. Bern
ard Freeman in Barre. Vt. While family have moved fo their Nor
she is there she will be their ton's Pond cottage for the sum- ■
guest on a trip to Washington, mer.
D. C.
Miss Patricia Pease has left for
Kennebunkport where she will be
The 38ers met Monday evening
employed for the summer months.
at the home of Mrs. Alice Robin
son, South Thomaston for a cov
The TH E. Club met Monday
ered dish supper and a parcel
evening at the home of Mrs.
post stork shower honoring Mrs.
Joseph Emery, Limerock street,
Dorothea Gross in San Diego,
with honors going to Mrs. Marion
Calif. During the evening a tele
Cook. Mrs. Anna Paulitz and Miss
phone call was placed to Mrs.
Katherine Veazie.
Gross with each member speaking
briefly. Attending were Mrs. Ma
The Postoffice Auxiliary held
rion Johnson, Mrs. Virginia Ku its annual banquet at the Lobster
nesh, Mrs. Virginia Thomas of Pound. Lincolnville, with nine
Camden, Mrs. Louise Kinney, members present. Following the
Spruce Head; Mrs. Eleanor Glov dinner they adjourned to the home
er and Mrs. Helen Harvey of Owls of Mrs. Pauline Saunders for a
Head. Sending gifts but unable business meeting and a social eve
to attend were Mrs. Ann Miller, ning. Those attending were Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Stackpole. St. George Betty Axtell, Mrs. Pauline Saun
and Mrs. Ethel Horton of Lincoln ders, Mrs. Barbara Ellis, Mrs.
ville.
Ethel Perry, Mrs. Bertha Thurs
ton, Mrs. Sally Haskell, Mrs. Vir
The office of the Collector of
ginia
Perry,
Mrs.
Margaret
Internal Revenue at the Post
Chaples and Mrs. Jane Beach.
Office Building, will be closed this
Friday only, June 29.
Fridays
E-Dee’B Beauty Shop. 24 Frank
thereafter it will be open as usual. lin street, will be closed from July
2 until July 16.
77-78
Social items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for The
Courier-Gazette may be tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
baugh, Tel. 76 Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
St.
tf

Members
The June picnic session of the
Woman’s Educational Club met at
the Lucia Beach cottage of Mrs.
George Moody where they were
delightfully entertained by Mrs.
Moody and Mrs. Mildred Teel.
Two ommissions in the last sec
retary’s report were corrected as
follows: Mrs. Mariort Lindsey
read a paper on “Scenic Beau
ties of Canada,” and the amount
to be placed in the Mary Perry
Rich Scholarship Fund was to be
$250. The treasurer's report was
$50.10 collected from the rum
mage sale and $102.28 from the

The Rockland Square Riggers,
a square dancing club under the
auspices of the City Recreation
Department, will move its meet
ing location from the Community
Building to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Newbert of Thomas
ton during the summer months.
The dances will be held in the
"Newbert Barn," a recreation
dance hall each Thursday eve
ning.
New members are wel-
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Uzzell photo
Miss Patricia W. Fowler

Mrs Margaret K. Fowler of of 1956. and is employed in the
Rockland and William J. Fowler office at the Boston and Rockland
Transportation Company.
of Hingham, Mass., announce the
Mr. Fiske is a graduate of
engagement of their daughter Pa Rockport High School, has served
tricia W. to Percic Edward Fiske, two years with the U. S. Army
son of Mrs. Grace Fiske of Rock and is employed at the Camden
Tanning Coiporation.
ville.
No date has been set for the
Miss Fowler is a graduate o(
Rockland High School in the class wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Benner, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Benner, Jr.,
Mountain Road, celebrated their Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Benner, Mrs.
Florence McConc-hie, Robert Ben
38th wedding anniversary at the
ner, Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Benner
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
of New Jersey, Mr. and Mrs.
Martin, Owls Head, Monday night.
Richard Freeman of Glen Cove.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Martin and Mrs. Watson. A
Miss Naomi Pease of Ports
gift of money was presented to
the couple. Invited guests were: mouth, N. H., is visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Benner, father. Sheriff Willard Pease and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Watson, and family.

Mrs. Victor Bucklin gave a
stork shower for her sister, Mrs.
Wilbur Vasso at Mrs. Vasso’s
home, 10 Dunton avenue, Tuesday
night. Mrs. Vasso received many
nice gifts. Those invited were:
Mrs. Margaret Robinson, Mrs.
Raymond Bucklin, Mrs. Hazel
Rogers, Mrs. Frances Gardiner,
Mrs. Frank Milliken, Mrs. Irving
Savoy, Mrs. Ralph Clark, Mrs.
Robert Philbrook, Mrs, Victor
Bucklin. Mrs. Weston Dearborn,
Mrs. Alice Vasso, Mrs. Wilbur
Vasso, Miss Kathleene Vasso,
Mrs. Gertrude Vasso, Mrs. Ger
trude DeMass,
Mrs.
Clayton
Keizer, Mrs. Tom Young, Mrs.
Mary Sullivan, Mrs. Flank Darlin, Miss Phyliss Robinson, Mrs.
Lucille Randall, Mrs. Charles Mc
Lain, Mrs. Mary Oliver, Mrs.
Pauline Dudley, Mrs. Seth Knowl
ton, Mrs. Olive Gilbert, Mrs.
Frances Kirk, Mrs. Lawrence
Cole, Mrs. Mildred Shaw-, Mrs.
Mrs. Monroe,
Mrs. Raymond
Barnes, Mrs. Raymond Kennedy.
Refreshments were served.

Educational Club

Seeks More

Mr. and Mrs. Richard H.
Charles (Virginia Healey) and
daughter Janet of Fayville. Mass.,
have been visiting Miss Augusta
B. Healey at “Landtandl,” Spruce
Head. Miss Healey accompanied
them to Massachusetts for a short
visit.

Miss Mary Ellen Porter, daugh
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph E.
Porter of Portland was guest of
■ Miss Joan St. Peter at her home
in Ash Point while Dr. and Mrs.
Porter attended the Maine Medi
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Wilson cal Convention at the Samoset.
and son. Ned. from Rocky Hill.
Mrs. Gladys Thomas arrived
Conn., are visiting Mrs. Ralph
Monday night from Akron. Ohio,
Smith, Broad street.
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Last Friday, Mrs. Daivd G. Ralph Stickney and Mr. and Mrs.
Young was awarded the merchan Ralph Curtis. Mr. and Mrs. Gard
dise gift from Flood's Shoe Store, ner Brown and daughters Priscilla
Rockland.
and Nancy will join her Saturday.
They will be at their summer
The Ca-Go Club of the First
home.
“Periwinkle Point”
at
Baptist Church will hold their
Pleasant Point for the remainder
Thursday night meeting at the
of the season.
cottage of Robert Crie at Norton's j
Pond. All those planning to at
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs
tend arc asked to meet at the
have returned to their home on
church at 6.30 p. m. with their j
Limerock street, after spending
bathing suits and lunches.
the winter with their daughter and
Miss Rose Ann Small, daughter family. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Small, Reed, Southwest Harbor.

Mr. and Mrs. Claron Shaw of
154 North Main street spent the
weekend with their daughter and
family. Mr. and Mrs. Van Vliet,
Framingham. Mass.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Miss Anita Kalloch

Mrs. Rena Kalloch of Thomas
ton announces the engagement of
her daughter, Miss Anita Louise
Kalloch, to John Edward Ander
son. son of Mr. and Mrs. Eino J.
Anderson of Owls Head.
Miss Kalloch was a graduate of
Thomaston High School in the
class of 1955. She is employed

by the F. W. Woolworth Co. in
Rockland.
Mr. Anderson was a graduate
of Rockland High School in the
class of 1953. He is presently sta
tioned with the Air Force in San
Antonio, Texas.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Two Double

1 whose birthdays fall on the same

Birthday Parties

i host and hostess and guests of

day.

supper and Mrs. Teel read a
poem “Making Friends.”
Future plans of the club were
discussed including meithods of
acquiring new members. The
schedule and program for the
coming season promises many
interesting matters. It was also
decided
to
make
"Modern
America,” the subject of the
year’s study.
The following committees were
chosen: Prograim committee, Mrs.
Ruth Perry, chairman, Miss Ma
bel Harding, Mrs. Linda Stone;
ways and means committee, chair
man, Mrs. Jennie Feyler, Mrs.
Emma Bradstreet, Mrs. Margue
rite Grindle, Mrs. George Moody.
Finance committee. Mrs. Caroline
Sleeper; music committee, chair
man.
Mrs.
Bertha
McIntosh
Young. Mabel Holbrook, Agnes
Wilbur; auditor, Mrs. Marguerite
Grindle.

Those present besides the

' honor were, Miss Jessie McKensie, Mrs. Jeanette Lenfest,
A birthday dinner was given Mrs. Louise Warcham, Mr. and
Mrs. George Newbert and Dr. and
recently at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Cameron Rae.
Mrs. Mont Arey in honor of Mrs.
Mrs. Evle Hennigar was pleas?
Arey’s mother, Mrs. Linda Mac- antly surprised Friday afternoon
■ Arthur, and Mrs. Belle Lenfest, when a group of friends, including

On Vinalhaven

the 10 o’clock Tea Club, the insti
gators, arrived at her home to
help her celebrate her 80th birth
day. It was in reality a double
birthday at it was the birthday
of her daughter, Mrs. Madeline
Smith, also. They both received
many lovely gifts. Mrs. Hennigar
was presented a birthday cake,
made and beautifully decorated
by Mrs. Louise Anderson. 4 lunch
of sandwiches, cake and coffee
was served.

EXCITING NEW STYLES . . .

... BY SEA NYMPH
GET INTO THE SHAPE FOR

SUMMER with SEA NYMPH ...

Features: Built-in boning (supple inner boning) for

bra gives a high, round contour. Controlling inner
i

t

panel for a slimmer figure.

see-wortliy

Detachable halter

strap cut on the bias for comfortable stretch.

„

V,

1

\

AIR-CONDITIONED
SAILCLOTH
...White Stag's cool, cool
Sailcloth coordinates...with the

exclusive new Sailmaker Stitch.

A sea of refreshing colors!
Sanforized.

Prestige Lastex Faille

$10.98

Style Hints: Cotton prints blend with lastex and

are smart fashion news.

bras, deep plunge bodices, Empire bosoms,

White Swan
«J N I

yOHM *

foam rubber removable bra shapes, and ruffle
•ops Trick Jackal—
Sixes 10-20. ..*7.95
• Calfskinnar* —
Siias 10-1«... <5.95

WINNER

FASHION ACADEMY

COLD MtDAL

Camouflage inner

trims all glorify Sea Nymph styles.

Sheaths

and tapered boy shorts are important sil
houettes.

Aqua, Red, Navy.

AWARD

Fashion Scoop!

Alto See the
Full Collection of
White Stag Poplin!

OTHER SUITS $3.98 up

FOR NURSES, WAITRESSES,
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
WTiite

Swan’s

Own

Nylon

Plisse - Wa.ho Like a Dream

No Ironing At All. Styled
In ’Ihe “Fashion Academy’'

Solid Lastex Faille
I S «4»U saw

al WtiSa $«e| fun t.gi a«

Manner.

Sizes 10 to 44

Reg. $7.98

$(■ QQ

J»/O

Scxkt-Ctm'ft

SeKtet-Ctrn'a

Seide’i-C’uute's
Store Hours: 9 to 5.

STORE HOURS: 9 to 3.
FRIDAYS TIL 9.

STORE HOURS: » to 5. FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.

Fridays 'Til 9.

$8.98

*

4
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What Goes On In Town When We Have A Sunny Morning

Once in a while it is interesting to know what the other tellow
is doing on a sunn> morning. Wednesday morning was no excep
tion, other than the fact that the sun was shining, and it was
reasonably warm (by noon, the famous New' England weather had
changed all that, and it was raining).
First cheery note of a tour about town was a meeting with
Ed Brown who was downtown for his morning stroll as he appears
In the photo at the extreme left. Ed, his proper name is Edwin L.
Brown, is well known for his oil paintings and penmanship which
have won him national acclaim. A former partner in the diploma
firm of Howard A: Brown and the Rockland Commercial College, he
is now retired. On the shady side of his eighties, he enjoys meeting

Cost of Packing
Sardines Going
sardine

canners,

did in 1950 and nearly triple the
1933 figure.
“Naturally every cost increase
makes our position in the food
business all the more competitive
but we are still able to offer sar
dines at a price to the consumer
that makes them one of the best
buys on the market,” the secre
tary added.
He said that although selling
prices varied during the past
year they did not always reflect
a realistic cost figure and that on
Textile Imports
numerous occasions and for for
Last April I introduced for my
many reasons shipments were
self, Senator Margaret Chase
moved at a loss to the canners.
Smith and 24 other Senators, S.

SENATOR

Up This Season
Maine

people in his morning walks and visits old familiar spots in the
business district daily.
In the second picture from the left, two little fellows were
hiking down Park street carrying a day bed; just as serious as
they could be about their task, which must have been a rugged one
for lads their size.
It turned out that George Gherardi of 93 Park street, front, and
Philip Miller of 18 Gay street were doing their good deed tor the
day. The couch had been used in a play at St. Bernard’s Church
and was being taken back to the Gherardi home from where it had
been borrowed.
Just around the corner on Broad street Highway Superintendent

now

working on the new season paek,

have been told to expect greatly
increased production costs over
the 1955 season.
A raise in the minimum wage
as set by Congress from 75 cents
to $1 an hour, plus boosts in oil,
cans, cases, salt and freight all
adds up to a substantial figure.
Volume as it affects general
overhead of individual packers
will have considerable bearing on
the ultimate cost picture but un
der any circumstances the in
creases will be the highest for any
single year in the history of the
industry.
This distrubing situation was
outlined for the packers today by
the Rochester. New York, auditing
firm of Touche, Niven. Bailey and
Smart, which has been employed
by the group to conduct an in
dustry-wide cost accounting pro
gram for the past two years.
In releasing the report the in
dustry’s
executive
secretary,
Richard E. Reed stated that with
the new round of increases it was
now costing Maine canners about
$2 a case more to pack keyless
and $2.50 more for keys than it

PAYNE

^REPORTS

Res. 236. caling for an immediate
Miss Charlotte Bucklin and investigation of the effect of in
friend of Florida are spending creasing textile imports on the
their vacation at Miss Bucklin’s domestic textile industry. The
farm.
Resolution was referred to the
Charlie Curry of New York Senate Committee on Finance for
Last week,
City is boarding with Edna Dyer. initial consideration.
Senator
Hairy
F.
Byrd.
Chairman
H. L. MacKenzie is painting
of the Committee on Finance, an
Andy Currie’s house.
nounced that the Committee would
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Green and meet in Executive session June 28
tw<> sons of Ohio were called to consider S. Res. 236 and to dis
here by the sudden death of Mrs. cuss the serious situation which
Green’s father, Felton Wallace. has developed in the domestic
•Mr. and Mrs. Leon Castner of textile industry during recent
Bremen called Friday night on months. In addition, the Commit
Mr. and M 8. Lester Burns at tee w’ill consider various remedies,
the Cove.
such as an import quota on tex
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Peabody tiles. as recommended in an
have emplyoment at Port Clyde amendment to the F o r e ig n
in the factory.
Aid Bill proposed by Senator

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Owned and Operated by

I he Rines Co.. Bangor

DISTINCTIVE NEW

Dresses

Ship

---in the SUMMER MOOD

CWNJWJL
Misses,

Hap Halligan and his crew' were working on the last of 25 miles of
city streets Co be tarred this year. They had the usual horde of
“helpers” in the form of small boys, cheered on by equally small
girls. No one was a real hero to his pals and admirers until he
was liberally smeared with tar to the point where he presented a
real scrubbing problem to his mother. Several won honors hands
down. The two seen racing the gravel truck spreading a heavy
coating over the tar were not so anxious to pass the truck as they
were to get far enough ahead of it so they could pass across ahead
of it and win their stars for adventure.
It may have been a late, late spring, or a backward summer;
have it as you will, but Alden Davis, custodian of city hall got cut

Theodore Green of Rhode
Kennedy-Payne Budget Bill
Passed By Senate
Island. The out-look for action
which wil contribute to the soluEarly this year I introduced a
tion of the textile import problem bill to improve the budget and acis more encouraging than it has counting procedures of the Fed
been in some months.
eral Government in line with the
Geographical Dispersal Of Indus Hoover Commission Recommenda
tions. After hearings by the Senate
try
Reorganization Subcommittee, of
The Senate Committee on Bank
which Senator John Kennedy of
ing and Currency recently ap
Massachusetts is chairman, a new
proved an amendment to the De
version of the bill was prepared.
fense
Production
Act,
which
This bill, which has become known
would give Congressional approval
as the Kennedy-Payne Bill, was
to the policy of geographic dis
passed by the Senate last week
persal of vital industries.
The
and sent to the House of Repre
amendment would not affect exist
sentatives. Since the House Gov
ing industries but would require
ernment Operations Committee
that this principle be taken into
has been holding hearings on a
account to the greatest extent pos
similar bill, I am hopeful that it
sible in gathering future govern
will be possible to secure final ac
ment contracts for defense pur
tion before Congress adjourns.
poses. The greatest opposition to
REA Loans
this policy has come from South
ern New’ England where industry
The Rural Electrification noti
is high concentrated. On the other fied me last week of two loans
hand, this policy could mean a made to Maine companies to ex
greater flow’ of government con pand and improve service. A loan
tracts into Northern New England, of $128,000 to the Denny’s River
w’hich is less vulnerable to wide Electric Co-operative in Washing
spread destruction from aerial ton County will be used to build
attack.
I am strongly support-117 miles of distribution lines to

ing the industrial dispersal concept.
Northeast Airlines
The Civil Aeronautics Board
here in Washington is now reviewing the decision of its hearing
examiner rejecting Northeast Air
lines application for a New YorkFlorida route. On July 10 the
Board will hear oral arguments on
this case. Last Thursday I was
•
selected to represent the 12 New
England Senators at these oral
I
I arguments and to support Northeast’s application. Unless Northeast is granted route extensions on
profitable routes beyond New
York, the airline will not be able
to purchase new’ equipment and
improve service within the New’
England area.
Maine and New
Hampshire
depend
solely
on
Northeast for commercial air
service. Denial of Northeast's ap
plication for a New’ York-Florida
J route will seriously jeopardize the
! future of adequate air service to
I the Northern New England States.

' bring service to 90 new rural con
j sumers and to make general ser-

vice improvements. The Eastern
1 Telephone Company received a
1 1°*" °’ ’250.000 to extend dial service to 620 rural homes in Waldo
County, install 62 miles of new
line. and construct central dial
offices at Liberty and Morrill.
These loans, which are repaid
over a long period, illustrate the
importance of the REA program in
improving electric and telephone
, service in rural Maine communi
I ties.
Fishery Legislation
Last Thursday the House Mer
chant Marine and Fisheries Com
mittee ordered two major fishery
bills favorably reported. One of
these was the fishery education
and training bill which I intro
duced a year ago and which was
passed by the Senate in May. The
other was a bill to make substan
tial changes in the organization of
fishery functions within the Fed
eral Government.
This measure

Women

Juniors...
is

This

the

way

Summer

fashions look------ cool, airy

interpreted

smartly

dresses

in the light-hearted manner

that

reflects

TION

sheer

“VACA

the

cottons

ROCKLAND HOTEL

Coolly

MOOD".

- LUNCHEON SPECIALS -

carefree

- --

THURSDAY, JUNE 28

fabrics------ lovely

drip-dry

voiles in casual or afternoon

ALOHA COCKTAIL

styles .. .Solid

color

OLD FASHIONED BEEF STEW with Vegetables

and

prints

pastels,

novelties.
selection
cocktail

darks

And an exciting
of

ALOHA COCKTAIL

“Date”

and

FRESH SHRIMP SALAD IN TOMATO STAR

for

gala

French Fried Potatoes, Hot Rolls, Coffee

dresses

85c

Dessert and < offee

and

summer parties.

95c

FEATURING TONIGHT:
PRIME RIB ROAST OF BEEF ou Jus

SIZES for

reported by the House Committee j
differs substantially from a simi-I
lar bill passed by the Senate in
May. I am tremendously en- '
eouraged at the prospects for en-i
actment of sound new' fisheries
legislation before Congress ad-'
journs.

NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4
Mr. and Mrs. Seward Beaco-m
and daughter Marilyn of New’
Britain, Conn., who have been
guests of Misses Cornelia Staples
and Alberta Wallen at the North
Shore, returned home on Satur
day.
Miss Dorothy Nelson of
Hartford, Conn., is still with them.
Miss Bodino MacDonald has fre- i
turned to Dorchester after spend
ing two weeks with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Argyle MacDonald.
Misses Gertrude Beverage and
Patricia Calderwood who attended
Girls’ State” at Colby College
have returned and report a fine
time.
Miss Barbara Beverage, after
spending a few- days with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Milton A.
Beverage in Bangor, went Sunday
to Camp Tanglewood for a few
weeks.
Mrs. Nina Thomas Schulz of
Miami, who has been the guest of
Mrs. Eva Hopkins left on Tuesday, i
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Winslow
of Vinalhaven are employed by |
his brother in Winslow’s Cash
Market. They are living in the *
bungalow of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey i
Calderwood. formerly occupied |
by the late Mrs. Carrie Parsons |
and daughter Emma of Connecti
cut.
Mr. and Mrs. Daland Chandler
of Massachusetts are at the
Chandler cottage by the Ferry
Landing. Mrs. Thorn Dyer has
employment there.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCall
and two children of York, Penn., a
former buddy, visited w-ith Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Waterman last
w-eek. They had not seen each
other for 11 years.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis, Jr.
(Dr. Molly Lewis) and twin sons,
James and George, returned on
Sunday to Putney, Vt. James
Lewis. Sr. of North Haven and
Portland is now- here.
Kenneth Gillis is a patient in
Knox Hospital, after suffering an
ill turn.
Miss Delma Mills of Rockland
has been a recent guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Mills.
Mrs. John Sample and family
have returned after spending a
week w-ith relatives in Strong. Mr.
Sample is attending F.S.N.S. Sum
mer School at Farmington.
Drs.
Richard
and
Dorothy
Waterman and family of Massa
chusetts have been with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Water
man, but Richard had to return,
leaving the family here.
Mrs. Harold Philbrook recently

JUNIORS
MISSES

WOMEN

;

SUEDE AND LEATHER JACKETS

DON'T BE SORRY!
BE SAFE!

|

CLEANED AND REFINISHED
$6.50

I

LET US GIVE YOU ENOUGH
WIRING CAPACITY
FOR YOUR INCREASING

i

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

5

$12.95

to
$39.95

ELECTRICAL LOAD

Frank Smith Cleaners
28 CENTER STREET

BATH, MAINE
59-Th-tf

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

Free Estimate*

R. F. BLAISDEU & CO.
Licensed Electrician
ROCKPORT, MAINE

Telephone 582
56-Th-tf

his window cleaning tools and started a long neglected task. He
had been afraid of the water freezing earlier.
The start was made on the glass in Josh Southard's welfare
office. The time was just right. No one was around applying to
welfare of a Wednesday morning; Josh was down getting his morn
ing coffee and Mrs. Rice, the city matron, was busy in the police
station, so Alden squirted away and scrubbed undisturbed.
Of course there was a lot more going on around town but this
is all we cuugbt. Mho knows, there may be another sunny day be
fore Christmas and another tour to see what is going on.
Photos by Cullen

spent a few days at the home of
her sister, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rockville
E. Waterman, Sr. M/r. and Mrs.
MRS. RONALD ABBOTT,
C. E. Waterman Jr. (Bobby), and
Correspondent
Tel. 1592-M5
three children, Rebecca, Robert
and Sarah also have been guests
Miss Lottie Ewell spent the
of his parents, Mob and Nora.
The children spent a few days day recently with her cousin,
alone, later joined by their par Mrs. Bert Keen at the Highlands.
Leon Wotton of Warren called
ents.
on Sylvester Barrows on Satur
Another Milestone for Reginald
day.
On June 21 Reginald Grant was
Pvt. Janice Garrison is home on
given a birthday surprise party
furlough visiting her parents, Mr.
at the home of his parents’ Mr.
and Mrs. Amo9 Garrison. She re
and Mrs. Lawrence Grant. Due
turns to Fitzsimmons Army Hos
to the stommy weather, tflie beach
pital, Denver, Colo., on July 5.
party planned was held indoors.
Joan Abbott. Jane and David
Games and TV were enjoyed. Johnson of New York City are at
Guests present, to help Reginald home for a short vacation.
celebrate his 14th birthday were:
Dr. and Mrs. Curtis Hemenway
Raymond Beverage, Dicky With and children Susan and David of
erspoon, Charles and Joseph Schenectady, N. Y., were guests
Brown, George Beverage, Jr., recently of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Teddy Adams, Sheila Burgess, Keller. Dr. Hemenway is an As
Dianne Brown, Martha Morrison. sociate Professor at Union College
Nancy Bunker, Rosanne Burgess, in Schenectady.
also brothers Austin and Miles
Miss
Marjorie Hunter
an<J
Grant.
Glcndce and Joyce Farmer spent
Refreshments
of
hamburger the weekend at Ogunquit Beach.
sandwiches, potato chips, birthday
cake, ice cream and punch were
The trouble with a man In a
served by his mother. Reginald hurry It that he usually by-passes
received some very nice gifts.
the train of thought.
It takes a lot of money to make
Give him time and a man will
some friendships last.
trip over his own bluff.

OliiZii ira f u

1
|
|

AL The IVttMUw's Shop

SUMMER SALE
jj

FAMOUS MAKE SUITS
Junior - Misses - Petits & Half Sizes
Reg. Price $25.00
Sale Price $18.00

HASKELL & CORTHELL

CAMDEN, MAINE
76-77

THE EASTWIND INN
LOCATED IN BEAUTIFUL TENANTS HARBOR

£
?

Invites you to bring your family, church or service
club groups for a home cooked meal. Rooms for social
activities. Full course dinners from $1.50 to $2.50 per
plate. Children under 10 years half price. Peaceful
ocean view rooms by the day or week, American plan.
Call Tenants Harbor 8000 for reservations.
EDITH and CHARLES RUSSELL, Managers

>

77-78
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bird Lover

THOMASTON'S NEW FIRE STATION

Comments On
English Sparrows

DEDICATED MONDAY EVENING

introduced
including:
IVosley
Knight, Rockland; Harry Burns,
Union; Robert Berry, Rockport;
Richard Frates, Bath; and Stanley
Turner, Bath Iron Works. Also
among the visitors was Stanley
Judkins. Bath city manager and
former Warren town manager.
Master
of
ceremonies was
Frank Knight of Thomaston and
the dedication praybr was given
by Rev Robert Dickinson of the
Church of the Assembly of God.
The dedication ceremony began
at 8 o'clock in the evening and
was followed by refreshments of
fered by thc Fire Department
Auxiliary.
The station has been in use as j
headquarters of the department, j
which was formerly housed in a
nearby garage, the past two
months.
During that period,
members of the department have
been putting on finishing touches
and getting the establishment
ready for public inspection.

A recent article stating a Main

street business house
poned

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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construction

of

had post
improve

ments until “sparrows had reared
their young in nesting areas about
the store” has brought to us the
following comment from a local

bird lover:
Leaflet No. 61. English Sparrow
Control, obtainable from the De
partment of Agriculture. Washing
ton. for a fee of five cents, de
scribes this specias as of no
economical value following ten
days after the young are hatched.
The data includes the statement
that "Engl’ish Sparrow popula
tion may be reduced or even
eliminated by destroying nests
and eggs at intervals of ten to 12
days during breeding season.”
The pamphlet includes methods of
eoctermination such as trapping,
poisoning, shooting, etc., but em
phasizes that thc work should he
done by parties who can distin
guish the pest from benevolent
species.
Our correspondent reports de
struction of native birds and
their eggs and young by the “sav
age little hawks” and a return to
his premises of over 20 varieties
thi9 year as a result of trapping
dozens of these imported foreign
warriors.
He reports the young
of the bluebird, oriole, wren, tree
swallow, goldfinch and other ve
rities killed in their nests by
these invaders and since their
control it has been possible to
tame chickadees to visit feed
boxes and eat from the hand of
their host.
For the information of readers
who are unable to distinguish
these tough fighters from our
lovely native birds our reader de
scribes the male as having a
black spot under the throat the
size of a dime. The female has
a plain gray breast. Both have
feathers of streaked light and
brown and they’ are usually found
in small flocks about the street
where they are quarrelsome and
noisy. The starling, the short, fat
bird which assembles in enormous
flocks and sometimes lights In
trees in such numbers that they
resemble leaves, are likewise
noisy but they are declared to be
highly benelicial in that they sub
sist upon insects and are in other

Property Sold

Through Cousens

Photo

by

McKeon

Thomaston’s Fire Chief Edwin Anderson accepts the keys to the
town’s new fire station from Harold Richardson, chairman of the
board of selectmen, during the dedication ceremony.

Thomaston’6 new one story turned over to the chief of the
cinder block and cement fire sta Fire Departmen .Edwin Anderson,
tion. housing five engines and con by Harold Richardson, chairman

Recent real estate sales through
Cousens Realty include:
Eugene and Frances Shrigley
to William and Nadine Robbins,
home and cabins on Route 1 in
Glen Cove.
Mrs. Evangeline MacKenzie to
Richard C. Barnard, home in
Warren.
Lloyd Fernald to Donald R.
Bickford, home on Lake avenue,
Rockland.
Victor Daniello to Alvis Epps,
home on 230 Park street, Rock
land.
Willard Sewell to Reginald Well
ington, 22 Gurdy street, Rockland.
Herbert Duley to Vincent D.
Bickford. 80 Holmes street. Rock
land.
Ernest Harmon to Harry S.
Johnson, 17 Gurdy street, Rock
land.
Clarence G. Willard to Harold
L Webb, home in East Union.
Willis Ogier to John Holmes
Commercial street, Rockport,
William F. McLellan tc Mrs.
Ruth Buckminster, 40 Admontem
avenue, Rockland.
Mary Payson to Herbert Duley,
home at East Union.
Richard Monroe to H. C. Lantz.
home at School and Tyler streets
Thomaston.

structed at a cost of over $50,000 of the Board of Selectmen, as a
was dedicated Monday night as highlight of the hour and a half
ceremony.
250 town residents and visitors
Principal speakers during the
watched.
evening were Malcolm Chase of
The keys of the building were
the arson division of the State In
surance Department, who substi
ways of much economic value.
tuted for Joseph A. P. Flynn, head
Not so with the English Spar
of the arson division, and A. D.
row. He is classified with small
Nutting of the State Forestry De
rodents and should be destroyed
partment.
or controlled. Eliminate the spar
Both speakers outlined the work
row and your premises will soon
be visited by a myriad of colorful ings of their departments in con
and beautiful songsters.
Inci junction with the state’s com
dentally it may be said of the munity fire departments. Both
starling that he does not interfere congratulated the town on its new
with our native population. He structure and commended the
may be seen upon the ground work of those town leaders who
Most people would have to work
among the robins, orioles and brought about the building.
overtime if they practiced half of
cowbirds.
Several visiting fire chiefs were what they preached.

/ think this survey
will interest
every car owner.
It tells which
gasoline is
preferred by the
men who design
and build
today’s new cars.9

Camden Lions Seat New Officers

'Welcome Darlings'
Next Week At
Camden Hills

Tallulah Bankhead has picked
the Camden Hills Summer The
atre. to open her new pack of
tricks and skits on July 2 in a
revue, “Welcome, Darlings.”
Not a Ziegfeld Follies, nor a
one-woman show is ‘Welcome.
Darlings.”
Tallulah surrounds
herself with a cast of singers and
dancers who will round out the
evening’s festivities. Heading the
list is Jimmy Kirkwood of televi
sion and New York night club**;
and Sheila Smith, Don Crichton.
Bob Bakanic. and The Martins.
The musical direction is by Peter
Howard; Christopher Hewett has
staged some of the skits, and
Timothy Gray, Jerry de Bono, Do
lores Clamen, Hugh Martin, and
Jerry Herman contribute major
portions of the lyrics and music.
“Welcome, Darlings’’ plays one
week at Camden, then goes on
tour.
Matinees are Wednesdays
Photo by McKeon and Saturdays at 2.30.
evenings
Above, left to right, officers are Ervin Ross, secretary; Douglass Kelley, president; Robert Laite, at 8.30.
past president; Don Richards, treasurer; and Lester Gross, second vice president. Laite congratulates
thc new president and offers him the ceremonial gavel of office.
ployed for a number of years.
An annual installation banquet ter Gross, second vice president; ning banquet was H. Ridge’y They have gone to Hawthorne’s
and ladies night was held Tues Bob Waterman, third vice presi Bullock, Jr.. New York show pro Point to reside with Mr. and Mrs.
dent; Ervin Ross, secretary; ducer and co-operator of the Edward Maloney.
day at the Thorndike Hotel small
Edgar Tepe. assistant secretary; Camden Hills Summer Theater.
Vacation Bible School began,,
dining room by members and Don Richards, treasurer; Aubrey
It was announced at the meet Monday at the Methodist Church.
wives of the Camden Lions Club Young, Lion tamer; Gilbert Laite, ing that Frank Thomas of Cam Hours are from 9 to 12 in the
at which time Douglass Kelley of tail twister; Leon Crockett, his den was appointed deputy district morning.
Camden was installed as new torian; and Harold Gilbert, Cy governor of this region.
Jean Sevon of Thomaston is
Installing officer for the cere staying with Mrs. Florence Sevon,
Perkins and George Durk-ee. di
president of the club.
monies was Edward True of her aunt, while her mother, Mrs.
Other officers included: William rectors.
Guest speaker during the eve Bath, international counselor.
Brawn, first vice president; LesArthur Sevon is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurie Conway
ding of their son Webster.
at the boarding home of Mrs. of Concord, N. H.. are guests of
Erma Keil.
Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hall.
Pleasant Point
Mrs. Ruth Leeman of Woolwich
of
New
York
have
arrived
at
their
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall,
MRS. FANNIE DAVIS
was guest Friday of Mrs. Mildred Mrs. Florence Geyer and Mrs.
Correspondent
home here for the summer.
Miss Annie Fillmore, who start Marshall.
Lana Killeran were guests Sun
Mrs. Emma Bucklin has re day
Miss Helen Allen of Windham ed for Florida recently, had to re
Mrs. Gertrude Robbins.
w guest of her sister, Mrs. ! turn home due to an injured hand. turned to her home here, after Port Clyde.
Leslie Se-avey for several days She is now in Waterville taking a spending thc winter in Thomaston.
Mrs. Evelyn Kenniston and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sevon at daughter Kathleen, and Mrs. Ethel
last week. Miss Allen, who Is a two weeks course as librarian.
school teacher, left Monday for
Mr. and Mrs. William Dean of tended the School of the Dance re Cousins and Mrs. Ernest Benner
Orono, where she will attend sum Virginia were
supper guests cital at the Community Building of Warren, called Tuesday on Mrs.
mer school, and obtain her Mas Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Ken in Rockland Tuesday night. They Philip Davis ar.d Mrs. Everett
ter’s Degree.
neth Sevon. They were on their were accompanied by Mrs. Mary Davis.
Rev. Lewis Kreuzar of Westover way to Lee, to visit Mr. Dean’s Robbins, and Mrs. Eth^l Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Reddington Rob
Field, Mass., is guest of Mr. and mother, Mrs. Lucy Dean. Mrs. The Sevons' daughter Sandia took bins of Florida have purchased
Mrs. Myron Howe, before leaving Ethel Jackson accompanied them part in the program.
the Bedell place.
David Saastamoinen was supper
for Germany.
to Lee for several days’ visit, then
We are glad to hear good re
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson and she will go to Lewiston and re guest recently of Miss Sandra ports on Mrs. Mary Flint who is
Sevon.
son are staying at the home of turn here Sunday.
a patient in Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Maloney
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Haag while j James Smith of Jamaica Plain.
Donald Saastamoinen was the
Mr. and Mrs. Haag are in North Mass., is in town for tw0 weeks have moved from the Payne es ' guest of Miss Beverly Vose Wed
Wales, Penn., attending the wed visiting old friends. He is staying tate, where Clyde has been em nesday.

3 DAY SALE

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
ROEBUCK AND CO

K££VMHU CANISTER
3 /Mtoehments

$5.00 Down, $5.00 Month
on Scars Easy
Payment Pitfh

48.77

Compact, mor.euvercble honey-brown cleaner

with powerful 7/10 HP motor. Convenient suc
tion control button on hose; disposable dust
bags; toggle switch. Complete attachments

for thorough floor-to-ceiling cleaning! /

L. PuAldtAUACKKk

Editor

MECHANIX
ILLUSTRATED

Blue Sunoco First Choice

phone Rockland 1770

today for tree

of Automotive Engineers

home trial

over all other premiums combined
ITS PREMIUM IN EVERY WAY...

STILL AT REGULAR GAS PRICE
We invited a large group of automotive engineers to

try Blue Sunoco, boosted in octane, in their own cars
and give us their reactions. The results of this survey,
compiled hy an independent firm of certified public ac
countants. make New Blue Sunoco the favorite.

43% already are users of Blue Sunoco
Of the 1,166 engineers who reported on ’56 Blue Sunoco,
43% told us they were already users of our gasoline.
This was a far greater number than reported using all

COMPARISON CHART
This is what automotive engineers reported
after comparing New *56 Blue Sunoco with
premium-priced gasolines in their own cars
o

W8
^>■8

say Blue Sunoco

f matches or excels
9 premium-priced
brands for overall
performance

m O/
O L7 /o

Blue SBn#CB

matches or excels
premium-priced
brands for anti
knock performance

t&f OZ

1S a
I
■> 1

a

B,Ue Sunoco

/o matchcj or excels
premium-priced
brands for power
and pick up

O
HjUJF

q.
fo

say Blue Sunoco
matches or excels
premium-priced
brands for miles
oer gallon

SEWING MACHINE
$5.00 Down, $5.00 Month
on Sears Easy
Payment Plan

78.77

Now, for up to 50% less than comparable

other premium gasolines combined-perhaps the great
est testimonial any gasoline ever had!
Blue Sunoco is recommended for the newest highcompression cars when owners’ manuals specify a pre
mium gasoline.

Full Rotary Action Console

models! No basting necessary . . . sews for

...■■'BLUE

__

Up again in octane

ward and reverse right over pins. Automatic

darning

release and bobbin winder. Rich,

lustrous maiiogany finish hardboard cabinet.

Blue Sunoco is the on’y gasoline that meets the new

higher premium octane standards and sells at regular
gas price. Follow the lead of automotive engineers.
Make your own 10-gallon test today.

SUN OIL COMPANY

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

.

pa Dio NE AS
Sunoco 3-Star Extro'

Monday to Friday, NBC
/

Hi-Test-Premium Octane-Regular Gas Price ...More Miles Per Dollar

<nyoa/t,/neney
Store ■oar.: • to B.to Bloaday thru Thursday

9 to » Friday and Satarday. • to 5.30

TELEPHONE 1770
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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GRAND

OPEK

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

A «-rc>DU€T OF ISON FIREMAN

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - JUNE 28 - 29 - 30-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

HEATING
SYSTEM

GIVES YOU

A THERMOSTAT
EVERY ROOM %
Many people just can't believe—until they
see it in actual operation—how simple and
practical the SclecTemp heating system is.

VISIT US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
VB
WZH $ EACH FAMILY WILL receive a new
lr M EJ EJ •
RCA FROZEN FOOD KNIFE

A small recessed wall unit in every room
(even the bathroom) has its own filter, fan
and thermostat. Gives unexcelled comfort.
The same low pressure steam that supplies

ON SATURDAY, JUNE 30, AT 5:30 P. M.

the heat runs the steam turbine-driven fan.
No wiring or electricity needed for fans
or thermostats. Small flexible copper tubing

THE

MERCHANDISE

LISTED
YOU’VE READ ABOUT THEM

BELOV/ WILL BE AWARDED.

carries steam to room units.
Saves fuel, too. No overheating. You can reduce temperatures
in unused rooms and get quick warmth again when you want it.

how really beautiful they arel

COURTESY OF

PRIZE

Come in for a demonstration or telephone for free catalog.

in leading magazines...now you can see

PHILCO ELECTRIC BLANKET .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . PHILCO WHOLESALERS
JAMES, ELECTRIC PORTABLE GARBAGE DISPOSER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . COMPTON'S
WEST BEND MIXER and BOWL .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . APPLIANCE WHOLESALERS, INC.
PRESTO STEAM IRON .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . BOYD CORPORATION
SHOPMASTER WOOD SHAPER .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
MOBIL-FLAME BOTTLED GAS SET UP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .SOCONY MOBIL OIL CO.
RCA, CHILD'S PORTABLE (3 SPEED) RECORD PLAYER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . COMPTON'S
WEST BEND ELECTRIC DEEP
FRYER, ROASTER and SERVER .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . H. H. CRIE CO.
ANTENNA and ROTOR
SEPARATE AWARD
RESERVED FOR THOSE
WHO PURCHASED A TV
SET DURING OUR OPENING .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. RADIO SUPPLY CO.

"!ro M'v Kitdssn
It’s Bottled Gas!”
American women know a

good buy when they see it.
That’s why over 6,000,000
now use bottled gas—why

many’ insist on Mobil-flamel
Mobil-flame cooks an av

E

They’re on
display here...

now!
AMERiCAN-c$tafldard

bathroom fixtures in color
They're easy

make it easy to change

To Have

your color scheme

NOTHING DOWN

as often as you likel

5 FULL YEARS

COME IN AND SEE

erage meal for 2 to 3 cents—

provides low-cost hot water
and refrigeration. And with
two cylinders—one always
full—you

kept

never

run

short! Call us for Afo6i'Z-/Zame.

Ij Mobil flame II

MOBIL-FLAME

i ACT I

Get a
FULL SUMMER
Of Air Conditioned
Cesiifort!

In
. a Serv.ce!

TO PAY

HOW IT’S DONE.

BETTER HEAT, BETTER COOLING
with
............. ..

...

Coleman

6€H€VR KITCHEN
z/
Yes, Coleman can guarantee you get ex
actly the heating comfort you want.
Blend-Air mixes fresh warm air with
room air new better way. Circulates
warm air to assure a wall to wall carpet
of warmth in every room. Yet it actually
sarrs fuel!

/

7fLF
ft
01

A Beffer Air Conditioner, Too! Same
Blend-Air system means drier cooling, no
drafts, low, comfortable humidity. Air
condition whole house for price of "spot
cooling” a few rooms!

jhn
~~ ■

I

Get your
BEAUTY

KITCHEN

NEVER

YOU

AND

RCA AIR
CONDITIONER
NOW! ,

CONVENIENCE

DREAMED

POSSIBLE

Just a call can mean a lovely new Geneva kitchen for

your home. And what a thrill awaits you. With Geneva
you can have the kitchen you have always wanted . . .

as little as

planned exactly to your specific needs and desires. Also,
tucked away in the smart styling of Geneva, you will

find

more

efficiency

and

convenience

than

you

ever
Why put off enjoying your

dreamed possible . . . not to mention the striking beauty

of Geneva .

.

.

available

in

white

or

six

beautiful

RCA

kitchen colors.

Conditioner

Air

when you can have one

What’s more, Geneva is priced to lit your budget. I.et

for

one of our experieneqd kitchen designers help you plan

only

a

few

month. There may be a

or phone today.

shortage later on, but if
QUALITY FEATURES

you order now you’ll be
sure to have all the cool

• Drawers end door fronts painted inside and out.

comfort you want when

• Self closing, nylon roller drawer action.

’22”

★ Giant 48 lb. Freezer

★ Chiller Drawer

Ar Full Length Storage Door

ir

★ Butter Keeper

★ Full-Width Crisper

DOWN

Blenders Fit Anywhere I —

★ 5 Year Warranty

Models include concealed type (top
right), ceiling perimeter blender
(No. 1), baseboard perimeter
model (No 2) Universal blender
fits over old register openings.
Furnace models to fit in basement,
attic, utility room, closet, alcove

quaNJIJ/

VlMVtfc0

9 different models...a size
for every room. Come in
and see the brand new
KCA features for 1354.

the weatiier gets hot.

• Chip-proof, high baled enamel finish.

Adjustable Shelf

So Does Furnace

dollars

down and a few dollars a

your new Geneva kitchen . . , free of charge. Drop in

GENEVA OFFERS THESE

Exclusive 3'A-lnch Round Duets save cost
ly hours of installing time, save tearing
up your home. They’re one secret of
Blend-Air's super-circulation, too!

o«ir

5 j j /5

Eojy To Pay for. Tool

PER MONTH

~

• Fully sound deadened doors and drawer fronts.
• Adjustable plastlsol shelves.

• Complete accessory line.

• Silent nylon door catches.

• Vermin proof

‘The call is for kitchens . . . Styled iii Steel”
—

STORE HOURS
THURSDAY and FRIDAY .. .. .. .. .. 8 A. M. TO 9 P. M.
SATURDAY ..............................................8 A. M. TO 6 P. M

COMP

YEARS

The

TEL. 1135

SYSTEM

TO RAY

Mokes The Difference!

DON'T MISS THIS
GREAT EVENT
YOU MAY BE

(JUNCTION OF PARK STREET AND PAYNE AVENUE)

229 PARK STREET

5 FULL

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A WINNER

u-tt

HOLIDAY FOOD NEFDS™^-3^

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY
Til 9 P. M.

Finast - Fresh Made - Adds So Much for So Little

Mayonnaise

PT
JAR

55c

35c

Cain’s - Twin Pack

Potato Chips
Just a few of the many low store

Finast - Smoothy or Crunchy

wide prices at your First National.

Peanut Butter

Check them they’re all fine values.
Always A Tempting Appetizer

V-8 COCKTAIL

I QT 14 oz
CAN

37c

BAKED BEANS

2

I LB 12 oz
CANS

43c

14'/, oz
CANS

75c

Swiss Cheese

Evaporated Mi’k

EVANGELINE

6 oz

Cloverdale Tuna

CANS

75c

6'/2o,
can

AR

oac Cheese Spreads

LIGHT TUNA

2

White Tuna

WALNUT MEATS

8 OZ
CELLO

69c

CANS

2

Sn"

57c Dill Gherkins

TOMATO PASTE 6
★ ★
ftaiAe

49c
★ ★
★

tfte

BEVERAGES

CAN

39c

Of

35c Pickles

29c

JAR

Fannings

Finast

Pl

Sandwich Spread

I

FINAST

12 02

Spam, Prem, Treet

I

Of
JAR

Sweet Mixed

Luncheon Moat

6 oz
Cans

29c

JAR

Kosher Style

Deviled Ham

Fane. Heavy Pack

O'

2 S“s 33c Kosher Dills

Imported Sardines

17c

8 oz
BOT

25c

JAR

Miller’s Sliced

Underwood's

FRENCH DRESSING

79c

or

57 c Dill Pickles

Norwegian in Slid Oil

Finast - Thin or Creamy

2 LB
LOAF

Large Who'e Processed

Japanese Solid Pack in Brine

Finast • Good lor Baking

49c

JARS

2 S"s 57 c Cheese Food

Chicken of the Sea

57c

5 or

2

Finast

Tuna - Chunk Stylo Light Moat

6'/2 oi
CANS

35c

JAR

Boiden or Krail - Pimento etc.

Starkist Tuna

Chicken of the Sea - Chunk Style

I LB

49c Strawberry Preserves

Chunk Style White Moat

QT
JAR

39c

V’ LB
PKG

Mirabel Pure

Chunk Style Light Moat

Cain’s - To Top Off Your Salads

MAYONNAISE

12 oz
JAR

Brookside - Natural Sliced - Ready for Sandwiches

As* v

Pea or Red Kidney

Finast

59c

12 oz
CELLO
BAG

JAR

15 os

33c Bread & Butter Pickles

23c

JAR

Jumble Pac

Mirabel Pure

12 tn
JARS

Grape Jelly

10 or

39c Stuffed Olives

53c

JAR

Plus a Comp’ete Assortment of Paper Cups, Plates, Plastic Knives and Forks, Paper
Napkins, Wax Paper, Aluminum Foil, Soda Straws etc. ... All Reasonably Priced.
Same Low Self-Service Prices in All Stores in This Vicinity —We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

★

★

★

★ '

★ 1:

y

' ★

if

Cola, Root Beer, Orange, Ginger Ale

Qinnfiteie ^miA. Set flaw.!

Plus All Popular Flavors

33c 3 35c

Hurry! Hurry! Complete 12 Volume Set
only $ 1 1.38

POPULAR
MECHANICS

Contents Only

faCy Jjctat

4th,

ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
Home Dessert Treat - Chocolate
iers Filled with Creamy Ice Cream

Tomato Sauce

do-it-W Final Date of

EA

Purchase July 14

PKG

w

oF 12

• Those Hobby Happy Herb Shriners

• Fiction - “The Great Baylor Upiising"
and “Lady ot the Roses'*

(foi tfte

4th,

Yankee Favorite for the Traditional
Fourth of July Meal
Richmond - Medium Red

SALMON
Finest - ^ency Col. River

CAN

Cloverda • Frozen - Big Value

Z*. oi

Salmon

CAN

49c

Timber eke Red

Peas

2

33c

Richmond Medium Size
I LB
CAN

Salmon

83c

Cioverc ale pmk

Peas

2 '<£«" 33c

’Yor" Garden Large Size

Salmon

cam

55c

"Yor" Garden Frozen - Top Que ity

Peas

39

7’A OZ

2

I

LB

I oz

35c

Peas

2

Bab o

Barcolene

Vel Liquid

CLEANSER

All Purpose Cleaner

DETERGENT

2

25c

-------- --

vj gal

DAZZLE BLEACH
33c
JUG
DAZZLE BLEACH
FLIT INSECTICIDE
Crackers
EDUCATOR CRAX
NABISCO OREO CREME

Ia?

39c

’ “ 69c

39c

c9a’n

69c

Gat pin» Can Free With Couoon »n Mai';

Standard Pack

2

I LB
CANS

27c

Miracle Whip

I LB

PKG
CELLO

6 oz
CANS

2 oz
JAR

33c
35c

Also
Beef or Tuikey

CAT FOOD

WAX PAPER

POTATO CHIPS

2

Cans

27c
/U

2

&lclts 47c

SAG

I LB 13 oz
CAN

37c

jZ

8 oz
CTNS

19<

47<l
47l

Joy
LIQUID

DETERGENT

S< OFF
REG

39c

59c

I LB
CANS

Finast Frozen

Wise
7 oz

I LB 13 oz
CANS

Finast - Orange
and Grapefruit

Cut - Rite

39c

I LB 4 oz
CAN

Red Sour Pitted

Kitty Snicker

33c

I LB
CANS

I LB 14 oz
CAN

Bartlett Halves

Chicken Pies

$].29

O oz
JAR

2

Richmond Cling
Haives or Sliced

Citrus Salad

31c

49c

Elberta - "Yor" Garden
Halves or Sliced

Cherries

27c

6 oz
CELLO

Plain

Finast - Cream
Style Golden

Finast Pears

55c

JAR

Salad Dressing

M&M Candies
Maine Corn

?u6 53c
& 17c
ca" 35c

Yor” Garden
Frozen

LIQUID DETERGENT

39c
39c

Tomatoes

Copley '££7

View-

Wisk

39c

Peaches

2 FOR 19c

Pink Lemonade

l5'/4 oz
CANS

27c

PINT

47c

2

NOW
ON

8 oz
CANS

With Meat Balls
Chef

Peaches

JUG

6

Hunt's

Spaghetti

ZA-REX

Also in 4 oz. Cans

25c

'WWW

(

FRUIT FLAVORED
SYRUPS

Somerville Mixed Sizes

PKGS

49c

©

• At Home with the Fred MacMurrays

• Season Spanning Fashions

<£

VOL. 1

SALE

• Things I’m Glad My Mother Taught Me

2 PINTS 49c

99c

-Fdmifg (Ji/A

JULY

ISSUE

Brookside Ice Cream
Vanil’a Chocolate, Strawberry,
Fudoe Ripple Coffee, Maple Nut

COUNT THE TOTAL

ALL VOLUMES NOW ON SALE

BOf

QZ

/DC

10GIAN’

80’

Eater fiicLlt.i Soatei

CT»

65c

per^kefs
' Un*H

9.00

r°esdoy fv<

'°Ppi^COn

CL°S£D acn

r -= 1 ..-NHlUr?^>.s
•*%

1

fan

S

Steift

filaduce

WATERMELONS
Coolingest Fruit of the
Summer - Red Ripe
Full ot Sweet Juice

Our Famous Ready Cooked Sugar Cured

BELTSVILLE

SKANK SECTION

FACE SECTION

P'ump, Meaty
5-8 lb. Average

Oven

Luscious Pink Meal - Jumbo Size

Cantaloupes

Ready

EACH

Firm Sweet

TURKEYS
Choice •

WHOLE HAMS

Peaches

Tender Young Milk Fed

Top and Bottom Round Heavy Steer Beef

California - Plump Juicy

Roasts
“73c
Rib Roast “ 55c
Chickens - 59c
Pork Loins “ 39c

Veal Legs “ 49c
Hams
$5*35
Hamburg 2“s85c
FrankfurtsiD 49c

FRESH SALMON

HADDOCK IFILLETS

Choice • 7" Cut -

Roasting -

Heavy Steer Beef

Plump Meaty 4-6 lb. Avg.

Oven Ready

Young Tender Pork lor Roasting - 7 Rib Cut

Canned - Wilsons

Crisp - Long Green

■ Wonderful for Picnics

can

43c

Freshly Ground Lean Beef lb.

Finest - Skinless U. S. No.

I

Fresh Eastern for Your

Fresh All Clear Meat

Traditional Fourth ot July Meal

Strawberries

LB

33c

Cucumbers
Seedless Variety - Plump Mealy

Grapes
Juicy California Valencia

Oranges
filMISt

introducing,

CHICKEN PARTS
Tender Meaty Parts that are Packaged
lor Top Quality and Flavor

Breasts
Thighs

JOAN CAROL - Made with Native

Sfie-dal SummeA. Value-!

Appl es Always a Family Favorite

mu oauce

PKG

Drumsticks
PKG 71
Frying Chickens ks

APPLE PIE
Ritter's

9<
7<

pkg

FIESTA BANDS
Cake Mixes

Dromedary

Mustard

White, Yel ow.

Pnasl - Prepared

Fig Cakes

Sunshine

14% ot

25<

CELLO

CELLO

Finast Flour

Spaghetti

REFRESHMENT SET

Devils Food

Raisin Bread

B
86 oz Ice L
Pitcher

I LB ‘ oz
CANS

Franc

*^04."

Solden. FROZEN FOODS

9-d.eal ftoA-

LEMONADE

Finast - Pure
Concord

Finast Tissues

ALUMINUM
CHAIRS

l LB
CANS

b«'

ILB I oz
CANS
Finast - Florida
Wnole Sections

Better - Because

Potato Puffs

Strawberries

Seacft. at Hac&fatd

ARNOLD

Summer’s Coolingest Refreshing Drink

Richmond • Bartlett Halves

Grapefruit

B

Blueberry Cake

All Purpose Family

Grape Juice

Pears
Cocktail

White Bread

They’re Stronger
10 «
CONT

Regular
$6.95 VALUE

Sim* Low Self-Service Prien In All Stores in TFiii Vicinity — We Reserve the Riqht -o Umit Quantities

$/I 99

/

L
X.

j

FIRST
Libby
CORNED BEEF

Red Heart

Kraft

Kraft

Miracle

Casino

Kraft
SWISS CHEESE

DOG

FOOD

BEEF

47c
Enter "Fieesk Living" Contest

Miracle Whip

2

<Lln\

29c

SALAD DRESSING

ITALIAN DRESSING

FRENCH

DRESSING

FRENCH

DRESSING

FRENCH

DRESSING
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Broadway residents were treated to an unherald hut colorful
parade Monday afternoon by members of the North School play
ground who decided to have themselves a paper bag mask parade
along that street. I’nder the guidance of instructor Judy Tranter
the children dressed in colorful costumes and cowboy suits,
smeared their faces, donned paper bag masks, painted signs not
ing their particular playground and went on march. The inarch

McKeon

was part of the City Recreation Department summer playground
program carried on at the three playgrounds in Rockland. Partici
pating in the parade above are: David Pietroski, Glen (handler,
Ray ( handler, Yolanda Torok, Martha Miller, Jacqueline Miller.
Pearl Miller, Cheryl Bowdman, Charlene Munsey, Dale Bowdman,
Arlene Hare, Patricia Jones, Sylvia Snowman, Ruth Gross, Steve
Miller, Brian Bergren and Brian Whittier.

Mrs. Johnson Pitman, son Jon Chapel on Saturday nights.
and daughter Sharon of North
Appleton
Mrs. Paul Wolters is visiting in
Vassalboro, were callers at Albert New’ York.
Her mother, Mrs.
MRS. RUBY CHAPLES
Pitman’s Wednesday.
Correspondent
Nina Greeley, is keeping house for
Tel. West Appleton 8-14
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ames her while she is away.
were business visitors in Rock
The Alumni Association of Ap
Daily Vacation Bible School Is
land Tnursday.
pleton High School held its ban
in session with about 65 children
Mrs. Hugh McCorrison, Mrs. quet in the Community Dining
registered. Miss Barbara Tromb
Amy Esancy, Mrs. Ellis Simpson, room Monday night, June 25.
ley is in charge of the school. The
Mrs. Freddie Pease and children
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
closing program will be held Fri
enjoyed a picnic at the home of Bertram Wentworth were his par
day nighty June 29, at 7.30. The
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sprowl, one ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Went
public is invited.
day last week.
worth of Holden, Mass., Mrs. Fern
Mrs. Lucy Darrocb of Waterville
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall, with Kennedy and daughter of Holden,
is spending a few weeks with her
their son-in-law and daughter, Mass., were guests Sunday at the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. LcRoy
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gibson of Bel Wentworth home. Other Sunday
Moody.
fast spent Saturday with another callers included Mr. and Mrs.
William Mitchell is employed at son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Charlie Martz and baby of South
Cousin’s Island in Yarmouth.
Mrs. Osmond Plumer in Portland. Hope and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Two hundred and thirty took ad
Judy and Gloria Esancy are Martz and baby of Burkettville.
vantage of the free chest x-ray spending two weeks with Mr. and
Miss Barbara Trombly, who has
last Friday night.
Mrs. Orrin Ames on Matinicus been the guest of Rev. and Mrs.
Appleton Lodge I.O.O-F. will Island.
Don Ryder, during Daily Vacation
work the Initiatory Degree on one
Clayton Wadsworth has gone to Bible School, leaves Saturday for
candidate Friday night. Mt. Bat- Chickamauga. Ga., for a vacation. Laconia, N. H., where she will
tie Lodge of Camden will work While he is away his brother Mal conduct a Daily Vacation Bible
the first degree the following Fri colm Wadsworth will conduct the School.
day night.
meetings in the West Washington
Albert Moody, U.S.A.F., soft of

Q.—Premiums on my World
War II GI term insurance policy
are berng waived because I have
been totally disabled for more than
six months. While my policy is
under this waiver, do I have the
right to convert it to a permanent
plan of insurance?
A—You may convert your GI
term policy to any permanent plan
other than an endowment. You
will be required to take a physical
examination.
Q—My three-year deadline for
starting Korean GI training will
come in about six months. How
ever. I recently enlisted in the
armed forces, and I will be on
active duty when that date comes
around. W’ill I be able to start my
training after I get out of service?
A—No. Under the law, a veter
an must begin Korean GI training
within three years from the date
of his first discharge. The law
has not made any exceptions for
veterans in service on their dead
line dates.
Q—May a veteran join with a
non-veteran in obtaining a GI
business loan?
A—Yes, but the amount of the
loan on which VA’s guaranty is
based will be in proportion to the
veteran's interest in the loan. The
guaranty cannot extend to any
portion of the loan constituting the
non-veteran’s contribution to the
enterprise.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody, has
been promoted to Airman, first
class. A/lc Moody is stationed
with the U. S. Air Force in Eng
land.
David N. Murphy. U.S.A.F., son
of Mrs. John Chaples, has been
few days at the Binnacle.
promoted to sthff sergeant. S/Sgt.
Colby McLain has gone to the
Murphy is stationed at the Munici
home of his grandparents, Mr.
pal Airport in Niagara Falls,
and Mrs. Colby Hupper in Tenants
N. Y.
Harbor, for the summer.
Mrs. Edwin Ames and children
MATINICUS
went to Bucksport Saturday for a
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Ames and week.
•son Keithie have been on the
Gracie Philbrook came home
mainland on business.
Monday from the Maine Medical
Mr. and Mm. Amsden are now Center where she is train ng. to
staying with Hilda Ames.
spend the night with her parents,
Brian Clark of Thorindike is returning to Portland Tuesday
driving one of the gravel trucks afternoon.
and staying with Mr. and Mrs.
Gloria and Judy Esancy of Ap
Cote.
pleton came Tuesday for a vaca
Mrs. Dorothy Bunker has gone tion with Mr. and Mrs. Orren
to Winthrop, Mass., where her Ames.
father is ill. Diane and LindaStanley Palmeter arrived home
Mae are staying with their grand Tuesday.
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Ripley went
Anne Kuhn has been spending a Tuesday to Rockland on business.
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Aviation-fuel compound*exclusive
I
CALSO Supreme - brings you.

-
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MEETS ALL DEMANDS OF TODAY'S
HIGH - COMPRESSION CARS I
Gjant airliners needed a gasoline anti-knock
compound that fights deposits to assure maxi

Why
is an important
part of today’s most modern motor fuel

mum power. That’s why aviation-fuel compound
(ethylene dibromide) was developed. Now—exclusive
in CALSO Supreme—it does the same thing for high-

It’s a costly tetraethyl fluid from aviation gaso

compression cars. Skypower makes possible all the

line (formula: ethylene dibromide). It

power your car was built to deliver. And Skypower

increases theavailable power in high-compres

actually protects your car’s engine . .. keeps it at the

sion cars by insuring cleaner combustion.

peak of power far longer. So, for power plus protection,
get all-new CALSO Supreme Gasoline w'ith Skypower.
Cars with lower octane requirements get peak power
from CALSO Regular Gasoline.
PRODUCTS

OF THE

SUPREME
GASOLINE
TRADEMARK ’ CALIO ’ RCG. U. • . FAT. OFF

COMMUNITY OIL COMPANY

IN SERVICE
son of Mrs. Louise M. Chilles, is
a member of the depot's 8056th
Army Unit. A 1953 graduate of
Lincoln High School, he entered
the Army in November 1955. Phil
brook. son of Mr.
and Mrs.
Charles W. Philbrook. is a supply
specialist in the depot's 8056th
Army Unit. A former student at
Vinalhaven High School, he en j
tered the Army in November 1955
and completed basic training at
1
Fort Jackson, S. C.
1
...

need for spark adjustment.

David Neil Murphy U.S.A.F..
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Chaples
of Appleton, has been promoted to
Staff Sergeant. S/Sgt. Murphy is
stationed at the Municipal Airport.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. He will com
plete his four years of service in
the Air Force in August.

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Josie Hyler is a guest at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Annie
Bucklin.
Mrs. Ida Castner of Waldoboro
is the guest of Mrs. O. B. Libby.
Mir. and Mrs. Ray Emerson
Clark E. Howard of Warren has were supper guests Tuesday at
arrived at Fort Dix. N. J., and the Copeland-Wood home.
been assigned to "L” Co., 1st
Trng. Reg., of the U. S. Army
Tip to motorists: A lighter toe
Training Center, Infantry, for on the accelerator will mean a
eight weeks of basic training.
lighter toll on the highway.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Howard of Warren.
Prior to entering the Army, Pri
vate Howard attended Thomaston
High School.
He was formerly
employed
by Hodgdon
Bros.,
Goudy and Stephens in East
Boothbay.
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LIKE TO SAY “YES!"

► Get cash now . . . pay later.
Plus, your life insured at no
extra cost. Phone, come in today!

I

•

Loans $25 te $2500

Pvt. John N. Peters, whose i
wife, Debria lives in Rockland, re
cently was graduated fiom the
track vehicle mechanics course at
the Armored School* Fort Knox,
Ky. The 18-year-oLd so’.dier, son of
Mrs. June W. Peters, Route 2,
Warren, entered the Army in Octo
ber 1955 and completed basic
training at Fort Jackson, S. C.

FINANCE CO
< FORMEKtY PERSONAL FINANCE CO.)

356 MAIN STREET
End Floor • (Farnsworth Memorial BM$)

Phone: 1133 • Rockland
CLOSE SATURDAYS,

Second Lt. David E. Crockett
III 23, whose wife, Nancy, lives at .
William F. Daggett, son of Mr.
57 High st., Camden, is in the
troop duty phase of six months of and Mrs. Malcolm L. Daggett of
active du-ty under the Reserve 22 Frederick Street, Rockland, has
Forces Act at Fort Benning. Ga. I completed nine weeks of recruit
Lieutenant Crockett was graduat I training at the Naval Training
ed from the basic infantry officers i Center, Bainbridge, Md. The local
course at the fort’s •Infantry ) sailor is spending a 14 day leave
School before his -assignment to with his parents prior to reporting
Company E of the 29 h Regiment. to Norfolk. Va., for Metalsmith
Officers commissioned by the RO School. Seaman Daggett, a form
TC college program may com er student at Rockland High
plete their military service in local School, enlisted for four years and
Army Reserve or National Guard was sworn in at Portland.
* • •
units after the six-months’ tour of
Army
1st
Lt. Steward M. L
duty under the act. The lientenPollard, 35, son of Capt. (Ret.)
ant, son of Mrs. M. O. West; Rock
and Mrs. Ralph J. Pollard, 232
port, is a 1955 graduate of the Uni
versity of Ma ne and a member Friendship street, Waldoboro, re
of Beta Theta Pi fraternity. H.s cently participated in the 1st In
fantry Division’s 39th organiza
father lives in Camden.
tional day parade at Fort Riley,
Army Specialist Second Class Kan. A supply officer with the
Robert
E.
Roderick,
whese 1st Batta’ion Headquarters Com
mother, Mrs. Aina Roderick, lives pany of the division’s 16th Infantry
at 109 N. Vomnez avenue. Augus Regiment, Lieutenant Pollard en
ta, iccently arrived in Alaska and tered the Army in 1939.
• • •
is now assigned at the Port of

Whittier. Specialist Roderick was
last stationed at Fort Jay, N. J.
Roderick is a veteran of 16 years
of Army service.
His wife,
Jeanette, lives in Winslow.
* • •
Privates Paul E. Chilles and
Lawrence R. Philbrook of .Vinal
haven, recently arrived in Japan
and are now assigned to the Yoko
hama Engineer Dej>ot.
Chilles

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8 P. M.
life Insurance Protection on
all loans at nn extra cnat

Army Pvt. Robert W. Carver.
17. son of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy R.
Carver of Camden recently parti
cipated in a 14 day Seventh Army
company level field training exer
cise near Kornwestheim, Ger
many.
The exercise included
simulated air and atomic attacks
and encounters with an opposing
“aggressor” force. Carver is a
military policeman in Company B

COMPLETE
GLAZING

'-i

SERVICE

SATURDAY TIL 9 p.m.
OPEN ALL DAY
SUTTON SUPPLY
C

A «
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CBS TV NOW $
AS I^OW AS
Value-packed Console TV—
with expanded, aluminized
picture tube for extra viewing
area, extra brightness . . .

illuminated channel
indicator ... convenient
1

7------- Y

top-front tuning dials . .
CBS “Luxury Touch’’
engineering detail throughout.
The Hamilton, 21* console.
Model 6K321.

95

TV's biQqest ll” picture.
and biggest picture
value, too. Advance quality

features include superpowered Cascode Tuner •«,
aluminized picture tube ...
CBS Filterized Screen for
extra eye comfort and top
picture quality.
The Jefferson, 21* table model.
Model 6T301Y

ring wear by getting rid of

impurities that cause most
corrosion.

j

Rev. Lewis Kreuzar of Westover Field, Mass., will be guest
speaker at the South Cushing
Baptist Church Sunday, July 1 at
4 o’clock. Everyone is welcome,
and it is hoped many wall attend.

Arthur L. Mosher, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl F. Mosher of James
street has recently been promoted
to Sergeant. Sgt. Mosher is sta
tioned with the Marines in Hawaii.

McLOON HOME & AUTO SUPPLY CO.
11 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Pfc. Cyrus C. Eaton was pro
moted to his present rank last
month while serving with the 573d
Engr. Co. in Fort Campbell, Ky.
He recently spent a 15-day leave
with his wife and baby daughter,
Lurinda Elizabeth. His wife, the
former Mildred Prior, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Prior of
Cushing, resides there with them,
He is the son of Mrs. Elizabeth
Eaton of South Thomaston. Pfc.
Eaton would be pleased to receive
cards and letters from friends in
this vicinity. His address is Pfc.
Archie C. Eaton, U.S. 51 293304
573d Engr. Co. (Ponton Bridge),
Fort Campbell, Ky.

PLEASANT POINT

octane requirement, create

Helps prevent valve and piston

CALIFORNIA OIL COMPANY

Distributed by

Vaporizes deposits that cause
knock. These deposits raise

'

of the 385th Military Police Bat
talion. He entered the Army last
November and completed basic
training at Foil Dix, N. J. Carver
was last stationed at Fort Leonard
Wood. Mo., and arrived in Europe
last May.
• • •

TIL 1510

ROCKLAND, MAINE
77-Th-83
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KOOB ETON WRITES AGAIN
By R. WALDO TYLER

In which a good appetite, A
quack doctor and a bob-cat figure
as accomplices in bringing ro
mance into the life of a Pucker
brush truant daughter.
Puckerbrush Flat,
June 20
Dear Tyke,

You wunt beleeve it:—remem-i
ber Clementine Fog’er, Links kid
sister what run away, back in '42?
—Well, she’s back on the farm
again.
Seems Clem, what is still a old
maid in spite of good looks, has
ben a bar maid an bouncer at the
“Froth and Fuddle Tavern’’ out
in East Phiily fer years. She wuz
alius a husky girl an a big eater—
used to eat a whole rubarb pie cn
top cf a boiled dinner and wash
down the hoss-dovers wilht three
cups er black coffee without even
loosenin her girdle.
Well,—the Froth and Fuddlej
mgmt, lhawls off a banquet fer its I
employees wun nite over at sum
ritzy hotel in Germantown fer ten
bucks per plate; an Clem, whoze
uster helipin herself offen a plat
ter, nigh onto starved.
The way she tells it—the feed
startid bout 9 p. m. with a cuppla
swallers of tomato jooce. an
wound up at midnite with a finger
bowl. A napkin an a toothpick fer
everywun—an Clem, who had only
et a cuppla bowls of borsch, nine
weiners, three helpings of baked
krast; two stacks of pretzels, and
slooshed down the works with four
mugs of beer, picked up the nap
kin an tucked it under her chin an

8

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints

In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
Please Remit with Coin

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Boi 544i, Dept. A.
BAR HARBOR. MAINE
119-tf

I

As soon as I gut my hans on a
hammer I had everthing but the
grunt an gravel of that ham an
spinach dinner a layiin on the
anvil.

fore Agnes Gibbs).

Purty soon that kitchin wuz exudin smells that the WaldorfCastoria cudda ben famus for it
thair chef had ben an Eton; an
furst thing we knew outer Clem
entines room the specter of Sep
tember Morn a shakin like a leef
and holdin a knife an fork in her
hans.
“Leed me to it St. Peter” sez
he —“An then send ma down be•ew”.—Ii wuz Clem, and the poor
k.d wuz deleerius.

gonna find wun. too.” sez she,
blushin a little.

Poge Fifteen

Compton’s Holding^Three Day Grand Opening

Tyke them wurds want outer
: her mouth hardly, when Links
asts, “When do we eat?”
ne'ghbor Perley Carter bustid
Well, the gang jest danced till
Well Tyke—as Barnum wunce
into the
kitchnn an yelled,
4 a. m.: so Clem, who dont go fer
sed “Thare’s wun bon every min
“Thare’s a bobcat biggern I never
da.ncin, slid over to the snack bar
nit!”—If that spoonfuller Brown
seen ridin wun of yore holsteen
an had herself three dubble milk
powder wuz ham an spinach, then
| caffs down the cow lane this min
shakes an a bananna split for'
I wuz oysters on the haff shell with
it”.
dessert.
a side dish of lima beans to boot,
' We awl jumped up quick an
Five hours later when the tavern
in drawn butter sauce.—Deffin| startid for the tie-up—but Clem,
crew’ was sposed to turn to, no
ately little Clementine had ben
weak frum 3 days livin on food
buddy showed up but Clem; an
took, but good.
capsools, tipped over her valise
afore she’d et her usual ham an
eggs, sum tuff blowed in an') Awl day long Agnes put the
Well Tyke,—Maudie screeched ‘ by the broom closet and fell strait
Perley’s
Arms—while
a
poundid on the bar fer a crock of food capaooles to Clem an by nite and nigh upset the two duzzen egg ' into
suds on the house cuz he wuz the i she wuz whiter’n a pepperill sheet morang she wuz whippin up—an quart of them bogus capsools ,
fursht customer, an Clem tossed an weaker’n a jelly fish in the bein a gentleman I turned back roiled like buckshot round thair j
Mojave Desert—but durin supper to while Maudie gut Clem back feet.
him out on his fanny.
Perley, a sad an lonely boy
Well, afore she cud wash her Maudie kicked me in the shins un to bed. (Kinder strange Tyke,—
hans an roll down her sleevs she der the tabel to notice Clem sittin how Clementine wuz still a old since his wife dide seven years
fanetid ded away—an that’s the up cn the sofa and sniffin twords maid. She's got money, besides). ago. turned awl cullers in a minthe kitchen whare we wuz eatin
way thay found her.
Rite off Maudie soothed her it—an Clem, who’d never felt ten
Rite off, the boss calls a pill an i fride lam chops, mashed turnups,
ack to sleep with the radio, an derness in a man’s arms before,
ca.psool speshuEst frum Phiily to , an appel pan dowdy with whip- we went on with the cookin. We turned her face up to look into his
taik her to his office an give her creem clobbered with cottage -ggered to hav the feed on the cleer brown eyes. (Frum that
cheeze.
a check up.
.abel bout the time Link, Agnes, minit she wuz a well girl).
Bout that time I felt the full imTyke, that dun it.—Clem, with and the boy gut back.
Poor Clem!—That goony doc
scairt her nigh onto det<h—put her me an Maudie’s connivance wuz
Rout 5 p. m. things wuz reddy. pack of Maudie’s number 9 right |
Compton's has a new home. The appliance store which has served Rockland for thc past 10 yean,
on a diut of capsooLs—sed she’d on her way to reeuwery frum that
Maudie gut Clem up an drest— shoo hit me in the mtizzen post. J
and which is operated by Mr. and Mrs. .pho It. Compton, is now located in thc building shown above
haf to quit work fer six munths; minnit—and to maik things jest roozed up her checks anlips an “Git goin Eton” sez she “us folks I Thc site is the former O’Brien store on Park stri ct at thc junction of Pavnc avenue. Open house and a
bob-cat bizness’—but grand open,ng will be held today, Friday and Saturday. The firm deals in all home appliances, both gaa
an sent her back to the farm with perfeck, Link allowed he an Agnes giver a nice hair-do; an wen we has gut
a bill for $100 (prof, services.) in wuz leevin for Orono in the morn- seen Link’s jeep cuttin Rogg’s afore the door slammed shut I and electric and conducts a bottled gas business in addition to doing plumbing and heating. There will he
an awarding of door prizes at 5.30 Saturday afternoon and giPs for visitors all three days. Compton’s
wun hand an a valise fuller food in to git son Skud who wuz gittin Nubble we three sets down.— seen Perley kiss Clem smack dab opened at 17 Park street in 1B46 and later moved to a Main street site where the store was burned out in
capsools in tuther;—so she hopped outer college fer summer vaca You shudder seen Clems smile on them pritty lips—it wuz a tht- big fire of December, 1952. The most recent location was at the junction of Park and Union streets
where impending sale of the building required the move to the new and more convenient location.
a plane fer Bangor—foned Link to tion,— and cud we cum back to- when I slid three baked pork touchin scene.
Well I warnt no more fit to
cum to the airport to git her an morrer?
chops on her plate and surroundid
junior or senior life saving certi land, before July 2.
“With pleasure” sez we, an we her place with green, turnups, chase bob-cats than a wilted ger Red Cross To
when he gut thare the furst wurds
ficate is eligible for training as
she sez wuz—“Bruther, I’ve cum bid em goodnite.
onions, masher taters an brown anium—but the caff warnt doin
Location of the training site will
an aide. The program is open to be announced at a later date. In
too well an we awl went to his Train Water
Next mornin we wuz back early gravy.
home to die”.
any boy or girl in the county structor will be Carolyn Snow cf
Now gals like Clem dont die an afore the fokes had gut past gin
Je3t as Link and them cums reskue.
with the above qualifications.
Seein us awl armed with clubs, Safety Aides
24 Fulton street who recently
overnite but Link wuz wurried. Holler the Fagler kitchin lokker into the kitchin we startid eatin.—
The purpose of the program is completed a 10 day water safety
He foned fer Maudie an me rite Eke the red frune super markit on Man Alive! Thay euddnt beleeve cantdogs an pitch folks, the bob
Knox Couwty Chapter, American
off—me to do his chores, an a Tuesday mornin.
thair eyes—It wuz a perfcck home cat leggo the caff and made a Red Cross. will offer a 16 hour to help Knox County Chapter instructor course at Camp Tevy
Outer Links walk-in freezer I cummin if I ever seen wun—and dash fer the tie-up, wunce up in water safety aide training course meet the county needs for swim at Brookline, N. H.
Maudie to keep house wile he an
gut half’a pork loin an a slab of Cl^m wuz the happiest of awl. the hay mow we’d never cot him beginning July 2. Any boy or ming instruction. The aides serve
Agnes tended out -on Clem.
—but the bob-cat never made it— girl, 14 to 17 years old. who ex as trained volunteers assisting thc
Well we had’nt seen Clementine liver bigger’n 2 pie plates, then I (She warit starvin. no more).
fex 14 years, but when we seen her peeled ‘bout 40 onions, 20 taters
Well, we awl et bout a hour and no sirree!
hibits leadership training qualities Red Cross swimming instructor
Quicker’n he dove inside’r the and holds a current Red Cross The practical experience gained
laying on the sofa she looked in an’a peck of turnips. Two pectcs Clem wuz .tellin us how plum
the ‘pink’ to us, an Agnes wuz of beet green outer the garden sick she gut in Phiily just viewin barn we herd a sound like sumwill do much to insure a continu
givin her a white capsool she sed cum next, an wile I fired up the life acrost a tavern bai ; a breeth- buddy stepped on a over-ripe can- spilt- an I’m engaged, an the bob ing supply of well qualified Red
wuz orange jooce an cereal. I range Maudie gut three pie shells in V i'baJtker smoke 10 hours a day talcpe, and the tinkle of broken cat’s ded—when do we eat?”—An Cross water safety instructor
figgered the kid was starvin to rtddy fer the small oven—lemon —-tossin out stewed millunairs and glass—then a bundle of deceased she laid her pritty hed on Perleys candidates.
The water safety
or KN ALL DAY SATURDAY
'Til. 9 I’. M.
deth.)
morang. she called em.
trompin in pretzel crums year bob-cat with a bashed in skull sholder wile we scratched her up aid-es will use their training to as
Open A1! Day Saturday
In spite of her width my little after year. From now on she landid in a heep sider the cow- a lite lunch thay call planked sist in teaching many other boys
Now me an Maudie dont jell to
9 p
no such malaiaky as a square Maudie can prance round a kitch wantid the wide open spaces—blue lane fence—an who shud step in steak barbeque.
and girls how to be safe while in,
radiance
to
the
tie-up
door
with
meel inner round •capsool no big- in like a copper round a lime cask ribbons around flowers insted of
on, or a.bout the water.
Hopein Yore The Saim
ger’n a yeller eyed bean—so wen —An Charlie Miller, Maine’s most cans —Bushes without anheusers her sleeves rolled up an haff a
Koob Eton.
Those interested in the course
nowun warnt lookin I swiped a reknown male cook, was my most
And such like; and more than milk bottle in her hand but Clem
P. S.— Did you heer bout tho may register at Red Cross head
capsool marked “ham an spinach” backword skiollor when I wuz tea- anything, a husband with a farm. entine our little Clemmie, with ul ■ cow that dim a tree?
quarters. 447 Main street. Rock
in slunk off to the tool shed.
chin cooking back In B A. .G (be
-“Scon’s I'm strong again I’m cers. anemia an such and around , •
her waist wuz the arm of Perley j
Carter. “That” sez she ‘“is how' I
we do it at the Froth and Fuddle J
tavern,—only with a long necker
I’d a gut him the furst swipe”.
Well Tyke, this dont quite con
clude this letter.
Popular Esso Extra gasoline — now enriched with Vitane®,
—Clenentine and Perley will be
the additive designed to overcome power-robbing engine gum —
married this fall.
adds so much to your motoring pleasure.
OUTER PARK STREET
U. S. NO. 1
ROCKLAND
After we awl gut back to the
h.use, Agnes ast Clem what she
that made her faint the mornin
she tossed the tuff guy outer the
-HR jaaifcORMW6
tavern.
“Good heavens, Agnes!” sez
ARMOUR'S
he, “I wuz hungry”.—“And by
BANNER
tho tvay; now the capsools is

SAMP

choice in gas and oil...

PLENTY OF

FREE PARKING
WHOLE OR HALF

Extra Special

5?C !b. I CHICKEN BREASTS 59fi Ib.

CHICKEN LEGS

25% DISCOUNT
On All Brushes

1 LB. CELLO
WRAPPED PKG.
FULL SLICES

On Hand For the

3c Ib.

Rest of the Month
Our Paints start at
75c Quart end up.
Gals. $1.60 Case Lots and up
Full line of Dutch Boy Paints,
inside and outside. Also Dutch
Boy Nalplex, newest creation
in paint. Full line of Eaglo
Paints, guaranteed as good as
any first quality paint with rut
lead. Keg. price. Gals. $5.75,
Sale Price $5.25. Qts., reg $1.50
to $1.75, Sale Price $1.25 and
$1.43.

w

LAST

word in dealer service...

Wallpapers
12c Single Roll and up
Bundle Lots 69c and up

Going on a picnic, or a real vacation trip? Battery check ...
lubrication ... Esso road maps... these and many other top-notch

Largest display east of Bos
ton. Make your trading head
quarters at

services make your Esso Dealer’s a good stop for a good start.

CARR'S
WHERE YOU SAVE DOLLARS
At the Beginning of the
North End Rotary Traffic
5Hfi MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
76-77

•money

—ARMOUR S
re
| ■ ■ SKINLESS
SI
WC ID. PRANKS

LEAN, FANCY STEER

CORNED BEEF

FRANKS

SKINLESS-ALL MEAT

MAINE ( OAST FRESH

HADDOCK

U. S. GOVT
INSPECTED

ROUND ROAST

49c lb.

3 Ib. bas 99s

FANCY NATIVE

19c Ib.

CHICKENS
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

STAR

GRADE

FOWL

••AA”

SPLIT OR CUT UP
FRESH NATIVE
GRADE "AA"

31c Ib.

89c ea.

A
ti5c lb.| whole hams

“59c Ib.

SiILAfi DR ESSINiG » 39i'ea.
El.BQIW Nil1CA RQINI 23 5c
FRENCH FRIED

POTATOES

a

l’INE (ONE

10 oz.
PKGS.

/9C TOMATOES

45c

3

O,

FROZEN PEAS 2

ESSO
tXTRA

F4ST\HRWC£
$25, $100, $200upto$1200

ALWAY5 your best buy!

name only ... or
other plans ... in 1 day.

GOLD FLAKE

show where you will find top quality Esso
and Atlas products, the best values in
.Happy Motoring. Stop ... and go first class!

• If you wish, take up to
24 months to repay.

ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY

PEANUT BUTTER
LONG (.REEN

CUKES

A SOS A A 1 OCEAN SPRAY
3'^ 39c I SAUCE

3

S

( RANBERRY

79c
«

2 cans for 3>5c

a Ji.|pRESEmr,4for$1.00
’',c ea

69*l| TUNA FLAKES 4 for $1.00
4 for 29

■ ( ALD. KERL'RG

C| LETTUCE

UDS

L

for

*2

15c

359 Main Street
I 2nd FL above Laighton’* Jewelry Store

WHOLE

Phone:1720
Lite Insurance at no additional cost through the
John Hancock Mutual Lite Insurance Company

From Maine to Louisiana 25,000 Esso signs

JAPANESE

CRAB MEAT

Come in or, fo sovo timo, phono first

(£SSO

GREEN BEANS

... for any worthwhile
purpose.
• On your
Copr. 1956. Bi so Inc.

OUR VALUE

29c t BAKE-RITE

PUBLIC LOAN
CORPORATION

OF

ROCKLANO

WATER!1EL0iNS

-I-

5c

II1).

Busy Summer
Shaping Up For
State of Maine

Figurines Basis of New Business
IW

I

Another active summer of spe

t

cial events is shaping up for the
State according to the Maine Pub
licity Bureau's latest "Calendar of
Events" listing.
Over 175 individual events of in
terest are scheduled from June
through Fall, ranging from oneday
activities
to
season-long
events.

Art exhibits, flower shows, his
torical celebrations, food festivals,
fairs, music and summer theatres
head the general listing with
archery, fishing derbies, golf tour
naments, race meets, boat racing
and shooting on tap for the sports
minded.
Many "Maine Annuals" will
again share the spotlight this sea
son with the Maine Seafoods Festi
val at Rockland. Aug. 3-5; Broiler
Day at Belfast, July 14; Millionth
Visitor Days at Portland, Aug. 2-4;
and a three-day Kennebec River
Marathon Celebration at Augusta
July 13-15 heading the list.
According to the Publicity Bu
reau, the interest in Maine Travel
for the current season coupled with
the long list of special events in
Maine should result in an excel
lent vacation-travel season for the
State this year.

*.J#**\

IP"-'"-,.

L4

*

Ralph Munro, left, extracts a nearly dry plaster figurine from the heavy rubber casing as partner
Almon (arter puts a few featuring brush strokes on a dry rearing horse figure in the moulding com
partment of their shop. The large plaster forms near the rubber mould is the outside covering for the
mould. On the shelf at the top left are two finished figurines. The other shelves are covered with
small statuettes still drying.
Photo bv McKeon I
The handicraft of a small group the state through the organization I
of Rockland folks is slowly but of this community’s newest small '
business, a novelty company, with ’
surely becoming known all over
personnel made up of two families
manufacturing ornamental figuri
« ■ BI ■ ■
« •
nes.

SPECIAL
20 INCH
■a

Gas Range

$1O99S
Installed with

100 lbs. Gas
All White. Automatic Oven and Top Lighting. Roll-Out
Broiler.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Fully Insulated Heat Controlled Oven.

McLOON HOME & AUTO SUPPLY
TELEPHONE 1510

11 PARK STREET

68-TH-77
a » m m « *

The two Rocklanders behind the
formation of the small garagehoused company
are
Almon
Carter of 220 Camden street, a
former car salesman, and Ralph
Munroe of 18 Glen St., a presser
and stitcher in a sportswear firm
for 19 years.
The company,
manufacturing
figurine lamps decorated through
a flocking process, operates in the
back yaid of Carter’s home inside
a
small
one-room renovated
garage. The plant went into opera
tion last month and already serves
customers in merchandising firms
throughout Knox County and sev
eral Maine cities.
Is the new company a .success?
If piled up orders are any indica
tion the small business is on the
proper track to success.
The
main difficulty that now confronts
the partners is filling orders that
have been flowing in from Lewist n. Augusta, Bangor and Rock
land department stores.
The whole thing started late last
year when the two men, good

NOW AT SULKA JEWELERS
buy

Mr. and Mrs. William Both were
in Portland last Wednesday to at
tend the Hair Style Show at the
Falmouth Hotel.

1

★

the weekend with hia mother, Mrs. Hospital in Portland.
Nettie Winchenbach.
Success is the total of many
Misa Penelope Plummer of
Sheepscot spent last weekend with little things well done.
her aunt, Mrs. Kenneth Krah.
People who don’t vote shouldn’t
Standley Cobb has re turned
home from the Maine General be allowed to kick.

doboro.

Mrs. Robert McVicker of To
ledo, Ohio, has been the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield and
Viola Kuhn.
Mr. and Mrs. James Winchenmach and son of Augusta spent

A&P SUPER MARKETS OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. EVERY FRIDAY

Low
Prices for
[the Holiday or]
Any Day

Super-RightTender, Fully Cooked

|
LZ

2
V

Silverplate

A PRODUCT OF THE INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY

A real buy at this low, low price ... this beautiful coffee set adds
elegance to entertaining! Expertly fashioned with graceful
|
contours and radiant finish. Coffee pot holds 9 cups. 12’2" round 1
tray has handsome Laurel leaf border and delicate chasing.
(
Quantities limited at this special price. Own yours now.

9-CUP POT EASILY PRACTICAL
FOR USE AS TEA SERVICE

JEWELERS
TEL. 1150

FORT DISTRICT

PORT DISTRICT

2 Daily Except Sunday E.D.T
y
From June 1 to June 17
§Lv. North Haven
7.00 A. M
iAr. Rockland
8.15 A. M.^
;Lv. Rockland
9.20 A. M.$
SAr. North Haven
10.35 A.M.)
Abv. North Haven
12.20 P. mJ
t Ar. Rockland
1.35 P. M.I
r. Rockland
3.30 P. M.:
-. North Haven
4.45 P.M. i

(Subject to change without
notice)

Rockland To Vinalhaven
Monday through Saturday

June 1 to October 1
E. D. T.
'Leave Rockland
.30 A. M.
('Arrive Vinalhaven
.50 A. M.
5 Leave Rockland
.30 P. M.
‘Arrive Vinalhaven
.50 P. M.
Sunday Only, Starting June 24
SLeave Rockland
45 A.M.
^Arrive Vinalhaven
.05 A. M.
JLeave Rockland
00 P M.
^Arrive Vinalhaven
.20 P. M.
BOAT MARY A
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to September 8
JLeave Rockland
7.45 A.M.
SArrive Vinalhaven
9.00 A.M.
‘Leave Rockland
2.15 P. M.‘
^-Tuesday and Thursdays only.
jArrive Vinalhaven
3.30 P. M.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

76-7

Starting Sunday, June 24 to
September 9 Inclusive
Will run Sundays leaving
fRockiand at 8.30 A. M.; Arriv
ing North Haven 9.45 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45c
>P. M.; Arriving Rockland at J
1,5.00 P. M.
&
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.;&
J Arriving North Haven at 6.15?
?P. M.
J
June 23rd to September 8th1)
inclusive, extra trip from North^
I Haven every Saturday P. M.
(Leaving North Haven at 5 30'
fp. M.; Arriving Rockland 6.45i
(P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
65-66A68-Th-tf

BOAT VINALHAVEN II
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to October 1
SLeave Vinalhaven
7.00 A.M.'
? Arrive Rockland
8.20 A. M.
JLeave Vinalhaven
12.45 P. M
^Arrive Rockland
2.05 P.M.
Sunday Only, Starting June 24
((Leave Vinalhaven
3.30 P.M
JArrive Rockland
4 50 P. M
BOAT MARY A
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to September 8
?Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P. ii.*
SArrive Rockland
5.30 P. M.
i,-Starting June 23 will leave;
Vinalhaven Saturday at 5.30
P. M. instead of 4.15 P. M.
65-66468-Th-tfl

INCLUDING

LB

CENTER 5UCES

Butt Half
CENTER SLICES
LB
TO BAKE, BROIL
Censer Slices
or FRY
LB
HANDY FOR

Whole Hams
FANCY SLICED

BACON

SUPER RIGHT

LB

43c

LB

ALL OCCASIONS

BONELESS SUPER-RIGHT

Smoked Ham

LB

IN PIECE—MILDLY CURED

READY TO COOK-BROAD BREASTED

SUPER-RIGHT FANCY

BACON

Hick Slicrt

2 18 l>KC 85c

All GOOD

SLICED BACON

“ 39

FRESH

A7,e«

SALMON

l,89c

FRESH

“ 69;

SEA SCALLOPS

★mini M-^niitiii

GOLDEN
KERNELS

jt

wC

ORANGES
c LB AQC

D

PEANUTS
1 LB
CELLO""~

ROASTED
IN SHELL

LB

10 TO 16 LBS

FANCY PLUMP READY-

LB

TO-COOK 6 TO 8 LBS

SUPER-RIGHT HEAVY STEER BEEF

Roasts
TOP ROUND or BOTTOM ROUND
LB
READY-TO-COOK
Roasting Chickens 4 TO 5 LBS LB
CUT FROM TENDER
Veal Cutsets
LB
MILK FED VEAL

■ ^iiiifiiM’A'iiiiiiian ★mi i
re^l=ag7t

ea1.29

Strawberries fresh CALIFORNIA p,nt 39c
Cantaloupes swkmuicym-. 2 FOR 49C
LB 25f
Santa Rosa Plums
is 35
Seedless Grapes
Bing Cherries
Bi«.firm.-djuicy LB 43c

OeARS**0

CALIFORNIA
VELENCIA

Turkeys
Broiler Turkeys

Watermelons

FRESH CORN

★ lllllll■l★llllll!l K-^-IIHiliM ★ iflllllM ★ I1IIIIIMB-&
JANE PAkKER REGULARLY 65c

JELLY ROLL G,ANT SPECIU 49'
JANE PARKER REGULARLY 19c

RAISIN BREAD ^15c
1 IB 1 OZ LOAF

JANE PARKER

WHITE BREAD STILl0NLV 15
JANE PARKER

POTATO CHIPS ,2MF,KS 49
JULY ISSUE NOW ON SALE

WOMAN'S DAY

7'

SUPER-RIGHT

LUNCHEON MEAT

29

OXFORD SWEET MIXED

SULTANA SMALL SIZE

STUFFED OLIVES ’T 57c
TIDY

PKG OF 20

HOUSE

SANDWICH BAGS 2

9

LIBBY'S

CORNED BEEF

™ 27c
CAN

HASH

SANDWICH

PKG

EDUCATOR CHOCOLATE
9' 2 OZ

25c

SUNSHINE FUDGE

COOKIES

1 LB

SANDWICH

★mini

VaGAl
PKG
' ”

CRESTMONT ALL FLAVORS

JANE PARKER REGULARLY 53c

ALL POPULAR BRANDS

43c
2.30

NOW

CTN OF

Cigarettes,!EG. STYLE PRICED FOR ME. 10 PKGS
$4.95 VALUE
Barbecue Grill 5 YEAR GUARANTEE EA
EA 2.95
■
REG. $4.95 VALUE 50 FT.
O OO
Garden Hose GERING VINYL PLASTIC EA
Yukon Pale, Go'den
1PTL3OZ O tC
Ginger Ale Other Beverages Corns. 3 BOTTLES 8»*
12OZ
BC
Armour's Treet
’can 35
Deviled Ham
armours
2 3cCANS
1nsz 33c

Vienna Sausage
2 CANS
CANS '37c
Corned Beef Hash ARMOUR’S 2 CANS 57c
ARMOUR’S
4J 5’/a OZ MWC
Potted Meats 3 3'/4 or cans 25c
CANS
<
CHEESE WISCONSIN
BQC
LONG AGED
LB
~
Sharp Cheddar
Sliced Cheese
53c
ARMOUR'S

lb

79c

8p°g

3T

Ched-O-Bit PROCESS CHEESE FOOD 2 LOAF
A&P Sliced Swiss Cheese 8P°GZ 39c

10M 0Z

FUDGE CREMES

7QC

IceCream
Apple Pie

4OZ

«TJA"31C

PICKLES

BOAT VINALHAVEN n

Vinalhaven To Rockland

CAN BE PURCHASED ON ANY THREE SULKA PLANS, CASH-CKARGE-OR WEEKLY PAYMENTS

S93 MAIN STREET

VINALHAVEN

From June 18 to Sept. 16
r. North Haven
7.00 A. M.
•. Rockland
8.15 A.M.)
r. North Haven
12.20 P. M S
-. Rockland
1.35 P. M.j
Leave Rockland
^Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Saturday
9.20 A. M. and 3.30 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
10.35 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Leave Rockland Friday
9.20 A. M. and 5.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
10.35 A. M. and 6.15 P. M.

4 piece Coffee Set complete with Tray for only
Famous Hl\V*ROGERS*

NORTH HAVEN

'

IB

COOKED HAM

INCLUDING

COOKIES

SUMMF.R SCHEDULE

SUPER-RIGHT

Butt Portion
Shank Half

Mass

SUMMER SCHEDULE

. Shank Portion

HAMS

NA3ISCO SWISS CREME

bli

M

It’s a great feeling to
walk into A&P and be
surrounded by a vast
variety of famous
foods!
Pick
exactly
what you need for the
week end. next week’s
Fourth of July cele
bration
and
future
needs. You’ll save at
A&P!

WEST WALDOBORO

Chalmer Krah spent last
weekend with her grandmother,
Mrs. John W. Verney in Sheepscot.
Miss Ramona Jackson has em
ployment at the Hotel Pemaquid
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah ac
companied Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Jordan of North Edgecomb and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Shorey of
Sheepscot to Lake Moxie last
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilby P. Sargent
a. e the.i left setting for a three of
Melrose Highlands , Mass.,
day drying period after which spent last weekend with his sister,
-icy can be processed.
Mrs. Jennie Fowler.
Next, a sealing process takes ! Miss Elaine Jc'hnson is visiting
place where the entire statuette is hex’ grandmother, Mrs. Earl Grin
covered with a light ordinary thin nell in Washington.
I, yellow paint to seel the pourous | Mrs. (Hallie Shuman of Wins
.extuie of the figurines surface
j low’s Mills entertained the Wesley
The lamp statuette then goes to Society last Thursday afternoon at
a featuring table where the eyes, her home with 12 present. The
nose, ears, tails and other stand next meeting will be held at the
out features are painted on in sev Commun.ty House July 5.
eral bright color combinations.
Miss Sara McGrath is employed
Though the figure now begins at the Nadeau Restaurant in Wal-

car:

What a

frien-ds for the past 13 years, put
their head’s together and decided
it was time to pool their talents.
The tj’-pe of business was deter
mined because of Carter's past
training in working with figurines
and the flocking process. Their
major problem was capital and
workng space.
W th $1,000 of their savings and
some elbow grease the problem
was licked. The garage behind
the Carter home was completely
done over inside with working
compartments installed, benches
constructed and basic equipment
necessary in manufacturing the
figurines purchased.
Hired to work the “assembly
line’’ were several other members
of the family &o that a total of
six employees now fill the com
pany work list.
The next step was the puchase
of six heavy plaster moulds from
a Boston firm that would shape
several different lamp and ash
tray designs such as a rearing
horse, resting fox terrier and
Boston bull d'g, a rabbit, and a
squirrel and skunk ash tray com- ]
bination.
The moulds, weighing several !
pounds each—the rearing horse
mould weighs nine and one half
pounds,—are constructed
from >
thick foam rubber encased in
heavy plaster. The rubber and
plaster are shaped to form the
particular figurine so that all that
is required is the pouring of the
plaster of paris into the rubber
mould.
Tho plaster sets until nearly dry i
and is then removed from the1
moulds by separating the outer
plaster casing and opening the
rubber insulation.
The chalk-llke plaster figurines !

to look like thc finished product,
the work is only half completed.
Next, a background paint is ap
plied, covering sections of the
figure that will later undergo the
flocking treatment which is the
main selling point of the new
manufactures. This paint match
es thc color of the flocking pow
der.
The flocking process comes next
on the step-by-step production
technique employed. The powd
ery flock, obtained in several
colorful selections, is applied by
means of a pressure spray gun.
A container of flock is merely
attached to the gun and a neces
sary amount of flock is blown onto
‘he figure. Thc flock will not stick
to the unpainted section of the
statuette and excess flock is
merely
biown off.
About 35
pounds of pressure is used to
apply the flock and 50 pounds to
blow clean the statuette.
The work is done in a small,
well-lighted, box-like pen that
will contain the flying flock. A
six hour drying period is then
necessary and the painting and
flocking process is again applied
for the second color.
The two drying periods are thc
main reason for the limited output
of the new firm hut methods will
be devised to cut these periods
shorter, both partners feel.
The figurine is then ready for
electric wire insertion if a lamp
of felt basing if an ash tray.
With Carter tak.ng to the road
visiting retail firms whenever
necessary and partner Munro
staying close to the shop, the
business of selling Rockiand pro
duced figurines throughout the
state is progressing rapidly.
The pair feel their success is
guaranteed by two factors. The
cost of their product is low and
the utility value of the lamps and
ash trays combined with the
pleasing and handsome furry
finish produced by their process is
in large demand.
The two men intend to use ad
ditional moulds for greater varia
tion in the product and have al
ready puchased several
new
moulds including twin Chinese
figurines, deer and a western
horse moulds and—you gussed it—
a lobster mould.

PKG

43

Muenster Cheese
aexo

PURE

VEGETABLE

SHORTENING

A1Psliced
1 LB

A AC A
8>

CAN 8*8*

LB
CAN

ib ★iiuiiii B>iniina« ★in iiiiim ★mini »★
DEI MONTE SLICED OR

OUR OWN

"c"«45c

TEABAGS
RECIPE WHITE

21c

MARSHMALLOWS
20 PIECE PICNIC SETS

SNAK PAK

Set99‘

PLASTIC

PINK, GREEN, YELLOW OR BLUE

TOWELS

2

1.49

FLYING SCOUT

PAIR

ROLLER SKATES

2.79

»^S«Per M^etsi

Peaches
HALVES
Pineapple Juice DOLE'S
A&P Fruit Cocktail
A&P Prune Plums

) 1 LB 14OZ

6

CA NS

| 1 QT 14 OZ

CAINS

•

k t LB 14 OZ

h

k

CANS

65c

55c
69c

1 LB 14 OZ

t CANS 49c
6OZ
Orange Juice A&P FROZEN FRESH(4 TINS 59c
12 OZ
29c
Orange Juice A&P FROZEN FRESH
SH
TIN
10 OZ
Strawberries
A&P FROZEN
4 PKGS 95c
10 OZ
2 PKGS 35c
A&P Green Peas
Prices shown in this ad guaranteed thru Sat., June 30 & effective la this community & vicinity

ZA-REX SYRUPS

Flavored

BOT

TINS

RED MARASCHINO

FORTIFIED WITH LIVER

Keeps you fresh 'round the clock

LIBERTY CHERRIES

DASH DOG FOOD

DIAL SOAP

4OZI0T

|9C

10ZBOT

RED

CAP

REFRESH-R
4 OZ BOT

26°

53C

2

1 LI CANS

27*

GERBER'S STRAINED

2 BATH CAKES 39°

LA CHOY PRODUCTS

BABY FOODS

Chop Susy

4]C

Soy Saves

0Z JARS

cnineseilbca.

59*

r«»«»ioc

